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Abstract
This study focused on the creation of new faces by compositing features from donor face
photographs together that provide a way to generate new face identities. However, does
the act of compositing conceal the identity of the donor faces? Two applications of these
created faces require donor face identities to remain concealed: Covert social media
profiles provide a way for investigating authorities to survey online criminal activity and,
as such, a false online identity, including face image, is required. Compositing
features/face parts from various donor face photographs could be used to generate new
face identities. Face donor photographs are also used for the ‘texturing’ of facial
depictions to reconstruct an image of how a person might appear. This study investigated
whether compositing unknown face features onto known familiar faces (celebrities and
lecturers) was sufficient to conceal identity in a face recognition task paradigm. A first
experiment manipulated individual features to establish a feature saliency hierarchy. The
results of this informed the order of feature replacement for the second experiment,
where features were replaced in a compound manner to establish how much of a face
needs to be replaced to conceal identity. In line with previous literature, the eyes and
hair were found to be highly salient, with the eyebrows and nose the least. As expected,
the more features that are replaced, the less likely the face was to be recognised. A
theoretical criterion point from old to new identity was found for the combined data
(celebrity and lecturer) where replacing at least two features resulted in a significant
decrease in recognition. Which feature was being replaced was found to have more of an
effect during the middle part of feature replacement, around the criterion point, where
the eyes were more important to be replaced than the mouth. Celebrities represented a
higher level of familiarity and, therefore, may be a more stringent set of results for
practical use, but with less power than the combined data to detect changes. This would
suggest that at least three features (half the face) need to be replaced before recognition
significantly decreases, especially if this includes the more salient features in the upper
half of the face. However, once all six features were replaced, identity was not
concealed 100% of the time, signifying that feature replacement alone was not sufficient
to conceal identity. It is completely possible that residual configural and contrast
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information was facilitating recognition, and, therefore, it is likely that manipulations,
such as these, are also needed in order to conceal identity.
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General Introduction ‐ The importance of faces

1. General Introduction
1.1 The importance of faces
Each face is unique (Lucas and Henneberg, 2015). We use faces every day to
communicate with each other, through expressing emotion and speech, as well as to
identify each other (Bruce and Young, 1986), relying on the seemingly fine differences
between each face that make them different from one another (Little et al., 2011).
Recognition of familiar faces is a remarkable feat considering faces make for a very
homogenous group made up of the same component parts; two eyes above a nose,
above a mouth surrounded by a facial contour and flanked by two ears. It is generally
thought that a combination of different streams of information gleaned from the face
allow us to differentiate between them, such as the textural pattern (e.g. dark pupils
against a white sclera), featural detail, such as the shape of the mouth, as well as the
spatial layout of those features (Rhodes, 1988, Cabeza and Kato, 2000, Gilad‐Gutnick et
al., 2012, Maurer et al., 2002, Sergent, 1984) although their relative importance has been
contested more recently (Burton et al., 2015). This heightened attention to faces also
fuels the phenomenon called, Face Pareidolia ‐ seeing face‐like patterns in everyday
objects/scenes (Liu et al., 2014), suggesting we may be programmed to look for faces.
Faces are considered so important that society deems them a key tool for identifying
someone in crucially important scenarios, such as passport control or for ID cards,
eyewitness testimony (del Carmen and Walker, 2012) and even for automated face
recognition systems (Zhao et al., 2003). With these systems, faces can be used as a
biometric in high security environments such as airports and buildings with restricted
access (Parmar and Mehta, 2013, Sanchez del Rio et al., 2016) and for investigative
procedures such as searching for criminals (Klontz and Jain, 2013). Our faces, in addition
to identity, provide a plethora of information for social interaction and communication
through expression (Ekman, 2006) and speech as well as to “house” our main senses –
sight, hearing, taste, touch and smell. Perhaps because of this requirement for social
structure and interaction, our faces have evolved to be unique so that we can present an
1
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individual identity within those social structures and because we lacked, or lost, the
sensitivity to methods used by other animals, such as identity specific smell or
vocalization (Sheehan and Nachman, 2014).

In the contemporary world, our faces have become muses, as well as gatekeepers, within
the digital realm through the advent of digital technology and the world‐wide web.
Humans are fascinated with digital representations and documentations of faces, with
the more recent obsession with the so‐called, ‘Selfie’ (Souza et al., 2015) and the use of
computer generated imagery (CGI) for highly photo‐realistic digital faces (Tiddeman,
2012). As such, the development of technology has allowed for the creation of new face
images, which can behave as either a new face or a proxy for existing ones.

1.2 Facial creation
Created faces allow for the freedom to generate an image that can be a completely new
identity, or an adaptation or representation of an existing one. There is a range of quality
of created face images from animated cartoon type representations (e.g. avatars
representing players in basic video games or testing paradigms) (Rhee and Lee, 2013) to
some applications allowing for photo‐realistic created faces either through the
superimposition of an existing real face photograph/3D scan (Aitpayev and Gaber, 2012,
Lyons et al., 1998) or through the digital generation of a (often photo‐realistic) face
image (CGI) (Chai et al., 2003, Blanz and Vetter, 1999). There are various digital
applications that utilise created faces, both offline and online, from computer gaming,
training packages, learning environments, police investigations, clinical care,
psychological studies to communication applications and social media platforms, to
name but a few (Cosatto et al., 2003, Xie et al., 2015, Gaggioli et al., 2003, Segovia et al.,
2012).The focus of this postgraduate research, was the use of created faces in forensic
contexts.

2
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Forensic applications of created faces
Created faces have been used in a variety of forensic scenarios. It is important that faces
created for forensic purposes (and in some cases for other scenarios too), make sure to
not only represent a new identity, but conceal the identity of any constituent face parts
that have been used to create the new face. This study reports on two different forensic
scenarios that make use of created faces:
1. Created face avatars1 for false (covert) online social media profiles, and
2. Facial depictions used to prompt a potential identification in investigations.

1. Social media, in particular, has perpetuated online networking across many different
genres and as such has seen a dramatic rise in the use of social media ‘profiles’ and chat
rooms for engaging in networking for criminal activity (Europol, 2017, Martellozzo, 2013).
In these particular instances a fake profile and face image is generated, called an avatar.
The use of created faces that behave as avatars has become prevalent in these contexts
due to the opportunity to protect the real criminal identity by allowing them to provide a
fake profile photo (created avatar) and pseudonym, whilst still engaging and interacting
with fellow users (often via chat‐rooms): by using a created face representation, there is
no need to use other veridical images, such as a personal photograph or video, that
would reveal their identity, or, run the risk of using someone else’s face image that may
indicate to fellow users and investigators that the profile is suspicious. This method of
interaction, networking and dissemination is, in particular, prevalent in online child
sexual exploitation where offenders use social networking sites and chat rooms to groom
children as well as interact with fellow offenders and to disseminate child abuse material
(CEOP, 2013, Europol, 2017, UNODC, 2014).

Within the UK, the Metropolitan Police have their own Paedophile and High Tech Crime
Unit, part of the Sexual Offences Command, who tackle the very issue of online grooming
and sharing of indecent images of sexual exploitation and abuse of children that use
social media platforms for networking (Gallagher, 2015). In order to combat this type of
1

The word, ‘Avatar’ comes from the concept of ‘Descent’ in Hinduism and refers to the
incarnation of a deity. LOCHTEFELD, J. G. 2002. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Hinduism:
A‐M, Rosen.
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activity, investigating authorities need to infiltrate these networks for covert surveillance
as well as to potentially communicate with the individuals involved to gain access to
information that may be used to identify and convict them. To facilitate this process, a
fake online identity, like the ones the offenders use, is usually created for use on social
networking platforms. The identity needs to be convincing as that of a real person and,
again, requires a fake face profile image in order to do so, but the question arises of
where fake face profile images can be acquired? There are various ways of creating a
new fake face image (software packages and online facilities) that could potentially be
used in these contexts. The Dutch branch of Terres des Hommes, a children’s rights
charity, collaborated with digital animators, Lemz, to create a photo‐realistic 3D
animated avatar, named Sweetie, to be used specifically for a false online identity for the
covert surveillance of the online sexual exploitation of children (Hommes, 2013a) (see
Figure 1.2‐1).

Figure 1.2‐1: Sweetie, the 3D animated avatar generated by Terre des Hommes
Sweetie was used to create a false online identity for the covert surveillance of the online sexual
exploitation of children. Image courtesy of Terres des Hommes.

Sweetie was animated in real‐time and used for a covert sting operation involving
Webcam Child Sex Tourism where adults view streaming videos of children performing
sex acts (Hommes, 2013b). However, high quality 3D CGI animated faces are costly and
take considerable time to generate and once Sweetie had been used in this sting
4
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operation, she was retired. Therefore, it seems important that a faster technique of
generating multiple new identities (adults and children) that pass as real people for the
covert surveillance of any online criminal activity is developed. This PhD study proposes a
methodology where donor features/parts (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth etc.) are sampled from
existing 2D face databases (photographs) (including the Glasgow face database (Burton
et al., 2010)) and composited to form new faces (unknown identities). However, it is not
known if the act of compositing conceals the identity of the donors within the new whole
face context, which is important if the features/parts are sampled from the faces of
individuals who do not wish to be recognised (e.g. investigating officers’ photographs are
likely to be available to the organisations creating these types of images).

2. The second scenario is that of forensic facial depictions, where created faces are used
in forensic identification investigations. In these scenarios facial depictions (often created
by compositing sampled features/parts from existing faces) can help promote the
identification of both the living and the dead by behaving as a digital depiction of how
the person might look. One example of when compositing for forensic facial depictions
fails, is that of an age‐progression produced by the United States’ Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI).They created an image of the al‐Qaeda leader, Osama Bin Laden, in
2010, where he had been progressed in age. Bin Laden had been attempting to avoid
detection from the authorities and some considerable time had passed since any last
confirmed face image of him. Therefore, a forensic artist was employed in the FBI to
produce an age‐progression image of Bin Laden to show what he might look like
currently in a bid to try and locate him (see Figure 1.2‐2) (The starting image used was
from 1998 (BBC, 2010)). The method not only involves the manipulation of the existing
features/textures in the image to simulate ageing (Mullins, 2012), but sometimes, in
addition, features/face parts are sampled from other face images in order to create a
realistic plausible face image, for example with greying hair. However, the forensic artist
sampled features/textures from the photograph of a well‐known Spanish politician. The
facial depiction bore an identifiable resemblance to the politician so that following the
release of the age‐progression image, the Spanish population noticed the similarity and
the comparison was made public (Tremlett, 2011).

5
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The image originally presented here cannot be made freely available via LJMU ETheses Collection because of copyright. The image was sourced from the
following website:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/8463657.stm

Figure 1.2‐2: FBI age‐progression of al‐Qaeda leader, Osama Bin Laden
Osama Bin Laden (Left), FBI age progression (Middle) and the Spanish Politician, Gaspar
Llamazares (right).

It is apparent that the artist directly sourced ‘textures’ from the photograph of the
politician so that the photo of Bin Laden could be progressed in age – the hair and
forehead have been cut and pasted onto the age‐progression image. The beard/stubble
also appears to have been sampled in portions along with generic skin textures across
the face. It is usual to search for a face image that is similar in textures and contrast to
the face being age‐progressed so that features/textures are congruent with each other.
Even though the samples might be small, it seems that those familiar with the politician
(the Spanish public) or specifically with the photograph, were able to detect enough
similarities when viewing the age‐progression that they were able to identify from whom
the features/textures had been sampled. Following on from this, Gaspar Llamazares, the
Spanish politician whose image they used, found a second ‘photofit’ type image of
another wanted terrorist, the Libyan al‐Qaeda ‘number 2’, Atiyah Abd al‐Rahman (see

Figure 1.2‐3).
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The image originally presented here cannot be made freely available via LJMU ETheses Collection because of copyright. The image was sourced from the
following website:
http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2010/01/16/internacional/1263662696.html

Figure 1.2‐3: FBI age‐progression of Atiyah Abd al‐Rahman
Age‐progression of Atiyah Abd al‐Rahman (left) and photograph of Gaspar Llamarez (right).

Again, it appears that hair and skin textures, as well as the eyes, have been sampled from
the face of the Spanish politician and used to progress in age the image of Atiyah Abd al‐
Rahman in a similar way to the Bin Laden age‐progression.

Similarly, within the domain of forensic facial depictions, other types of facial depictions
are created, including craniofacial reconstructions (approximating the appearance of a
face from the skull) where the process of sampling textures/features from other face
images and compositing them onto the reconstructed shape, is also used. Sampling from
one whole face image is preferable as the lighting and quality remains consistent
between sampled portions. However, with this arises the problem of how much and
which parts of a face image can be sampled without the depiction looking like the face
donor? As can be seen in the FBI age‐progression cases, hair, facial hair and skin textures
rendered the age progressions identifiable as the known face. In anecdotal reports for
craniofacial reconstructions where textures are sampled from face images and added to
the shape, the resulting depiction has been reported to resemble the identity from which
the textures were sampled (Smith, K. and Shrimpton, S., personal communications,
2017).

7
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Another example of forensic facial depictions is that of the eyewitness composite. This
involves an eyewitness describing the face of a suspect/perpetrator in order to create a
face image that behaves as a pictorial statement and helps to illicit potential
identification leads in an investigation (NPIA, 2009). This can be done with a sketch artist
or using one of the automated compositing systems. A few of these systems (Identi‐kit,
PHOTO‐fit, PRO‐fit and IQBiometrix’ ‘FACES’ software (Cote, 1998)) use features sampled
from real faces for the database from which to choose from (Hasel and Wells, 2007,
Frowd, 2015, Davies et al., 2000), the latter two are still used in the U.S.. However, even
though these features are placed within a whole face context (composite) it is not known
if the facial feature donor’s identity is concealed by the process of compositing. More
recent sophisticated holistic composite systems such as EvoFIT (Frowd et al., 2011) and
EFIT‐V (Solomon et al., 2012) use synthesised whole faces that may be less problematic
due to not sampling individual features.

1.3 Summary
To summarise, created faces are used in forensic contexts to help with investigations into
online criminal activity as well as for depictions that aim to help identify individuals.
There is one main question that arises from these two applications of created faces in
forensic contexts that is the primary focus of this study: if features/ face parts are
sampled from other donor faces and composited to form a new one (created face), can
the donors still be recognised within the new identity? For the scenario of fake face
profile images, it is likely that the face databases available to the investigating authorities
will contain individuals who do not wish to be recognised (e.g. investigating officers).
Veridical whole images of the officers from the databases cannot be used in these
circumstances as their identity would be compromised as those familiar to them would
recognise them. This PhD study investigated if compositing features from face
photograph databases still conceals the donors’ identity. This question can be applied in
a similar way to forensic facial depictions, investigating how features/textures can be
sampled from donor faces and composited onto depictions whilst concealing the donors’
identity. The study will provide an understanding of how much and which parts of a face
8
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can be used in fake face profile images and forensic facial depictions by following a
methodology that tests the effect of compositing on face recognition. The compositing
technique also serves as a potential way for investigating authorities to generate multiple
new face identities for online face avatars to be used in the covert surveillance of online
criminal activity, in an efficient way.

Recognition of these types of face composites will be tested in a psychological testing
paradigm to try and answer this question and potentially guide practitioners on how to
create these composites without compromising a donor’s identity. Known (familiar) faces
will be used as targets where their features will be replaced with those from other
unknown faces, to form stimuli that vary in feature replacement as well as how much of
the face has been replaced. The first part of the study will establish which parts of the
face may need to be changed by testing for a feature saliency hierarchy. This hierarchy
will then inform generation of the stimuli for a second part that will establish how much
of a face needs to be replaced to conceal identity through compound replacement of
facial features. These stimuli will then be tested in a familiar face recognition paradigm
where participants will attempt to recognise and identify each identity, to investigate
how these manipulations affect recognition rates.

9
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2 Literature review
In order to be able to investigate whether face donor parts/features are recognisable
within a composite, previous research into how humans recognise familiar faces and how
psychological testing paradigms can be used to investigate the role of features and face
parts within a composite face, will be discussed.

2.1 Context of study
To summarise, composite faces are often created using combined features from images
of real faces. These composite faces may be utilised in covert surveillance of online
criminal activity (for example, in the context of facial avatars for use on social networking
sites), forensic identification (for eye‐witness recall or craniofacial depiction), computing
gaming (personal avatars) and training purposes (character avatars). The created faces
need to appear realistic and may need to pass as an image of a real person. False
identities may be created using features from face images for on‐line offender
surveillance and in these circumstances real faces would also not be appropriate for use.
It is known that familiar faces can be recognised from partial images or single features
(Jarudi and Sinha, 2003). Research has also shown that the combination of one face with
another will alter the recognition of each face (Davies et al., 1977, Young et al., 1987) and
the removal of a single feature from a face will reduce recognition (Fraser et al., 1990,
Roberts and Bruce, 1988). For example, reduced recognition has been recorded with the
removal of eyebrows (Sadr et al., 2003). However, it is not known whether replacing a
target feature with an unknown one would render that composite recognisable as the
target, or how many elements from other faces are necessary in the composite before
the target face becomes unrecognisable. These issues may be paramount to the security
of many law enforcement operations, and may also be relevant to the recognition of on‐
line offenders who may use computer‐generated ‘avatars’ derived from an image of their
real face. If images of the faces of police officers, military personnel or security agents
are utilised for the creation of new face images, the safety of the agents may be
10
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compromised if they can be recognised from the composite faces. The results of this
study will also help to inform practitioners using compositing for facial depictions in both
forensic and archaeological scenarios. The results will provide some guidelines as to how
much of a face can be sampled from to provide ‘textures’ to a facial depiction without
the finished imager resembling the face that the textures were sampled from. Therefore,
this research aims to establish how much of a target face is recognisable as part of the
composite face by studying facial composites produced using familiar target faces.

This literature review will cover the relevant areas of face perception literature that will
allow for a comprehensive and robust experimental design as well as the prediction of
hypotheses that can be made based on previous empirical research. They are follows:


Featural manipulations will be used in the first phase of compositing to establish
any featural hierarchy and, therefore, previous literature on feature saliency will
be discussed



Holistic processing: The current study will require a familiar face recognition task
to occur and therefore the differences between familiar and unfamiliar face
recognition will be outlined, alongside the different levels and types of familiarity
as well as how to obtain a familiar face stimulus set.



Whole face processing will be used for recognition and as such, the mechanisms
used for whole face processing as well as part‐based processing will be explored.
This will give an understanding of how recognition might be disrupted depending
on how much of a familiar face has been changed through compositing.



Certain formal aspects of a face image, contrast and spatial frequency, will be
discussed in relation to face recognition as these provide cues for recognition that
will still be evident in the facial composites.



Facial characteristics will be summarised to give an understanding of how
different types of faces might be recognised compared to each other, in terms of
how that particular memory is stored and extracted. This will provide an
indication as to whether some face targets may be more susceptible to
compositing manipulations than others.



A brief description of how Automated face recognition systems work will be given
and summarised to give an understanding of differences in face processing
11
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compared to humans and so a hypothesis can be made about their performance
with the composite stimuli.

2.2 Familiar and unfamiliar face recognition
Empirical research has shown that there are differences in both the quantitative and
qualitative processing of familiar and unfamiliar (or newly familiar) faces (Bruce, 1982,
Hancock et al., 2000, Barton et al., 2006, Bruce et al., 2010). A familiar face is defined as a
face that the viewer has been repeatedly exposed to, most likely over a period of time,
where the person has encoded a ‘memory’ for the face in the brain (Johnston and
Edmonds, 2009). It is thought that familiarity is on a (potentially non‐linear) spectrum,
rather than completely binary or distinct, and therefore the processes used in
recognition may also fall on a spectrum from that used for unfamiliar faces (more akin to
face perception than recognition), to that used for those familiar to us (Campbell, 1999,
Campbell et al., 1995, Clutterbuck and Johnston, 2005, Clutterbuck and Johnston, 2002,
Collishaw and Hole, 2000, Schwaninger et al., 2002, Veres‐Injac and Persike, 2009).

Research has shown that for unfamiliar faces there is a focus of attention to the hair and
the external parts of the face, as well as any other identifiable cues, such as facial hair or
adornments (Campbell et al., 1995, Ellis et al., 1979, Jarudi and Sinha, 2003, Longmore et
al., 2015, Young et al., 1985). The features relied on more in unfamiliar face processing
(e.g. hair) are clearly visible from both up‐close and longer distances and are therefore
easy to focus on to generate an initial face memory. However, those features are likely to
change over time and are therefore not robust enough to form a structural familiar face
memory (e.g. hairstyles change). Subsequently, for familiar face recognition the focus
shifts to look at more invariant parts of the face that are less easily changed and more
stable over time such as the internal features (eyes, nose and mouth) in order to
recognise someone familiar (Ellis et al., 1979, Young et al., 1985). It is also possible that
repeated exposure to a face will inevitably involve communication through movement of
the internal features of the face (i.e. speech and expression) forcing our attention to this
12
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area rather than the external parts (Ellis et al., 1979). Ellis et al. used familiar faces of
famous people to test for the saliency of internal or external features compared to
unfamiliar faces and found an internal feature advantage for familiar faces. fMRI studies
support the notion that the processing of familiar and unfamiliar faces is different with
an external feature advantage for the latter demonstrated through the activation of face
specific nodes (see (Natu and O'Toole, 2011) for a review). This is further supported
during the encoding process by a study that recorded eye tracking movements during a
familiarisation process where participants spent longer focusing on the external features
of the face (Henderson et al., 2005) in order to become familiar with the new faces.

Conversely, some studies have not found this pattern of results and found no advantage
of external feature encoding and recognition for unfamiliar face perception (Young et al.,
1985). Clutterbuck and Johnston (2002) used a discrimination/matching task involving
faces of varying levels of familiarity (familiar, moderately familiar and unfamiliar) and
internal and external feature conditions. They found external feature matching accuracy
was only increased for discriminating different highly familiar faces compared to
unfamiliar faces. However, overall they did find an internal feature advantage (faster
reaction times) for highly familiar faces compared to moderately familiar and unfamiliar
faces and error rates were higher for matching unfamiliar faces compared to familiar
ones. In addition, Longmore et al. (2015) used a short familiarisation process with a
single photograph and found no advantage for external features over internal features
when matching to the same photograph at test. However, an internal feature advantage
was found when generalising to a novel viewpoint. Obscuring the hair in a subsequent
study further enhanced generalization to novel viewpoints suggesting the external
features can detract from attending to the more robust internal features, which would
allow for a more stable face representation, during encoding.

Sensitivity to feature displacement (shifting features slightly away from their congruent
position) is greater for familiar than unfamiliar faces (O'Donnell and Bruce, 2001, Brooks
and Kemp, 2007) with the former researchers finding an effect for the eyes and hair with
familiar faces (only hair with unfamiliar) and the latter for the eyes and nose only: this
may be the result of a more stable position of the eyes and nose whereas the mouth is
13
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dynamically animated so the thresholds for displacement are higher, and the ears may be
obscured by hair. It should be noted that when referring to unfamiliar face processing,
the research is, in fact, mainly focusing on the discrimination of those faces (Burke et al.,
2007, Megreya and Burton, 2006). For example, unfamiliar faces and face parts are often
assessed by our ability to discriminate between them (Goffaux, 2012, Logan et al., 2017)
and matching tasks may be used to test how similar two unfamiliar faces are (Goffaux,
2012). Encoding and processing studies testing for the role of featural and configural
information in relation to an overall holistic processing technique have also often used
unfamiliar faces as stimuli (Ramon et al., 2010, Logan et al., 2017, Vesker and Wilson,
2012). These studies are useful in that they tell us something about how we perceive the
physical components of a face and in a real life situation we are required to discriminate
between unfamiliar or newly familiar faces on a regular basis. However, even with this
abundance of unfamiliar face perception research, the results are not always
generalisable to a true familiar face situation, which is mostly due to the difficulties in
testing familiar faces under laboratory conditions.

Familiarisation
In order to test familiar face recognition, a set of familiar faces is required. This is
obtained through the process of familiarisation which refers to the process during which
a face is encoded as a memory (Clutterbuck and Johnston, 2007, Clutterbuck and
Johnston, 2005, Schwartz and Yovel, 2016, Johnston and Edmonds, 2009, Bonner et al.,
2003). Familiarity refers to a) whether the face is known or not, but also b) how familiar
the face is, which can be considered to be on a spectrum (Clutterbuck and Johnston,
2002).

There are two methods available for obtaining a familiar face stimulus set in order to test
familiar face recognition and recall in an experimental paradigm: naturally familiar faces
(faces that have become familiar over a period of time in a natural environment
(Longmore et al., 2015)) and Laboratory familiarised faces (a set of faces that are learned
within an experimental setting, sometimes over a short period of time and with varying
degrees of exposure, format and associated semantic information (O'Donnell and Bruce,
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2001, Baker et al., 2017, Schwartz and Yovel, 2016, Wilkinson and Evans, 2009, Bruce et
al., 2010)). In some cases, familiar target faces are not available to the experimenter so
the process of familiarisation is simulated within experimental settings, to allow a
familiar face recognition type task to occur, where participants are shown face images,
with varying exposure durations, to promote some immediate face encoding that may
result in some kind of memory for that face (Kok et al., 2017, Roark et al., 2006).
However, as Hole and Bourne (2010) point out, this encoding session can be very short
and unnatural and often no associated semantic information is given. Tong and
Nakayama (1999) suggest that a truly robust face representation in the brain requires
extensive exposure to the face under various conditions over a period of time and that
even after multiple exposure to a new face in order to simulate familiarisation, the
participants in their study still performed better when visually searching for their own
face (naturally familiar). This suggests that even after a fairly extensive simulated
familiarisation period where the new face had become ‘familiar’ to some degree, there
were still differences between the processing of these newly familiar faces and naturally
familiar faces. Simulated familiarisation techniques may also create an encoding that is
very image dependent as the face may have, in some instances, only been familiarised
with a few static viewpoints (Roark et al., 2003), which is not in line with a natural way of
becoming familiar with someone.

A natural process of familiarisation is not an easy one to simulate in a laboratory setting.
There are problematic processes that need to occur that involve trying to familiarise
participants with a face set whilst keeping the experiment unbiased towards those faces,
generating unbiased associated semantic information and communicating that to
participants, familiarisation over various viewpoints and angles and the issue of recall
(how will participants indicate that they know who the face belongs to?). Therefore, it
can be assumed that in previous studies, unless stated otherwise, participants who have
been familiarised with a face set briefly (simulated), are in most cases, not truly familiar
with the faces, but rather have a short, non‐robust, encoded ‘memory’ for that face, or in
some instances, an image dependent (pictorial) encoding of the face rather than a truly
familiar structural memory. There is an argument for using simulated familiarisation in
that with a comprehensive familiarisation technique there is greater control over the
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process and the degree of familiarity is even across stimuli. However, as mentioned
before, the process is notoriously difficult and inherently biased, so, where possible the
second method of using naturally familiar faces is considered preferable and more
ecologically valid.

Still, some disadvantages exist with using naturally familiar faces: differences in the
degree of familiarity across a stimulus set (one face may be highly familiar and another
face only slightly familiar, even if familiarity thresholds are met), and limitations on
targets that can be used to create a homogenous group familiar to a large group of
recognisers (participants) that will inevitably result in uneven sample sizes (e.g. some
participants may be familiar with twenty faces and others with two). It also seems that
varying levels of familiarity not only yields a difference in recognition amplitude between
known stimuli but also demonstrates qualitative differences in the processing of faces
across varying levels of familiarity: Clutterbuck and Johnston (2002) found an advantage
for highly familiar faces in a matching task for internal features compared to moderately
familiar and unfamiliar faces (amplitude effect evident in response times) and suggests
that the internal feature advantage may serve as an index of familiarity level (Clutterbuck
and Johnston, 2007). Additionally, using naturally familiar faces often requires sampling
faces from one specific pool (e.g. actors). During the experiment some learning, by the
participants, may occur as to which face pool a stimulus belongs to, to enable faster and
more successful retrieval of face/identity memory information on the assumption that all
faces in the experiment fall within that same face pool (this bias can also be observed
when using simulated familiarised faces). Familiar face pools usually consist of a
relatively small number of exemplars, reducing the pool size from which participants
need to extract a face memory and therefore, perhaps, inflating any recognition rates
that are observed compared to those occurring in a real‐life scenario.

Another shortcoming when using truly familiar faces, is the lack of control over how
familiar the participant is with the target, which may cause noise in the experiment
through differences in the amplitude of recognition and possibly some qualitative
differences in recognition processing, depending on the level of familiarity. Some
researchers have suggested minimum timeframes over which familiarisation was to have
16
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taken place to increase the likelihood that participants would be familiar with the targets
in the study. Ramon and Van Belle (2016) used personally familiar participants in their
study testing whether familiarity enhances global processing of faces using a two‐to‐one
alternative forced choice delayed matching task. Participants were shown both
unfamiliar faces as well as familiar ones, which consisted of their classmates. Participants
had been studying with their fellow students (n=30) for about two years at the time of
testing with some knowing each other for a maximum of five years. Therefore,
familiarity, based over a period of time, could be established. As an example, Ramon and
Van Belle’s research provided a minimum time‐frame over which natural familiarisation
would have taken place. Face recognition tasks also need to account for the fact that
participants may not have ever been familiar with the faces in the experiment. In order
to test for this, Frowd et al. (2014) used an experimental paradigm where participants
were tested on exemplars (eyewitness composites) of a celebrity and requested for a
name in a testing block. This was followed by a block where participants were shown
unaltered images (veridical) of the celebrity to test if they were actually familiar with the
celebrity in the first place.

Given the literature, it is preferable to use truly familiar faces over a simulated
familiarisation methodology due to the quality of natural familiarity as well as for the
practical reasons of a) stimulus images are easier to obtain as they do not need to be
generated, b) no semantic information needs to be constructed as it already exists in a
natural way and c) no extensive familiarisation period is needed that would extend the
length of the study and make recruitment more difficult.

Different types of familiarity
Celebrity face images are often used in face recognition tasks as they provide a familiar
face set for which recognition and recall type tasks are easily tested and the abundance
of celebrity face images on the internet makes for easy access and creation of a
(relatively) controlled stimulus set (Carbon, 2008, White, 2004, Lander et al., 1999).
However, it is possible that celebrities are a unique type of face set due to their
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‘unnatural’ type of familiarisation: they are not learned through personal interaction and
there is little surrounding contextual information that would normally be associated with
naturally familiar faces such as lecturers. For example, Carbon (2008) demonstrated
differences between familiar celebrity images and familiar non‐celebrity images
(naturally/personally familiar), in particular a qualitative difference where modifying or
removing facial hair resulted in a reduction in recognition accuracy for celebrity images
but not for the non‐celebrities. This small deficit, perhaps, suggests that familiar
celebrities fall in between unfamiliar (or newly familiar) and personally familiar faces in
terms of the qualitative face encoding and retrieval processes involved. If personally
familiar faces are invariant to changes in facial hair, but celebrity faces aren’t, it suggests
a more robust memory representation for personally familiar faces where the less stable
hair/facial hair feature (hairstyles change) is no longer needed as preference for
encoding is now given to the more stable and invariant internal features of the face. It is
important to note that Carbon’s study makes a distinction between iconic images of
celebrities and other more candid or unseen images of the celebrities, and propose that
iconic image familiarity (referred to as iconic processing) is probably based on pictorial
encoding rather than a familiarity with the face.

These qualitatively different processing techniques are almost solely due to the
familiarisation process involved with celebrity faces (media ‐ images). In contrast, there
are similarities between celebrity and non‐celebrity familiarisation (different viewpoints,
dynamic and static, non‐rigid motion (expression), multiple exposures and time‐based);
the main difference is the lack of one‐to‐one interaction. This lack of interaction (context)
with familiarisation of celebrity faces is fuelled by the sole use of primarily 2D media
based (or perceived 3D) for familiarisation, but one could argue that the time/place and
emotional state experienced during presentation of the celebrity face as well as the
‘media’ scenario within which the celebrity face is placed, does provide some kind of
associated context. If there is a lack of one‐to‐one interaction with celebrity faces, then a
it is possible that performance is better with celebrity faces in a 2D (or perceived 3D)
image‐based (congruent) laboratory environment compared to trying to recognise a
personally familiar face (lecturer) without the necessary contextual information
(incongruent) that is so often embedded in the encoding and retrieval of these faces. In
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support of this, another potential advantage could be that celebrities are often seen in
different guises and appearances due to the nature of their work: most celebrities are
actors or musicians who require regular reinvention of personal image presentation as
well as facial adornments/modification (such as wigs or facial hair) so a it is possible that
they would be more invariant to featural manipulations, in particular the hair.

2.3 Feature saliency hierarchy
There has long been considered a general hierarchy of feature saliency that changes
according to how familiar the face is. Most researchers agree that the upper part of the
face, in particular the eyes, are the most important feature for familiar face recognition
(Fraser et al., 1990, Haig, 1986, Schyns et al., 2002, Tanaka and Sengco, 1997): this is
based on research that removed the eyes from the face or masked them, or showed
them in isolation or even moved their position on a face. In general, the nose has been
found to be the least salient. Logan et al. (2017) also found that this general feature
saliency hierarchy was constant between embedded and isolated conditions. Eye tracking
studies also show a greater deal of saccadic movement to the eyes for static faces with
the focus primarily on the centre of the face (Barton et al., 2006, Bindemann et al., 2009).
However, the lower face and mouth become more important during conversation and
perception of expression (Malcolm et al., 2008). Davies et al. (1977) used compositing
(Photo‐fit) to replace single features in faces to see how they affect recognition as well as
to test for a feature saliency hierarchy. The researchers used unfamiliar discrimination
tasks to test the effect of the featural manipulations (eyes, nose, mouth, chin and
forehead) resulting in a saliency hierarchy of (from least to most) forehead, eyes, mouth,
chin and nose. They found that accuracy was lower for changes made to the lower
features compared to the upper ones.

Sadr et al. (2003) found eyebrows to be even more important than eyes for familiar face
recognition. They tested recognition of celebrity faces with their eyebrows removed and
found bigger decreases in recognition than when the eyes were removed. This study
involved targets with fairly distinctive eyebrows (or high levels of contrast with the
surrounding face), perhaps biasing the results towards low recognition rates when the
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eyebrows were removed by disrupting the contrast pattern across the face. White (2004)
used a familiar match/mismatch task with pairs of faces to test whether eyebrows
masked with a Band‐Aid or filled in with surrounding skin would disrupt configural
processing more, indicated by response times. He found that response times were slower
for eyebrows masked with a Band‐Aid in an inverted version (similar to scores found for
full faces) compared to the eyebrows erased condition. The inverse of these results was
found for the upright version suggesting covering eyebrows with a Band‐Aid still
maintained configural processing (a small level of contrast is retained due to the
difference between the Band‐Aid and surrounding skin), whereas if the eyebrows were
erased, more feature based processing was adopted as the configuration had been
altered. Based on the theory that texture/contrast is potentially more important than
configural processing, hypothesised by Burton et al. (2015), one could attribute low
recognition rates with the removal of eyebrows to a change in texture/pigmentation or
contrast rather than specifically a change in feature shape or removal. Following on from
this Gilad et al., (2009) found that the contrast across the face was important for
recognition and one could assign this effect to the texture or pigmentation of the face.
This theory would support the findings of Sadr et al. that if heavy dark eyebrows are
removed it disrupts the texture contrast across the face, therefore, reducing recognition
rates. However, as Carbon and Leder (2005) point out, prior knowledge about the
reliability of the position and shape of a feature can be made for more stable features
such as the eyes (their position and contrast do not change much over time), but the
elasticity of the mouth can make it an unreliable feature for processing (Carbon and
Leder, 2005b).

Effect of familiarity: For feature saliency, some researchers, for the purpose of testing
unfamiliar versus familiar face recognition, have found different effects for the internal
versus external parts of the face, thought to have different levels of importance as a
function of familiarity (Brooks and Kemp, 2007, Campbell et al., 1995, Ellis et al., 1979,
Frowd et al., 2007a). Any feature hierarchy found in literature may depend on the level
of familiarity of the participant. For example, Logan et al. (2017) found higher levels of
sensitivity to external feature changes for discrimination of unfamiliar faces when
features were embedded and altered within a face. This supports the popular belief that
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there is an external feature advantage for unfamiliar faces. Following on, sensitivity was
higher for changes to isolated features, compared to the embedded feature version,
suggesting that sensitivity to featural changes is impeded by what is thought to be
dominant holistic processing that does not allow us to attend to specific featural changes
in the face. However, during this study they did find a significant feature advantage for
the nose in the embedded version; sensitivity was found to be higher to changes made to
the nose compared to other internal features, with the eyebrows showing the lowest
sensitivity. This suggests that the effect of holistic processing may not be even across
features. Eye sensitivity was found to be intermediate and may have been the result of
using unfamiliar participants, where the internal features are less important. It should be
noted that the resulting feature order, in terms of discriminative sensitivity, was the
same for both embedded and isolated versions, although to different amplitudes,
suggesting no qualitative differences in processing.

In an unfamiliar face discrimination study by Vesker and Wilson (2012), a condition
where only the eyes and one other feature remained in the schematic face stimuli
yielded no significant difference between the feature conditions (nose, mouth and head
outline) for sensitivity to inter‐ocular changes. However, as shown in the previous
literature above, eyes have been considered the most salient, so it is possible that
keeping the eyes throughout all the conditions provided configural cues and more
information in order to discriminate evenly across other feature conditions. This was an
unfamiliar discrimination task, requiring participants to observe differences between
unknown faces rather than recognition of them. However, the three feature conditions
did yield higher sensitivity scores than for the isolated eye condition, suggesting that
those features do enable clearer observations of differences between faces (in this case
inter‐ocular distance), in other words a face context effect: in particular the facilitation of
configural processing. The authors suggest that the nose and head outline may have
been providing inter‐ocular cues because they lie on the same horizontal line as the eyes
(relative changes to inter‐ocular distance).

A 2016 paper by Abudarham and Yovel (2016) used feature compositing, but using
unfamiliar faces for face matching/discrimination tasks. Their research focused on
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changing faces (adjusting features) to move them around the theoretical model of face
space (Valentine, 2001) along its various dimensions that are associated with physical
elements of the face, such as features, (e.g. Lip thickness (see Face memory and storage
for more detail)). The face space model theorises that faces can be adjusted within their
own subspace without a change in identity, but once a face is adjusted more than within
the subspace threshold it moves out of its own subspace and forms a new identity.
Participants were required to make judgements about these adjusted faces, such as,
‘which face has the thicker lips?’ A series of experiments aimed to assess which features
participants were most perceptually sensitive to changes of, and from that, hypothesised
that these would be the features critical for identity. Their results over various
experiments showed high perceptual sensitivity (PS) to lip thickness, hair colour, eye
colour, eye shape and eyebrow thickness. Low PS features were found to be mouth size,
eye distance, face proportion, skin‐colour and nose size. A subsequent same/different
task showing the veridical face and adjusted face suggested that changing high PS
features resulted in a change in identity, but changing low PS features did not, within
their experimental paradigm. They also observed that smaller changes to high PS
features resulted in more of a change in identity compared to larger changes to low PS
features. These low PS changes were perceptually detectable but were ignored by
participants during the same/different identity task. The authors suggest that the high PS
features are relied on more for face identity due to their more invariant nature to
elements such as viewpoint and expression, therefore changing their shape is more
disruptive to identity matching. Hill et al. (2011) suggest that some changes can be made
to a face without having any effect on identity whereas other changes will,
demonstrating how manipulations can render a face more similar or dissimilar to its
veridical self. Their methodology defined unknown faces in a physical face space and
used Principal Component’s analysis to metrically change faces along different
dimensions to find criterion points from old to new identity using a same/different task.
The choice of principal component dimensions to be manipulated was randomised
throughout the experiments. Their results were based on more holistic changes to a face
in order to establish a criterion point, rather than specific featural manipulations.
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From the literature, there seems to be varying reports on a feature saliency hierarchy but
most agree that the eyes are considered the most salient for familiar faces. It is also
worth pointing out the degree of information available from each feature. For example:


The eyes contain both contrast information (dark pupil, white sclera etc.) as well
as shape information. They are dynamic (expression) but the canthi positions
remain constant during expression and throughout life.



The eyebrows, conversely, mainly consist of textural/contrast information. Highly
dynamic and can be easily cosmetically modified.



The nose could be considered mainly an area of shape information with a small
amount of contrast information available from the nostrils and any shadows
created by the overhang of the nasal tip.



The mouth, like the eyes, contains both contrast and shape information. Highly
dynamic.



The contour or facial outline is mainly an area containing shape information.



The hair, an area made up mostly of texture, provides contrast information with
some volume shape occasionally available.

The role of each feature within communication may also increase its saliency. For
example, the facial contour is largely inexpressive and any communication is as a result
of distortions created by the mouth. The nose, again, a stable feature of the face,
provides very little communicative information. In addition to the eyes being considered
the most salient for recognition, the eyes, as well as the eyebrows and mouth, are the
most expressive and dynamic features of the face and considered most salient for
expression (Wells et al., 2016).

2.4 Holistic processing
It is thought that faces can be described in terms of their “parts” (features) and that
these combined with the arrangement of features, together, make up a whole face.
Francis Galton made this very observation back in the 19th century in his book, ‘Inquiries
into the human faculty and its development’ (Galton, 1883) by writing, “…a face is the
sum of a multitude of small details, which are viewed in such rapid succession that we
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seem to perceive them all at a single glance”, and summarized this with “..the whole is
truly greater than the sum of its parts”. This section will explore the three main
contributors of holistic processing: 1. the parts and wholes effect where a whole face
image induces holistic processing, and 2. the role of features and 3. configuration that
contribute to holistic processing. These will be discussed in sections on Parts and Wholes
followed by Featural and Configural processing.

Parts and Wholes
Face recognition research has looked closely at the role of face parts and how they
behave within a whole face. In Tanaka and Farah’s study (Tanaka and Farah, 1993)
participants learnt whole faces and were subsequently tested in a two‐alternative forced
choice recognition task with three different conditions: 1. the target feature in isolation
(plus foil), 2. the target face again (the foil is the target face with the foil feature) and 3.
The target face with the distances between the features altered (foil face is the same as
for 2.). Results showed that participants were better at correctly choosing the target face
when shown whole faces than when shown target features in isolation. Tanaka and
Simonyi (2016) point out in their review of the part/whole paradigm that “the results
indicate that our memory for a single part of a face is embedded in our memory for the
entire face”. Non‐face stimuli, such as houses, do show this same pattern of holistic
processing and an advantage for whole object recognition, but to a far lesser degree than
for faces (Tanaka and Gauthier, 1997). However, some have argued that this advantage
for whole faces may in fact be due to an encoding specificity where whole faces are
learned and recognition rates for isolated features are lower simply because they do not
match our whole face memory whereas whole face images provide a better retrieval cue
(Gauthier et al., 2009). However, there are additional effects of inversion and scrambling
that yield equal recognition rates for both whole and isolated parts, supporting the role
of holistic processing that only occurs for upright whole faces. Conversely, Leder and
Carbon (2005) reversed the parts/whole task by familiarizing participants with isolated
feature parts and then testing them on their recognition of these features when
presented in whole faces. During test, recognition rates for isolated parts (congruent to
the learned format) were considerably higher than when the isolated features were
tested in their whole face (incongruent to the learned format). This suggests some kind
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of whole face interference and dominant role of holistic processing. fMRI studies have
also found activations for the occipital face area and fusiform face area during
presentation of isolated features (Henriksson et al., 2015). It should also be noted that
prior knowledge of the general arrangement of a face (a top‐down effect), allows us to
make assumptions about parts of the face that may be missing from view (Troje and
Bulthoff, 1998) (e.g. part of one side of the face is missing in a three quarter view so an
assumption is made about the missing side based on prior knowledge that faces are, in
general, mostly symmetrical).

The compositing of features from known faces has been investigated in a previous study
by Cabeza and Kato (2000) when face parts from more than one face were combined
together to form a novel face that resulted in poor recognition rates for those
constituent parts suggesting that the composite was depicting a whole new identity.
Participants briefly learned new faces and were subsequently tested on featural
composites that contained one feature from one of the learned faces and tested in an
old/new paradigm. Cabeza and Kato’s study may in fact be a test of localised image
discrimination and comparison and the old/new paradigm is a familiar ‘recognition’ task
rather than one of recall (of a specific identity and extension of recognition). In a study by
Ramon et al. (2010), the primary focus of which was to test for holistic processing in an
individual with acquired prosopagnosia, non‐impaired participants were simultaneously
tested as a control. Using unfamiliar composite face stimuli, a two‐alternative forced‐
choice paradigm was used to test if swapping features from a target image with those
from another face (nose, mouth and eyes) would affect recognition. Participants were
probed with a short exposure duration to a target face and subsequently presented with
two faces: the target face and a composite (distractor) face, differing only in one feature
at a time. A further condition of isolated features was also tested, generalising from the
full face probe, as above, followed by two isolated features: one distractor and one
target. As expected, control participants were better (correct responses) at the whole
face condition during test (congruent to the learned probe) with additional shorter
response times, supporting the whole face holistic processing hypothesis. An advantage
was found for the eyes in the embedded whole face condition, suggesting that not all
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features are affected equally by the holistic processing effect, and that this advantage is
only found when the eyes are part of a whole face (holistic) rather than in isolation.

In another unfamiliar discrimination task, again this did not test face recognition but
rather differences between faces (in this case inter‐ocular distance), Vesker and Wilson
(2012) found that sensitivity to changes in synthetic full faces is higher than for faces
where only the eyes and one other feature are included in the image (not a complete
face). In part, this provides some insight into the summative role of all features being
included in a face, regardless of their ability to provide face detail in isolation with results
showing an amplitude effect for the full‐face context.

Composite Face effect
Face composites are often used as stimuli in face recognition tasks, one such design
developed by Young et.al (1987) combines the top half of one familiar face with the
bottom half of another, referred to as the Composite Face Effect (CFE). Sometimes these
halves were aligned and other times they were offset slightly by a short distance.
Reaction times for identifying the two individuals were considerably higher for aligned
composites than for non‐aligned composites. As pointed out by Tanaka and Simonyi
(2016) in their review of facial parts and wholes, this may be due to our inability to
attend to specific parts of the face without ignoring the surrounding face. Several other
researchers have used the composite face task to support the holistic face processing
hypothesis, with variations on the methodology outlined above and for both unfamiliar
and familiar faces (Young et al., 1987, Le Grand et al., 2001, Michel et al., 2006, Jiang et
al., 2011, Laguesse and Rossion, 2013).

Ramon et al. (2010) repeated the composite face task and unlike most other experiments
that only change one half, they changed both the top and bottom halves of the
composite as an extra condition to test whether an effect was caused by alignment or by
a change in identity. A same/different task was used for the upper halves of the face, but
with the added difficulty of a different bottom half in half the trials across misaligned and
aligned conditions. They found no effect of alignment when the bottom halves of the
faces were the same but a large effect of alignment when they differed suggesting that a
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whole new identity was being formed when the bottom half was also different. Using
fMRI, Harris and Aguirre (2010) used a composite face paradigm (top and bottom halves
of two different faces composited and aligned) to test for holistic and feature/part based
processing and found activations for both processing mechanisms within the fusiform
face area (misaligned composite halves still activated the fusiform face area suggesting
face part based processing was also taking place here) and Freiwald at al. (2009) also
found evidence of part based processing using Macaques.

The composite face task, therefore, demonstrates our inability to attend to just one part
of a face within a whole face context reinforcing the argument for holistic processing.
The whole/parts task effect is also found in both unfamiliar and familiar types of face
recognition (Tanaka and Simonyi, 2016). Young (1987) initially demonstrated this effect
with familiar faces but it has also been found with unfamiliar faces using a face‐matching
task (Hole, 1994) suggesting that this may also be an encoding issue. Inversion, however,
reduces the power of the composite face effect. The lack of configural processing with an
inverted face allows us to attend to specific parts of the face, i.e. the two different halves
(Young et al., 1987). To summarise, faces appear to be processed holistically when a
whole, aligned face is presented that prevents us from attending to specific parts of a
face. It seems that if a face image contains the whole configural pattern of features in
alignment, then holistic processing is activated.

Featural and configural information
The composite face effect outlined above, demonstrated that misaligned face halves
were more easily recognised as their respective identities compared to when they were
aligned, as the alignment of the configuration of the features created a whole new face
identity that prevented attending to specific parts of the face. In addition, research has
also shown that the specific configuration, or distance between features (e.g. 1cm
between the nose and mouth), also contributes towards the holistic processing of faces.
Previous research had suggested that the configuration of features, or more specifically
the global arrangement of features (first‐order relations) and their respective distance
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between one another (second‐order relations), is incredibly important for familiar face
recognition (Collishaw and Hole, 2000, Sergent, 1984, Young et al., 1987, Tanaka and
Sengco, 1997). It is thought that familiar face recognition relies on a combination of
these second order relations as well as local feature shape (featural) information to
generate an overall image of the face, often referred generating a ‘gestalt’ (Maurer et al.,
2002, Mondloch et al., 2010, Mondloch and Maurer, 2008). Bartlett and Abdi (2006)
point out that when researchers refer to configural processing, they are most likely
referring to the second order relations, or rather spacing between features and that one
change in distance, does in fact change the spacing of the rest of the face. Baenninger
(1994) makes the distinction that locational configuration (the correct 1st order relations
of a face; two eyes above a nose, above a mouth etc.) details are more disruptive to
recognition when altered than relational configuration (2nd order relations of a face).
Goffaux (2012) goes on to use the term “IFP” when describing configural changes as
Interactive Feature Processing. Although these changes may be small, research has
shown that we are sensitive to even very small changes in distances between features
(Haig, 1984, Barton et al., 2001, Brooks and Kemp, 2007). Tanaka and Sengco (1997)
found that adjusting the spacing of, for example the eyes, between learn and test in
newly familiar (or learnt) faces, resulted in lower recognition rates, again supporting the
importance of configuration in face encoding and retrieval.

In addition to configural information, as mentioned above, research has shown that local
featural (feature shape), also contributes to holistic processing. The relative importance
of configural (global) and featural (local) information has been contested throughout the
literature. Ramon and Van Belle (2016) used a two‐to‐one alternative forced choice
delayed matching task where stimuli were degraded (blurred) and the
similarity/dissimilarity of the face pairs was altered to test for adopted processing
techniques and whether familiarity facilitated either global (configural) or piecemeal
(featural local) processing. They found that familiarity was associated with an experience‐
based enhanced global processing technique, with less reliance on local or feature‐based
processing. However, Schwaninger et al. (2002) repeated Tanaka and Sengco’s type of
study for both familiar and unfamiliar faces (or newly learnt faces) and found that there
was no qualitative difference between them and that they both relied on featural and
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configural information depending on the type of image being shown (scrambled or
whole). Another study (Sandford and Burton, 2014) also found no difference in accuracy
between unfamiliar and familiar faces when testing the role of configuration by asking
participants to correct spacing distortions that had been applied to face images.

So far, many researchers have presented evidence for a dual‐hypothesis route where
both configural and featural information is needed for face encoding and retrieval and
perhaps a slightly more important role for configural information (Cabeza and Kato,
2000, Tanaka and Sengco, 1997, Favelle et al., 2011, Frowd et al., 2014, Gilad‐Gutnick et
al., 2012). Collishaw and Hole (2000) provided a comprehensive review of this by using
disrupted images to isolate the two processing techniques: accuracy was still above
chance when only one route to recognition was available and when both routes were
disrupted recognition failed, supporting the dual‐hypothesis route. Baenninger (1994)
used an unfamiliar target present/absent task to test for the separate roles of featural
and configural information that is used by children in a comparative study with adults.
Target faces either had their features configurally altered, or the features were removed
(with one feature remaining). Results suggested little qualitative differences between
adults and children and that both relied more heavily on configural processing. Le Grand
et al. (2001) isolated the two types of information by altering face images through
moving the position of features (configural) and swapping the features (featural‐shape)
and testing identity thresholds using a same/different task for unfamiliar faces (see
Figure 2.4‐1). They found no differences in accuracy for both stimulus types when using
‘normal’ participants, however, they found, as expected, a deficit for the configurally
altered stimuli when they were presented inverted.
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Figure 2.4‐1: Le Grand et al. study using altered composites
Example of stimuli from the study that tested configurally altered composites (top row) and
featurally altered composites (bottom row) using unfamiliar faces. No differences were
found in accuracy using a same/different task except for when faces were inverted. (Le
Grand et al., 2001)

Yovel and Kanwisher (2004) also used a similar paradigm of manipulating either
configural or featural information but creating several manipulated exemplars of
unfamiliar faces for a discrimination task looking at activation of the fusiform face area
using fMRI. For example, one face would generate four stimuli where the configuration
was the same, but the features differed and four stimuli where the features remained
but the configuration was altered in a comparative study against non‐face objects to test
for domain specificity and found fusiform face area activation for faces only but no
preference for configural or featural information. Freire et al.’s study (2000) aimed to use
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a similar paradigm of isolating configural and featural changes but to investigate each
processing role in encoding and retrieval by using a delayed forced‐choice matching task
for the latter: the short duration of encoding (a few seconds) rendered the images
unfamiliar/newly familiar. Furthermore, fMRI studies of prosopagnosic individuals
(inability to process faces configurally) have found a larger activation for the left
hemisphere and featural processing preferences when the right hemisphere has been
damaged suggesting that featural and configural processing are processed on separate
sides of the brain (Yin, 1970, Marotta et al., 2001). See (McKone and Yovel, 2009) for a
review of research exploring the role of configural and featural information.

Recently, however, Burton et al. (2015) suggested that second order relations that are
used for configural processing were perhaps not as important as once thought. As
pointed out by the researchers, previous findings that support the importance of
configural processing, have suggested that an inverted face reduces recognition rates
considerably and hypothesised that the reason for this was because the first and second
order relations of the face were disrupted and thus an overall gestalt of the face could
not be constructed. However, significant disruptions to the second order relations are
made when a face image is stretched considerably, in a linear fashion, on its vertical axis
(Hole et al., 2002) without greatly reducing recognition rates demonstrating a lesser
important role for configural processing. Stretching (vertically stretched: appearing to
view the face image from a more ¾ view) has been found to even improve recognition
rates of eyewitness composites that may help to remove any inaccuracies from the
compositing process (Frowd et al., 2014, Davis et al., 2015, Frowd et al., 2013). Frowd et
al. (2014) used perceptual stretching not only for recognition of the composites, but also
for the veridical images of the celebrities from which the composite was made. They
found an effect with a positive increase in correct naming for physically stretched
composites in comparison to the non‐stretched condition but no advantage for stretched
celebrity target images in comparison to their veridical counterpart. In contrast, other
types of transformations do reduce recognition rates and the same researchers found
that slanting an image to the left or right slightly impaired our ability to recognise a face
(Hole et al., 2002).
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To summarise, researchers have contested the relative importance of featural (local) and
configural (global) contributions towards the holistic processing and identification of
faces. In general, it appears that most studies found both streams of information
contribute in some way. However, Burton et al. (2015) continued on to suggest that
perhaps what affects recognition rates the most is actually an issue of
pigmentation/texture or colour and that the contrast patterns of these (dark pupils
against a white sclera) are important.

Facial contrast and pigmentation
In addition to, and in some ways a contributor to, the featural and configural streams of
information available from the face, is facial contrast. It is thought that face recognition is
activated by contrast patterns (otherwise known as spatial frequency) across the face,
i.e. the darkness of the eyes, nostrils and lips, with the surrounding lighter skin and the
contrast of the iris/pupil against the sclera (Keil, 2009, Costen et al., 1994, McNeill, 1999).
Neurologically certain neurons are activated by contrast, that may aid the recognition
process by summarising the contrast/spatial frequencies of the face (Keil, 2009). Spatial
frequencies are often referred to as how often the light changes as it passes across the
face width and can be described as cycles per face width (Hole and Bourne, 2010).
Sergent (1986) found that certain frequencies of information might be useful for
different types of encoding. For example, high frequency information such as the edges
of features and detail may provide cues as to the featural properties of the face, whereas
low frequency information such as contour and overall shape and shadow may provide
more configural information.

Dakin and Watt (2009) demonstrated that the horizontal structure of the face contained
more useful information than the vertical by selectively removing horizontal and vertical
spatial frequency information using the analogy of facial contrast as some kind of ‘facial
barcode’. Nasanen (1999) found that using a simple unfamiliar recognition task with a
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short familiarisation phase and face images altered with a band‐pass filter to adjust the
spatial frequency, the optimum image for correct recognition was 10 cycles per face
width with a Gaussian filter and bandwidth of 2.0 octaves. High frequency face images,
such as line drawings, can still be recognised in face matching tasks, however, they falter
when encoded prior to a subsequent recognition task (Leder, 1999). The task does
becomes easier when some low frequency information, such as shading, is available
(Bruce et al., 1992). This strengthens the argument for our need for shape from shading
information (perceived 3D shape) in order to recognise a face (Kemp et al., 1996). It is
thought that the lack of positive 3D shape (naturally congruent) information in negated
images (i.e. reversed) is responsible for our difficulty in recognising faces under these
conditions (Russell et al., 2006, Bruce and Langton, 1994, Bruce and Young, 1998). The
researchers hypothesise that normally a face is lit from above as in a naturalistic setting
where most light sources are above so when a face image is negated all of the contrast
information is reversed. Johnston et al. (1992) played around with reversing the lighting
for both positive and negated faces and found that negated faces lit from below (the
reverse of natural lighting) where more easily recognised than negated faces under
natural lighting. This effect may occur due to the disruption of shape from shading
information available to the viewer (Hill and Bruce, 1996) arguing the case for our
system’s need to extract perceived 3D information from faces and face images and
Burton et al. (1999) have shown that negation highlights our need for both line and
shading information. Hole et al. (1999) used negation and a chimeric composite face
paradigm to test for both negation and its role within face processing and found an effect
for both the composite face illusion as well as for inversion suggesting negation does
involve some kind of configural or inter‐relational processing.

Other surface information available from the face is pigmentation (or reflective colour)
and it is thought that colour may not be that important for face recognition. Studies have
shown greyscale to be just as effective. According to Kemp et al. (1996) and Bruce and
Young (1998), removing colour pigmentation does not drastically alter recognition rates
of known faces. The researchers argue that colour does not affect shape‐from‐shading
information processing because it does not require it.
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2.5 Face Types
This section will outline how individual faces exhibit facial characteristics and could be
classified into different face types. Literature on why these different face types are more
or less likely to be recognised will be discussed.

Face memory and storage
There are two main theories of how faces are stored in memory: exemplar and prototype
based models, which form part of Valentine’s theoretical Multidimensional Face Space
model (MDFS) (Valentine, 2001, Valentine, 1991). Put simply, Valentine theorises that
each face is made up of a number of values and those values each have their own
dimension. For example, one value may represent lip thickness which would result in a
lip thickness dimension where faces with thin lips would lie on one end of that dimension
and faces with a thick lips on the opposite end. The two versions of the model are as
follows:
1. The Exemplar‐based model theorises that we store each face as its own
representation within a ‘face space’. More similar faces are clustered together
and more distinctive faces further apart but with no central norm to the space.
2. The Norm‐based model suggests that we have a multi‐dimensional face space
where an average or prototype face is in the centre and all other faces radiate out
from that. The theory is that more average faces look more similar to one another
and are thus clustered towards the centre of the face space around the absolute
average. More distinctive faces are situated further away from the average and
are less densely clustered.
Lewis (2004) went on to estimate how many dimensions, within face space, are needed
to be able to sufficiently describe individual faces from the same race, suggesting 15‐22
dimensions would be required.

Research supports the notion that distinctive faces are recognised better than more
average faces (Bruce, 1998, Hill et al., 2011, Lee et al., 2000, Valentine, 1991, Valentine
and Bruce, 1986, Valentine and Endo, 1992). Additionally, during face/non‐face
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classification tasks, it takes longer to classify a distinctive face as such, and less time for
an average face (Valentine and Bruce, 1986). This phenomenon can be explained by
Valentine’s theoretical MDFS Model (Valentine, 2001, Valentine, 1991) where average
faces are clustered together and are therefore easily classified as a face, whereas
distinctive faces are further apart from one another and less likely to have many faces
around them to support the trigger of a ‘face’ classification. Logan et al. (2017)
conducted a study to assess if the distinctiveness level of a face affected recognition
rates for both embedded and isolated features. Using a discrimination task based on
different distinctiveness levels for four identities results showed no qualitative
differences in processing for featural manipulations: the feature hierarchy remained
constant across faces for both isolated and embedded (whole face context) conditions
across all identities and distinctiveness levels. This suggests that feature saliency is not
affected by overall distinctiveness levels. However, this was an unfamiliar discrimination
task and the results may not be generalised to a familiar face recognition. One type of
image manipulation that provides an example of the exaggeration of facial
distinctiveness is, caricaturing. Caricaturing has been shown to improve recognition rates
where veridical/composite face images show lower recognition rates than their
counterpart caricatures (Robert, 1999, Frowd et al., 2007b, Lee et al., 2000, Rhodes,
1996, Benson and Perrett, 1991, Benson and Perrett, 1994). It is thought that the process
of caricaturing enhances distinctive elements of the face, thus making it easier to extract
the memory for that person.

Similarity and dissimilarity of faces
Valentine’s model (see section 2.5 Face memory and storage) shows that similar faces
are clustered together and dissimilar faces further apart on the various dimensions of the
face space (Valentine, 1991). Therefore, any face recognition task can be made easier or
more difficult depending on the difference between faces being tested. This becomes
especially important in studies involving compositing faces together. For example, it
would be unwise to ask participants to discriminate between a face of a 70yr old and a
20yr old in a basic face matching task as the answer is obvious and age is being used as a
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cue to discriminate rather than the face itself. Previous researchers have matched faces
based on visually derived semantic codes, as well as other facial characteristic cues, and
contrast and luminance. White (2004) matched pairs of faces for a study on the role of
eyebrows by using similar ages, hair colour, and ethnicity. In previous research Ramon
and Van Belle (2016) also matched for eye colour and overall luminosity and Goffaux
(2012) also matched pairs for luminance. Following on from this, it is important to
discuss what changes need to be made to a face in order for it to present a different
identity (or rather conceal its original one)? Hill et al. (Hill et al., 2011) address this very
issue, suggesting that some changes can be made without having any effect on identity
whereas other changes will, demonstrating how manipulations can render a face more
similar or dissimilar to its veridical self. Their methodology used Principal Component’s
analysis to metrically change faces along different dimensions to find criterion points
from old to new identity.

Other‐face effects
Valentine (1991) suggested that his MDFS model (see section 2.5 Face memory and
storage) illustrated a personal face space specific to that person based on their
experience of faces they had seen over a life‐time, therefore the space was optimal for
distinguishing between faces similar to those they had seen: in one’s lifetime they may
be exposed to a majority of same‐race faces. The other‐race effect (or cross‐race effect)
can be defined as the difficulty in recognising faces that are not of the same race
(perceived ethnicity) to one’s own (Meissner and Brigham, 2001, Mondloch et al., 2010).
Further research went on to support a new hypothesis based on the norm‐based model
indicating that the norm or ‘prototype’ face may be specific to the race of the owner of
the face space (Valentine and Endo, 1992) making any ‘other’ race faces difficult to
process and differentiate due to the vectors heading in a similar direction. The author
goes on to explain that the exemplar based version of this suggests other‐race faces are
difficult to recognize due to being located far away from typical own‐race faces in a
pseudo distinctive cluster. Research has found that there are qualitative differences in
the processing of own and other race faces (Pezdek et al., 2012, Meissner and Brigham,
2001, Brigham and Malpass, 1985, Michel et al., 2006), with a weaker effect for highly
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familiar faces due to a more robust face memory. In Pezdek et al.’s (2012) study,
participants viewed faces either individually, or in arrays of three, with either two race
congruent or incongruent distractors. Participants performed worst at a recognition task
if other‐race faces were presented in an array, rather than individually, and if the
distractors were race‐congruent, demonstrating that viewing conditions, i.e. real‐world
environment, affect the other‐race effect. Mondloch et al. (2010) used a similar
methodology where single features were replaced in a face to test for the effect of
featural manipulations using a same/different task and the premise was to test for this
effect on both own and other‐race faces. They found an advantage for own‐race faces
when features were swapped. It has been proposed that also there exists an own‐gender
bias for face recognisers where female recognisers are more accurate at recognising
female faces (Loven et al., 2011, Herlitz et al., 2013, de Frias et al., 2006). This is thought
to occur due to longer attention to female faces at the encoding stage that results in
higher recognition scores for female face stimuli (Loven et al., 2011), but this may also be
influenced by the viewers own face space. Through a meta‐analysis of literature on sex
differences in face recognition, Herlitz and Loven (2013) also found that females
remember more faces in general, compared to males. An eye‐tracking study found longer
fixation on the eyes for own‐gender faces in female recognisers (Man and Hills, 2016).
Additionally, there is some evidence of an own‐age bias with participants better at
recognising faces of a similar age to their own (Wiese et al., 2013, Rhodes and Anastasi,
2012).

Facial characteristics
Valentine’s model of face space has shown that the distinctiveness level of a face affects
our memory and recognition of it (see section 2.5 Face memory and storage): The more
distinctive a face is, the more memorable it is and therefore it is more likely to be
recognized as it can be easily extracted from a less densely populated area of the face
space. Some other characteristics affect our memory for faces. Whether a face is
perceived as attractive or not has been linked to how average or distinctive the face is
within the face space. In short, more average faces, or faces that sit closer to the
population norm, are considered more attractive than faces that sit further away from
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the norm and are considered more distinctive ((Hole and Bourne, 2010, Rhodes, 2006,
Thornhill and Gangestad, 1999, Langlois and Roggman, 1990). Therefore, it is possible
that attractive faces are less likely to be recognized than distinctive ones, especially if
alterations are made to any face images. Following on from this, attractiveness levels
have been linked to levels of trustworthiness. A study by Kleisner et al. (2013) asked
participants to rate faces with different eye colours for trustworthiness. They found that
faces that were considered trustworthy (e.g. the types of faces associated with brown
eyes) were also found to be rated as more attractive. Sofer et al. (2014) conducted a
study where participants were asked to rate faces on a Likert scale for trustworthiness.
They found that the more typical (average) the face was, the higher the trustworthy
rating, demonstrating a link between trustworthiness and distinctiveness: more
distinctive faces were considered less trustworthy.

Research initially demonstrated that identity and perceived ‘gender’ (or sex appearance)
information were stored and processed separately as a visually derived semantic code
(Bruce and Young, 1986, Ellis et al., 1990) where ‘perceived gender’ provided no cues as
to the identity of a face. However, it has more recently been suggested that the sex
appearance of a face can provide some cues as to the identity of the face (Goshen‐
Gottstein and Ganel, 2000, Ganel and Goshen‐Gottstein, 2002) based on the
representation for that person stored in the brain through neuropsychological case
studies of individuals showing only a single dissociation: a patient could no longer
recognise faces but could still perceive gender, the reverse of this was not found and
therefore lacking the evidence of a double dissociation that would normally support
parallel processing. Additionally, their 2002 study was conducted supporting the single
route hypothesis by demonstrating that providing gender specific names to an
androgynous target face resulted in longer decision making times for rejecting gender
congruent distractor faces suggesting that gender was, in this case, providing a cue for
identity: see (Hole and Bourne, 2010) for a review.
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2.6 Automated Face recognition systems
In addition to human face recognition in society, developments in technology have
allowed for computer systems to replicate this process so that the recognition of faces
can be automated. These systems sometimes mimic the face processing mechanisms
that humans use by using image processing and pattern recognition techniques in order
to match and identify faces (Olszewska, 2016).

Most automated face recognition systems (AFR) use a three‐stage approach: first, the
system needs to detect that there is a face in the image and to locate that face. The next
step is to extract the face or facial features from the face portion of the image and lastly
the face/features are classified and matched to a database of faces for recognition
(Olszewska, 2016, Chellappa et al., 2010). The last stage may take the form of three
different tasks: 1. Verification, where the face image is checked to see if it matches a
known target face, 2. Identification, where a person’s identity is determined from the
face image and 3. A watch list, where the recognition system establishes if the face image
is from a watch list and identifies that person. The training sets that the systems use for
this process vary considerably in the range of images collected for any one face with
respect to pose, expression, age, illumination etc. (Parmar and Mehta, 2013). Some of
the different processing strategies for extracting face information from the training
images as well, as the novel input image, include:
1. The holistic method where the whole face image is extracted and normalised to a
template and then the closest matching face is identified from the database (an example
of normalised faces is the Eigenface system (Turk and Pentland, 1991)).
2. The extraction of facial features which are then fed into a classifier system. Feature
extraction may use edges, lines, curves, or using a feature based template. For the facial
feature extraction stage, the shape and size of the facial features are located and
extracted in various ways and sometimes additional configural information is also
collected. Chellappa et al. (2010) go on to describe how features can be extracted by
marking off key landmarks (points) and/or using shape or texture, or even treating each
feature as an individual component. A matching threshold is used to classify an input as
either a match or not, with respect to the combined score of each feature classification
(match).
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3. The hybrid method, that uses a combination of the holistic and feature based methods
above, but is more often used for 3D face data. Therefore, automated face recognition
systems vary in their processing strategy for extracting and matching faces and facial
features, as well as the training set that they use for verification/identification, and this
has resulted in varying levels of success. For example, the feature extraction based
method is highly affected by changes in pose, as the features are no longer of the same
shape and structure as that from the learnt image. Therefore, these types of systems
work well for congruent learned and test images (usually frontal) but performance drops
for other viewpoints and poses (Parmar and Mehta, 2013).

Humans are remarkably good at recognising familiar faces despite a vast array of
different conditions under which faces are seen such as pose, illumination, expression,
age and viewing distance (Sinha et al., 2006). It seems that automated face recognition
systems are perhaps not as good at this task, with some conditions making for difficult
circumstances under which the system is meant to recognise a face (Ring, 2016). One
particular group of researchers from the University of Texas at Dallas have extensively
tested human recognition performance against research and commercially based
automated face recognition systems data that has been collated by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) in North America. In their 2014 review (Phillips and
O'Toole, 2014) of research that has compared humans and computers since 2005, they
summarised that for matching of frontal still face images to systems trained on a set of
faces (matching for verification), computer algorithms perform better than humans, but
the opposite is true for other angles and dynamic footage. Similarly, O’Toole and Phillips
(2015) report that recognition of frontal images is the same as humans for unfamiliar
faces tested against a database of faces. From the research, automated systems, in
general, perform worse than humans for face images that present different or more
extreme levels of pose, illumination, expression, poor image resolution and vast
differences in age (Chellappa et al., 2010, Phillips and O'Toole, 2014).

As pointed out by O’Toole and Phillips (2015), the underlying algorithms used in these
automated systems are mostly unavailable for commercial systems due to their
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proprietary nature. Therefore, it is not possible to analyse the algorithms in order to
understand exactly how they are processing face images as part of the recognition
process, unless disclosed by the authors in some cases. However different tasks have
been developed over the years in order to test these systems, and from the results some
inferences could be made as to how the systems may be processing the images. Some
systems, like the Twinsornot website (Twinsornot), compute similarity ratings between
two images. For example, two images can be uploaded to the website and a similarity
rating, expressed as a percentage, is given. The Face recognition comparison group study
by O’Toole et al. (Phillips and O'Toole, 2014) used a comparison of image test, where two
images were compared and similarity ratings given, between automated face recognition
systems and humans to compare performance. For the easy pairs condition (obviously
different or same people), all systems outperformed humans. For the difficult pairs, only
half of the systems outperformed humans. In addition they used another standardised
test called, ‘the good, the bad, and the ugly face recognition challenge’ (Phillips et al.,
2011) where images of identities under different image conditions, such as illumination
and pose, are tested (this translates as testing good images, bad images and very difficult
images). Humans outperformed the automated systems for good images, but were only
comparable for the bad and very difficult images.

Some researchers have shown that computerised systems show some success when
identifying faces where parts have been obscured, otherwise known as faces in disguise.
One particular study yielded an identification rate of 55% when faces were obscured with
a hat, scarf and glasses (Singh et al., 2017). Upon removal of the glasses this rose to 69%,
suggesting an importance of the eye region in the systems processing strategy. The hat
and scarf obscure the external parts of the face, whereas the glasses obscure an internal
feature, which suggests that feature extraction is being used. Dhamecha et al. (2014)
carried out a study where their computerised face recognition system was tested against
humans for disguised faces. Their stimulus set contained faces with naturally occurring
disguises such as facial hair, different hairstyles, facial masks (e.g. doctor’s mask) and hair
coverings such as Hijabs. Unsurprisingly, they also found that human participants’
performance was better if they were familiar with the face, in line with face perception
literature (see section 2.2 Familiar and unfamiliar face recognition for more detail). They
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outline that their automated algorithms use a featural (local) processing approach and,
therefore, do not rely on holistic information in the way that humans do (see section 2.4
Holistic processing for more detail). Their results showed that human performance was
better for all disguises when the faces were familiar, compared to the automated system
and suggest that this may in part be due to the lack of holistic processing within the
algorithm. However, for unfamiliar stimuli, the results were comparable to humans. It
could be argued that the disguises were disrupting the algorithms in a piecemeal way
and therefore the threshold for ‘matching’ becomes more important when there were
less features with which to match. However, it is not known if this effect would be
replicated when features are changed, rather than obscured.
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2.7 Summary
A central question emerged from the general introduction: Does compositing conceal
identity through replacing features in known faces? This question can be broken down
into two parts: is there a feature saliency hierarchy when target features are replaced,
and, how much of the face needs to be replaced in order to conceal identity? Based on
these two questions, it is sensible to design two experimental phases to answer them,
the first of which is a precursor for the second more comprehensive phase. The first
phase of the study will establish if there is a feature saliency hierarchy through individual
feature manipulation. The results of the hierarchy will inform the generation of stimuli
for the second phase which aims to establish how much of the face needs to be replaced,
through compound feature replacement, to conceal identity. This section will outline key
methodological considerations, based on previous literature, which will guide the
methods of testing as well as the face manipulations required in order to test the role of
compositing in concealing identity and answer the questions above. This will then inform
the summary of the overall aims and objectives of the study. Alongside this, the literature
will be summarized and used to generate and discuss how the compositing
manipulations will affect recognition of the target faces. Finally, a summary of the
hypothesis is given.

Facial creation
This study aims to evaluate the effect of compositing in concealing identity. There are
various ways of compositing and different manipulations that could be used. Therefore,
the methodology to be used will be informed by the questions being asked: Is there a
feature saliency hierarchy and how much of the face needs to be replaced? With this in
mind, it seems that featural manipulations need to occur through the replacement of
features of the face. As discussed earlier in the literature review, there are different
streams of information gleaned from the face for recognition, including featural,
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configural (Maurer et al., 2002, Schyns et al., 2002, Tanaka and Sengco, 1997) and
texture/contrast information (Burton et al., 2015) (see section 2.4 Holistic processing for
more detail). Therefore, it seems sensible to try and control for the other types of
information so that only the featural stream is being manipulated. The other streams of
information consist of mainly configural and contrast information that make up the
holistic processing of faces, as well as meta‐data information such as age and sex
appearance. Manipulating featural as well as configural and contrast information in the
current study would make for a complicated and long experimental process. The most
likely compositing process in real world applications involves sampling features and
compositing them onto the existing faces in the same position (featural change) rather
than just moving the existing features around in order to create a new identity
(configural change), or altering the contrast of the face. Therefore, the current study will
focus on featural changes only, by replacing features and keeping their position and size
congruent with the target face in order to try and minimise any configural changes.
However, it is likely that featural changes will inadvertently affect configural
relationships, although this may be minimal. The overall contrast of the resulting stimuli
will also be kept consistent with the original target face by matching this to the face from
which the features have been sampled. Therefore, the counterpart face with which
features will be sampled, needs to be carefully matched with the target face.

Feature saliency hierarchy
The literature suggests that there is a feature saliency hierarchy for familiar face
recognition (Tanaka and Sengco, 1997, Haig, 1986, Logan et al., 2017) and, as such, part
of this study will investigate if there is a saliency hierarchy when features are changed in
a target face. This methodology will address the question of whether any features are
more important to change than others in order to conceal identity. This question
promotes the first experimental phase of the study (Phase 1i) where each feature of the
face (eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, hair and outline) will be individually replaced in the
target face and tested in a face recognition task. The saliency hierarchy results will then
be used to generate the stimuli for phase 2. It is expected that this feature saliency
hierarchy will remain during compound feature replacement in Phase 2. However, it is
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not known if the effect of which feature is being replaced will become more or less
critical at various points throughout replacement. Given that eyes are considered the
most salient from the literature, it could be hypothesised that this would persist
throughout all replacement positions. It is also likely that, given this is a familiar face
recognition task, preference will be given to the internal features of the face, that are
considered more important for familiar face recognition. Therefore, miss rates for the
external features are expected to be lower when replaced, than for the internal ones.

Phase 1 will focus on a whole‐face context, however, Tanaka and Gauthier (1997) found
that recognition was still possible for features shown in isolation when tested following a
short familiarisation period with whole faces. Correct recognition was considerably lower
than for a full‐face context, even when the configuration had been altered. This suggests
some kind of whole face interference and dominant role of holistic processing (see
section 2.4 Parts and Wholes for a review). It is therefore useful to investigate the role of
facial features when shown in isolation as a baseline from which to compare the results
from the embedded whole‐face condition of the phase 1 experiment. Therefore, a
further version of phase 1 (1ii) will show target features in isolation. With this in mind, it
is expected that the more salient features, such as the eyes, will yield higher recognition
rates when presented in isolation, as they are considered to provide more information.
Therefore it is hypothesised that the feature saliency hierarchy results from the
embedded Phase 1i experiment, will be inverted for the isolated Phase 1ii version. Given
that literature has shown that it is more difficult to recognise facial features in isolation
compared to in their congruent whole face, it is likely that recognition rates will be fairly
low.

Holistic processing
The second part of the study question asks how much of the face needs to be replaced in
order to conceal identity. Hill et al. (2011) suggest that some changes, and the degree to
which they’re changed, can be made to a face without having any effect on identity
whereas other changes will, demonstrating how manipulations can render a face more
similar or dissimilar to its veridical self. This aligns with performing a second experiment
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(Phase 2) that aims to establish how much of a face can be kept in a composite whilst still
concealing identity of the target. Is there a criterion point that indicates how much of the
face needs to be changed, in order to create a new identity and conceal the existing one?
Features in the target known face will gradually be replaced with unknown ones in a
compound manner, to see if any criterion point from old to new identity is found. It is
likely that given the use of holistic processing for whole faces, composites will be viewed
as new whole faces and the edited parts ignored in favour of perceiving a new identity
(see section 2.4 Holistic processing for more detail). However, it is also likely that
changing just one feature, as proposed in Phase 1, will leave enough residual face
information for the holistic processing to be able to ignore, or moderate for, the edited
part. Therefore the results from Phase 1 are not expected to show that identity has been
concealed all of the time, but rather that identity is affected by more or less salient
features being replaced. Phase 2 will investigate if there is a point at which this is no
longer possible when there is too much ‘new’ information in the face image that results
in the image being perceived as a new face through the overriding holistic processing
strategy.

If a criterion point for old to new identity is found, it may not only render subsequent
featural changes redundant (past the criterion point) but may also rely heavily on which
features have been replaced (saliency hierarchy) prior to any criterion point found. An
assumption could be made that once the more salient features of the face are replaced,
that the criterion point may occur earlier than for if less salient features have been
replaced. For this reason, the configuration and order of feature replacement becomes
important. Not all orders of features can be tested due to the requirements of stimulus
generation and participant numbers. Therefore, the order of feature replacement will be
dictated by the feature saliency results obtained from phase 1. To counteract any
redundancy effects of feature replacement past a theoretical identity criterion point, the
starting point of feature replacement will be rotated to allow for different feature
replacement configurations. This will also allow for different configurations of more or
less salient features before any criterion point.
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Face types
Previous research has shown that memorability, attractiveness and trustworthiness
affect our memory for faces (Valentine, 1991, Valentine and Bruce, 1986) (see section 2.5
Facial characteristics for more detail on this), and therefore it was sensible that target
faces be rated for these characteristics. Research has shown that distinctive faces are
more memorable than average ones, therefore it could be hypothesised that the more
the memorable the face is, the more invariant it is to image degradations, or in the case
of this study, the replacement of features. It is also important to note that an average
face may appear very different to a distinctive face, or any two distinctive faces will also
appear very different. Valentine’s model also shows that similar faces are clustered
together and dissimilar faces further apart on the various dimensions of the face space
(Valentine, 1991) (see section 2.5 Face memory and storage). Therefore, any face
recognition task can be made easier or more difficult depending on the differences
between faces being tested. For this reason it is important that target faces be matched
with an unknown counterpart face (unique composite) by taking into account age,
contrast/luminance and ethnicity. A large enough target face sample helped to account
for differences in the similarity/dissimilarity of target face/unique composite as well as
their characteristic averageness/distinctiveness.

Automated face recognition study
It seems likely that, given the nature of creating digital faces for the current study, these
images may end up being run through commercially available automated face
recognition systems. Therefore, it is important to test the composite stimuli using a
sample of automated face recognition systems for performance as well as to compare
the results to the human participant data. Due to the proprietary nature of these
commercial systems it is impossible to know exactly how these systems are processing
the faces. However, academics, who have revealed the underlying processes of their
research‐based algorithms in published literature, demonstrate that most systems use a
method of feature extraction and then use a combination of various processing
mechanisms, similar to humans, such as feature shape extraction (featural) and location
of the position of features (configural). Research has shown differences between the
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performance of humans and automated face recognition systems when attempting to
recognise faces and it seems that automated systems outperform humans for frontal
face images, as will be used in the current study. Therefore, it seems likely that the
automated systems will outperform the human participants. In contrast, it is not known if
the replacing of features will disrupt automated systems or human performance more.
Studies have found that humans outperform machines when recognising disguised faces,
although this effect is only found for familiar faces (familiar to humans) and results are
comparable for unfamiliar faces. This study will use familiar face stimuli, and therefore it
seems likely that humans may outperform the automated systems in this respect. For
those systems that use facial features to match novel faces to a learnt face, it seems
likely that the replacement of features in the compositing process will perhaps lower the
matching score to below that of the systems ‘match’ threshold figure.

To summarise, both humans and the automated systems may have an advantage in
recognising the composite stimuli in the current study and, therefore, it is not known
which will perform better: the robust nature of human familiar face recognition may
yield higher recognition rates, or the superior performance of automated machines for
frontal images may be enough to outperform humans. It is also possible that if the
systems use only featural information, that the replacement of one or more features may
be sufficient for the system to classify the face as unrecognised. However, if the systems
use configural and/or contrast information, this may mitigate the effect of disrupting
featural information.

Overall aims and objectives
To test if identity can be concealed by compositing, two questions were initially asked: is
there a feature saliency hierarchy when replacing features in a known face and how
much of a face needs to be replaced to conceal identity? However, a third question
arises, if any particular features have more of an effect on miss rates when they have
already been replaced within the compound feature replacement of phase 2?
Aims:
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1. To establish if there is a feature saliency hierarchy when target features are
replaced and as a baseline, does this hierarchy compare when features are
presented in isolation without the interference of a whole face context
2. To establish much of a target face needs to be replaced in order to conceal
identity
3. To establish if any features are more important to replace within compound
feature replacement

Objectives:
1. Individual features will be replaced in a target face and tested. Differences in miss
rates between feature conditions will indicate a feature saliency hierarchy. An
isolated feature version will be used to compare to the whole face version
2. Features in the target face will be replaced incrementally and in a compound
fashion to see how much of a face needs to be replaced in order to conceal
identity.
3. Feature order replacement will be rotated to test for any effects of more or less
salient features to be replaced with respect to point 2.
Additionally, two further ancillary studies will be conducted: A target face ratings study,
where faces are rated for facial characteristics so that the scores can be used to
potentially explain any stimulus specific results from the experimental phases. The
second study will take the form of an Automated face recognition system comparison
where the composite stimuli will be run through commercially available automated face
recognition systems to assess if the compositing technique is sufficient at concealing
identity for these systems, which may be adopted in the digital realm.
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Hypotheses
1. On the basis that familiar faces are being tested, a feature hierarchy for when
features are replaced individually is likely to occur and may mimic results found in
previous saliency studies showing the eyes to be the most important and the nose
the least. One could hypothesise that the experiment will find differences in miss
rates for the effect of which feature has been replaced (changed) in the target
face. If the eyes are considered the most salient for familiar face recognition, as
shown in the literature, a hypothesis could be made that a target stimulus with
the eyes changed would result in higher miss rates than for a target stimulus with
the less salient nose feature changed. The isolated feature version is likely to
follow the inverse of these results: more salient features such as the eyes will
provide more recognition cues than the nose. This suggests some kind of whole
face interference and dominant role of holistic processing.
2. Replacing features in a face in a compound fashion is likely to result in a
monotonic increase in miss rates. It is not known how much of the target face
needs to be replaced in order to conceal identity, but it is likely that some
‘criterion’ point during feature replacement will be found indicating a shift from
familiar target face, to a new identity.
3. It is likely that more salient features, as indicated in phase 1, will result in a
significant change in identity at some point through feature replacement
(criterion) in comparison to when less salient features have been changed.
Additionally, it is likely that, given the literature on facial characteristics, those faces
rated as more memorable will be more invariant to the compositing process proposed in
the study, compared to more average faces. Furthermore, it is not known if the
automated face recognition study will find that the systems outperform the human data
for recognition performance. This is due to research having shown their performance to
be better than humans for frontal face images (the pose/view chosen for the current
study), but their performance is worse for familiar faces where humans adopt a more
robust holistic processing strategy. It is also not known if the replacement of features will
disrupt the automated system’s performance more than humans. If the systems are
purely based on featural shape information, then it seems likely that their performance
will be below that of humans. If the systems use additional information such as the
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configuration of the features and/or the contrast of the image, then they may well
outperform humans.
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3 Methodology
To test which parts of a face and how much can be used whilst still concealing identity,
familiar face targets were manipulated under various conditions to form composite
stimuli to be used in a face recognition testing paradigm. Phase 1 tested for a feature
saliency hierarchy when presented/manipulated individually, the results of which then
informed the generation of the stimuli for phase 2, where features were replaced in an
accumulative manner.

Each target face was matched with a counterpart unknown face (Unique composite) and
features from the unique composite were sampled and composited onto the target face
accordingly to generate six stimulus conditions for each of the experimental phases
(Phase 1i and Phase 2: repeated for both lecturer and celebrity faces and Phase 1ii for
only celebrity faces = total of five experiments). Furthermore, a separate Ratings study
was used to establish stimulus specific information that could support the celebrity
results. Additionally, a post‐hoc Automated face recognition assessment study using the
same stimulus set, was also carried out where the same composite stimuli were run
through automated face recognition systems. To summarise;
1. Phase 1i ‐ replaced a single feature of the target with that from an unknown
counterpart face (Unique composite) to test if there was a feature saliency
hierarchy determined by miss rates.
2. Phase 1ii ‐ showed target features in isolation to provide a baseline of feature
hierarchy when features are shown out of a whole‐face context, which could be
compared to that of the results from Phase 1i.
3. Phase 2 – target features were replaced with those from the unique composite in
a compound manner to test how much of a face needed to be replaced in order
to conceal identity and if any features were more important to be replaced than
others.

In this chapter, a more general procedure of obtaining a familiar face set, target
recruitment, image processing and matching is outlined. Two pilot studies were carried
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out to collect the most popular celebrity names for target selection and to assess if the
unique composites were convincing as real faces (see Appendix F ‐ Pilot Studies, for more
detail). This is followed by a common methodology section that outlines the testing
procedure used in the face recognition tasks that was used for all experimental phases,
with a separate section on the Ratings task methodology and results.

For Phase 1 and Phase 2, each experimental phase will be described in more detail,
including the specific stimulus set outline and any methodological considerations with
regards to the experimental design. Results and a discussion will follow the descriptions
for each phase (the Automated face recognition study is described last and also adopts
this structure).

Ethical approval: All studies received ethical approval to be conducted, see Appendix G
for more details [The appendix mentioned here cannot be made freely available via LJMU
E‐Theses Collection due to privacy restrictions].

3.1 Familiar face set
A familiar face set with which to test the compositing manipulations was obtained so that
the process of recognition and recall was being tested (see section 2.2 Familiarisation for
a review on different familiar face sets).The literature suggested that using a naturally
familiar face set is not only more ecologically valid, but also makes for a shorter
experimental process with the expectation that the face memories will be well
established (Hole and Bourne, 2010, Tong and Nakayama, 1999, Roark et al., 2006, Roark
et al., 2003). Two groups of naturally familiar face sets were available for the current
study; celebrities (images available online and popular celebrities were likely to be
familiar to large group of recognisers) and lecturers (access to staff members in the
collaborating institutions and were likely to be familiar to the students they teach).

For the current study, both adult celebrities and non‐celebrities (lecturers) were tested
(There are known differences in face recognition between adults and children. Therefore,
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for this study, only adult target faces and participants were used. See Appendix A –
Methodological considerations for detail on the development of face processing) and the
use of iconic images of the celebrities excluded to avoid the pictorial iconic processing
effect (see section 2.2 Different types of familiarity, for a review on this and the use of
familiar and personally familiar face stimuli). Further to this, experiments were
conducted and repeated using both celebrity and lecturer targets separately so that the
experiment could be repeated and the results combined to give a general conclusion that
covered a broader range of familiarity that may be more reflective of a real life scenario.
It also allowed for the comparison of the two types of familiarity possible. Lecturer
targets were recruited from the collaborating institutions and their students formed the
participant pool. Celebrity targets come from a much larger pool and, as such, a pilot
study (see Appendix F ‐ Pilot Studies, for more detail) was conducted to establish the
most popular celebrities, using the same demographic group that formed the participant
pool for the experimental phases.

Valentine’s model (1991) of a theoretical multi‐dimensional face space theorises that
more average, or similar, faces are clustered together and more different or distinctive
faces are further apart (see section 2.5 Face memory and storage for more detail on this).
With this in mind, it was important to be aware of potential differences in results for
stimuli depending on the averageness/distinctiveness of the target faces being tested in
the current study. Using a large enough target sample size helped to balance out
differences by providing a range of faces to be tested. Another subsequent test to collect
data on the distinctiveness/memorability of the target faces, as rated by observers
(Ratings study) was carried out (see section 3.7 Ratings Study) and the results then used
to explain any differences that may have occurred between targets faces in the results
sections. It was preferable that the stimulus set for the current study did not contain
faces at the very edges of the distinctiveness spectrum. Because of this, target faces were
sampled from the predominant ethnic group of the participant pool (in this case, White‐
European) (see section 2.5 Other‐face effects, for more detail on the cross‐race effect).
All participants were allowed to participate as an assumption was made that they had
resided and been exposed to the predominant ethnic population. Target faces and
participants were also selected/recruited from all genders and age‐groups. However,
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there were some restrictions on the selection of target faces from older age‐groups due
to the difficulties in compositing faces with strong age‐related changes.

Familiarity thresholds
In the context of this study it was paramount that participants demonstrate their
familiarity with the original target so that any poor recognition results for stimuli could
be attributed to the manipulations to the face image in the stimulus rather than that the
participant was not familiar with the target in the first place (see section 2.2
Familiarisation for a review on how faces are familiar). A Control section was
implemented to assess participants’ familiarity with the targets. This involved showing
participants veridical/unedited images of the targets in a recognition task asking them if
the face was familiar. If the familiarity threshold was met, an assumption was made that
the participant was familiar enough with the face/identity to be able to recognise it and
provide some kind of recall to indicate that it is identity specific retrieval rather than just
a familiar response. This enabled the extraction of solely familiar trials for analysis. It is
likely that participants had differing levels of face recognition ability, however, this was
not tested for as only trials where participants could correctly recognise the face in the
control section, were used for analysis (see Appendix A ‐ Methodological considerations,
for more detail on face recognition abilities).

Familiarisation period
A proposed minimum natural familiarisation timeframe of one academic semester was
used for lecturer targets and their respective student participants for the lecturer
versions of the experiments (see section 2.2 Familiarisation for a review of familiarisation
periods). There were two practical reasons for this;
1. Given the relatively short time‐frame that students were likely to regularly
attend university premises and interact with the lecturer targets (two academic
semesters per year for undergraduate students) the familiarisation time‐frame was
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kept short so that students completed the first academic semester, during which
familiarisation took place, and were then recruited and tested in the second
semester before they left for the summer break (or for 3rd year students, may
leave the university). A prediction was made that students were not necessarily
taught by the same lecturers throughout their studies and therefore students were
recruited during the peak time during which they were taught by a target lecturer.
2. There is a possibility that familiarisation may well have been random and under
difficult and varying conditions (viewing distance may be extremely high in some
teaching scenarios: e.g. large lecture theatres) therefore a longer familiarisation
period may not, in fact, have extended the familiarisation process or rendered the
memory encoding more robust due to a familiarity threshold having already been
met because of the constraints of the learning environment. This gave additional
support to the relatively short familiarisation period of one academic semester.

For the celebrity targets, control could not be gained over the familiarisation period due
to celebrity face encoding occurring through participants’ choice to view material that
contained the target face images (mostly different forms of media). There was also no
control over the level of familiarity, similar to the lecturer targets. It was assumed that if
the Control section yields a familiar recall that any differences in recognition rates
between feature conditions could be attributed to the effects of the stimulus
manipulations.

Identity specific recall
This study focused on familiar face recognition with both experiments requiring
participants to recall the identities of faces shown to them, and as such this required
them to be familiar with the face. How robust this familiar memory needed to be was an
open‐ended question. As long as they were able to correctly recall the identities of the
faces then the familiarity threshold for this particular study has been met. Participants
needed to indicate if they had recognised the specific familiar face (target) in some way.
Therefore, they were asked to provide the name of the target to indicate this. However,
as outlined in Burton et al.’s (1990) Interactive activation and competition (IAC)
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theoretical model of the processing of faces and names, names are not always accessible
or known when a face is recognised as familiar. This model hypothesises that face
processing and recognition occurs in a hierarchical node‐based manner where faces and
names are processed separately and therefore names are not always retrievable upon
recognition of a face. Because of this, other researchers have designed their studies to
allow for other types of recall in face recognition tasks, such as the recall of identity
specific associated semantic information. In a familiar naming match/mismatch task,
White (2004) allowed participants to provide a description of the familiar person,
indicating recall, as well as the option to type in a name, following on from a key press to
indicate familiarity. Davis et al. (2016) also allowed participants to type in a name or
associated semantic information that was identity specific. Therefore, participants were
also allowed to provide person specific descriptions as an alternative way of describing
the identity as these may still have been accessible, even when names were not. For this
study it was paramount that participants be able to not only demonstrate familiarity with
a face, but to also provide evidence of correctly recalling the specific identity of the
individual in the form of face memory associated semantic information.

A Spontaneous naming task was used to test for familiarity of the face stimulus images
by implementing three options from which participants could indicate the different types
of recognition: unfamiliar, familiar and recall. By allowing a ‘familiar’ option, participants
were able to indicate familiarity even when no specific identity could be recalled. For the
recall option, providing the name of the identity that they have recalled, or any
associated semantic information indicated that the participant had recalled the correct
identity. The option to answer ‘familiar’ was implemented to allow for participants to
respond in a natural way where faces often appear familiar but semantic information
cannot be accessed. This also prevented responses from sliding into the ‘unfamiliar’
option, which would inflate miss rates when in fact the face was not totally unfamiliar. As
a corroborative measure, a second task was implemented using a multiple‐choice
paradigm with name cues to allow for an overt type recognition (Explicit choice), with
which the spontaneous naming data can be compared in subsequent analysis. It was
important that this was implemented after the Spontaneous naming task so that any
occurrence of familiarity that could not be proven with the recall of identity specific
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information, may be primed with the option to choose from three given names (one
name belonging to the target and two distractor names).

3.2 Selection of target faces
Target faces were sourced for the experimental phases for both celebrities and lecturers
to form two different versions of the experiments (for Phase 1i and Phase 2, the same
celebrity targets were also used for Phase 1ii). These took the form of facial photographs
which could then be sampled and composited to form the composite stimuli (see
Appendix A – Methodological considerations, for more detail on why photographs were
used). The two types of targets were selected in different ways and as follows:

Celebrity targets
The experiments required celebrity face targets that were likely to be familiar to as many
participants as possible. Therefore, a Pilot study (Pilot study 1) was conducted to
establish twenty‐four most popular celebrities using the same demographic group of
participants that were used for the main experiments. Participants were asked to name
their top ten celebrities in a simple online naming task. From this the top twenty‐four
most named celebrities were selected as targets. Please see Appendix F ‐ Pilot Studies
for more detail on the methods and results of Pilot study 1.

Final celebrity images were sourced and chosen for each of the twenty‐four targets.
These images were sourced online using internet search engines. Images needed to be of
a good resolution and in focus. Editorial images were mostly excluded as these tended to
appear unnatural and with specific lighting. Mostly “paparazzi” photographs were chosen
as most were in natural outdoor lighting (a few editorial images were used where good
paparazzi images were not available). All images contained flash which reduced any
lighting inconsistencies and shadows.

Photographs: Images were filtered so that they contained a full face, a frontal view (see
Appendix A ‐ Methodological considerations for more detail on why a frontal view was
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chosen), with the eyes open, mouth closed, neutral expression (see Appendix A ‐
Methodological considerations for why a neutral expression was chosen), no eye‐glasses
(or to at least have been seen without wearing eye‐glasses on a regular basis) and
minimal jewellery that could be acceptably edited. Where possible images were chosen
with the individual wearing minimal makeup, however this was not always possible as
celebrities are mostly photographed at events where a styled appearance has been
adopted. More candid paparazzi shots were usually out of focus or from a non‐frontal
angle and distance, and therefore not appropriate. Where possible, chosen images were
those that appeared to have been taken recently to coincide with a contemporary face
memory of that person as it was likely that familiar celebrities may have been viewed
(familiarised with) over fairly long periods of time. Individuals whose faces had been
knowingly altered a great deal over the years through cosmetic
enhancement/trauma/disease were excluded from selection. Similarly, individuals who
appeared to have a large amount of age‐related changes, such as severe wrinkles, were
excluded due to the difficulty of compositing faces with large age‐related changes to the
soft tissues. It was preferable that the stimulus set did not contain very distinctive faces
and considering the demographic of the participant pool were predominantly white
European, only face stimuli from this ethnic group were selected.

Final targets: Twenty‐four celebrity target images were selected, twelve males and
twelve females, ~M=40 yrs., ~range= 25 – 55 yrs. Images of all of the celebrity targets can
be found in Appendix H ‐ Celebrity Targets [The appendix mentioned here cannot be
made freely available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to copyright].

Lecturer targets
To form stimuli for the non‐celebrity version of the experiments, photographs of
consenting lecturers were recruited from two institutions: Liverpool John Moores
University (LJMU) and the University of Central Lancashire (UCLan). Individuals who were
teaching at these universities were advertised to via the university email systems with a
recruitment email and advert (see Appendix G – Ethics [The appendix mentioned here
cannot be made freely available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to privacy
restrictions]). The recruitment email outlined the criteria for selection, including minimal
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facial hair, no eye‐glasses (or to at least have been seen without wearing eye‐glasses on a
regular basis) and to ideally teach to groups of students of around fifty or more. Targets
needed to be familiar to a large or moderately sized group for students to be suitably
familiar. Lecturers needed to have taught a group of students for at least one academic
semester to increase the likelihood of familiarity.
Potential lecturer targets were provided with a participant information sheet and
consent form (see Appendix G [The appendix mentioned here cannot be made freely
available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to privacy restrictions]). Once recruited they
were asked to complete the consent form and a questionnaire asking for their age,
gender identity, ethnicity, nationality and name as well as details of which
courses/modules they taught on. Only faces of ‘white European’ ethnic appearance
targets were selected (see Appendix A ‐ Methodological considerations for more detail).

Photographs: Once recruited, a suitable time was arranged to photograph the lecturer’s
face: this took place in a suitable space (usually the lecturer’s office at two sites) where
there was mostly neutral lighting and a blank background they could stand in front of. A
Canon EOS 700D digital SLR camera with an 18‐55mm lens was affixed to a free‐standing
tripod to photograph the LJMU lecturers. A Nikon D200 digital SLR camera with an 11‐
70mm lens affixed to a free‐standing tripod was used to photograph the UCLan lecturers.
The camera was positioned on the tripod at target eye level and at least six feet away
from the target lecturer to reduce perspective distortion. Where possible, overhead
lights were switched off and the target positioned so that the natural light was cast from
the front to minimise shadows. Multiple photographs were taken using various focal
lengths, zooming and with and without flash. Auto‐bracketing was used to take multiple
photos simultaneously with different exposure levels to increase the chance of collecting
the clearest photograph. Lecturers were asked to give a neutral expression looking
directly at the camera. Images taken using flash photography were selected based on the
enhanced focus and detail capturing. This also eliminated any inconsistencies of lighting
between targets’ surroundings and kept the images congruent with the celebrity images
that were also taken using flash photography. Due to the limited availability of lecturer
targets for recruitment, the selection criteria were relaxed slightly so that a larger age‐
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range was used and some targets had heavy or short beards. Adjustments were made for
these during the stimuli creation (see section 3.5 for more detail).

Final targets: Fifteen lecturer target images, ten females and five males, M=42 yrs.,
range= 27 – 64 years.

3.3 Target images
Lecturer images were uploaded from the cameras’ storage cards onto a Lenovo ThinkPad
Yoga 14 64‐bit laptop (Windows 10) with the celebrity images downloaded from the
internet and stored on the same laptop. All target images were stored on the password
protected laptop and backed up on a keyed access external hard drive: all equipment was
stored in a code accessed research lab situated in a fob accessed building. All target
images were opened and processed in Adobe Photoshop CC 2014 with the same settings
so that they were consistent across the stimulus set.

The face photographs were first converted to greyscale (see Appendix A –
Methodological considerations for more detail on the use of greyscale images) ready for
editing. Face portions were selected from the photographs, using the select tool, and
pasted onto a neutral grey background so as not to interfere with perception of the face
information, at a total image size of 539(W) x 640(H) pixels and a resolution of 144 pixels
per inch. The image size was chosen as a portrait orientation so that the image appeared
like a normal face image we are accustomed to seeing (e.g. passport) (pixels equated to a
physical dimension of 9.51cm x 11.29cm). The size and resolution were also chosen to
ensure images could be loaded effectively in the online experimental platform (Qualtrics)
without noticeable delay for display whilst keeping the image quality high enough to be
able to see face details. Images were saved as jpeg format that compresses the image to
reduce the size of the file using a maximum quality level of 12 (minimum compression to
maintain the quality of the image) and a progressive format option. Again, this enabled
the images to be loaded efficiently by Qualtrics, but without losing too much detail
through compression. All target face images were normalized for size with an inter‐
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pupillary distance of between 130 and 150 pixels to keep the ratio of face to background
roughly the same and the relationship between viewer gaze and pupil distance consistent
across the stimulus set.

3.4 Unique Composites
In order to test recognition of the familiar faces under various compositing
manipulations, an unknown counterpart face was created (Unique Composite) from
which features could be sampled and composited onto the target face to generate the
stimulus condition images. These unique composites were created so that they could not
be identified and their similarity to the target could be controlled for age, sex appearance
and, contrast and luminance. Adobe Photoshop CC 2014 was used to composite features
using a Lenovo Yoga ThinkPad 14 laptop (Windows 10, 64‐bit, using an additional Iiyama
26” ProLite B2483HS monitor). Features were sampled from six different faces for the
eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, hair and outline. One hundred unique composites were
generated: the methodology for generating the unique composites can be found in
Appendix B . The compositing technique is outlined in Appendix C .

Once the unique composites had been generated, it was important to establish if the
compositing technique was successful in generating plausible faces that would pass as
real people. Therefore, a second pilot study (Pilot study 2) asked participants to assess if
the unique composites were ‘trustworthy’ or not, as a proxy for whether the face images
were considered suspicious or not convincing. Forty‐seven unique composites were
found to be convincing and formed the pool for matching with target faces for the
experiments. Please see Appendix F ‐ Pilot Studies for the full methods and results.
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3.5 Matching
As mentioned above in section 3.4 Unique Composites, the unique composites were
matched with a target face with consistent age and sex related meta‐data as well as
matched for the contrast and luminance across the face (see section 2.5 Similarity and
dissimilarity of faces for more detail). In order to generate the different stimulus
conditions, each target face was matched with a unique composite face so that features
could be sampled from the unique composite and composited onto the target face. Only
the forty‐seven most ‘trustworthy’ faces, indicated by the results of Pilot study 2, (see
Appendix F ‐ Pilot Studies, for results) were used as potential target face counterparts.
For the purposes of compositing, the target and unique composites needed to be fairly
similar in age and colouring so that the resulting face appeared natural. For example,
compositing really dark eyebrows on a very fair face with blonde hair and pale eyelashes
would look unnatural. It also made the compositing technique more difficult if there
were vast differences in skin texture/contrast. As all images were processed in grey‐scale,
the eye, hair and skin tones were assessed as either light, medium or dark (including
interim shades) as well as assessments of the luminance and contrast of the face image.
The scoring was carried out as an observation by the experimenter (subjective). To
counter the subjectivity of this observation, an objective method of image processing
was adopted simultaneously. Using MathWorks MATLAB 2016a software and the Shine
toolbox (Willenbockel et al., 2010) each image’s luminance and contrast were calculated:


Luminance was calculated by averaging (mean) across the luminance of each pixel
of the face (mean2 function).



Contrast was calculated as the standard deviation of the luminance score (std2
function).

The toolbox contained functions for masking off the background of the image (mask
function) so that only those pixels that make up the face part of the image were used for
the calculations (see Appendix D for the MATLAB scripts).

Once all the target and unique composite faces were assessed, matching of the target
face with their counterpart unique composite was carried out using the following criteria:
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1. Target images were matched for similar eye, hair and skin‐tone observations
choosing five of the unique composite faces with the most similar assessments.
2. Image processed luminance and standard deviation scores (contrast) were then
used for matching, again choosing five unique composite faces with the closest
matching scores.
3. Lastly, the observed luminance and contrast scores were used – these were the
most subjective and difficult to observe so were used as the least informative
criteria. Again, five unique composite faces with the most similar scores were
selected.
From the resulting selections, duplicates across the three different matching methods
were selected as possible final matches. The top three highest scoring duplicate images
were then put forward for random selection.

Having chosen the top three duplicate unique composite faces, a randomiser was used to
allocate one of these faces to their target counterpart face. Given the small pool of
unique composite faces to be selected from (n=47), it was likely that more than one
target face may include duplicate unique composite faces in their top three matches.
Therefore, the randomiser was used to allocate each target face a different unique
composite face so that there were no duplicates across the stimulus set within each
version (celebrity or lecturer). Several iterations of the randomiser were run until there
were no duplicates. A MATLAB script was used to randomise the choices using the ‘randi’
function (see Appendix D ). However, although no duplicate unique composite
counterparts were used within the stimulus set within each experimental version
(celebrity or lecturer), celebrity and lecturer targets could use the same unique
composites between the two versions as the experiments were separate and participants
were recruited so as not to participate in both experiments. Therefore, there was no risk
of familiarisation with the unknown unique composite face features that might have
occurred. Each matching pair of faces was kept constant for both composite phase
experiments (Phase 1i and 2). Once each target face had been matched with a unique
composite, any differences in age were adjusted using Adobe Photoshop CC 2014. A large
difference in age would result in an unnatural looking face stimulus and could impact on
recognition if the ages were incongruent. Due to limited recruitment of lecturer targets,
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a wider range of ages was used as well as those with some facial hair. In those instances,
similar facial hair was added to the matched unique composite so that the mouth and
facial outline conditions appeared more congruent with the target. Similarly, ageing
wrinkles and age‐related tissue changes were added to the unique composite to match
more closely with the target using Adobe Photoshop drawing and lighten/darken
functions.

3.6 Common Methodology: Phase 1 and 2
All experimental composite phases followed a common methodology and took the same
form and structure for the testing procedure, which will be outlined below. The stimulus
specific compositing manipulations for Phase 1 and 2 will be described in the relevant
experimental phase chapters (see chapters 4.Phase 1 and 5. Phase 2). The automated
face recognition study will be described separately in chapter 6. Automated face
recognition systems.

Experimental testing was carried out using the online data collection platform, Qualtrics
(see Appendix A ‐ Methodological considerations, for a summary of the use of online
testing procedures in face perception research). Participants were recruited from
Liverpool John Moores University, the University of Central Lancashire and the University
of Dundee. For the lecturer version, participants were recruited from the two institutions
to which the lecturer targets belonged; Liverpool John Moores University and the
University of Central Lancashire. Liverpool John Moores University participants were
recruited via department/faculty mailing lists. University of Central Lancashire
participants were recruited via the participation system for Psychology students, SONA,
and received two course credits for their time. All participants indicated they had normal
or corrected to normal vision. Participants were not tested for their face recognition
ability prior to testing (see Appendix A – Methodological considerations for more detail).
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Tasks
Each experimental phase consisted of a Testing section and a Control section. The Testing
section was made up of two tasks:
1. Spontaneous naming Task – stimulus shown, with three familiarity options to
choose from
2. Explicit choice Task – stimulus shown, with three name options to choose from
These tasks were designed to accommodate for node based processing of faces and their
associated semantic information/names in the brain by allowing participants to respond
by indicating their familiarity with the face as well as to further corroborate an identity
specific familiarity response (recall) with an input text box of either a name or associated
semantic information (Spontaneous naming task). Even if a face is familiar, a name
cannot always be retrieved, and therefore the subsequent Explicit choice task provided
name cues from which to choose. Each task will now be described in more detail.

Spontaneous naming task: The Spontaneous naming task (see Figure 3.6‐1) asked
participants to view a face stimulus and requested a forced choice response as to
whether the face reminded them of a celebrity or not (or lecturer in the non‐celebrity
version). Participants were given three options with which to respond:


Not familiar;



familiar but I can’t name them;



familiar and I can name them.
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Figure 3.6‐1: Spontaneous naming task of the experiments
An image of Donald Duck is used as an example (see Order of Experiment)

The last response option also required a further text entry for insertion of a name or
description of the person the face reminded them of, using the expandable text box
provided. Participants were informed at the start that the faces belonged to a pool
(celebrity or lecturer). This was given so that the test was made slightly easier to avoid
floor results. In a real‐life scenario the viewer may not be given any kind of
contextual/semantic cue as to which pool/group the face might belong to, and therefore,
any miss rate results from the study can be generalised with a more generous effect
pattern to reflect the more difficult real‐life task.

Participants were requested to respond as quickly as possible so that any identities that
the face reminded them of would be noted down, in an attempt to encourage whole‐
face processing rather than the participant examining the image and attending to specific
parts. This procedure also reduced the duration of the experiment so as not to induce
fatigue and boredom. A blank screen mask of 1500ms was shown between trials (see
Figure 3.6‐2).
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Figure 3.6‐2: Spontaneous naming task order of Presentation.
Participants view a target trial image which stayed on the screen until they clicked to proceed. A
subsequent blank screen/mask stayed on screen for 1500ms before the next trial was
presented

Explicit choice task: The second task used in the experiment involved an explicit or
forced choice test where participants were given three names from which to choose (see
Figure 3.6‐3: Explicit choice task of the experiments.

Figure 3.6‐3: Explicit choice task of the experiments

One name was the target and two further distractor names randomly sampled from the
pool of celebrity names collected in Pilot Study 1, but not including any other target
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names from the experiment. For the lecturer version, staff names were collected from
online university staff profile lists. Therefore, all names used as distractors were not
necessarily of individuals of a similar appearance to the target, they were only matched
for sex appearance. Each stimulus condition for a target face was randomly assigned
distractor names such that no names were repeated across the six conditions for any one
target. This was to ensure a balanced distribution of distractor names in case any effects
of similarity/dissimilarity or memorability etc. with the target name were to occur.
However, this was a familiar face recognition task and as such there was the possibility
that participants could choose the correct target name based on a process of elimination
of being familiar with the further two distractor names, this issue will be discussed
further in the General Discussion (see section 7 General Discussion). Again, participants
were requested to respond as quickly as possible with a blank screen mask between trials
(see Figure 3.6‐4).

Figure 3.6‐4: Explicit choice task order of presentation.
Participants viewed a target trial image which stayed on the screen until they clicked to proceed.
A subsequent blank screen/mask stayed on screen for 1500ms before the next trial was presented

Control: The Control section of the experiment was an exact repeat of the Spontaneous
naming task in the Testing section above but using the veridical images of the targets
(participants were informed that they would now be viewing original images
(unmodified) of the targets). The purpose of the Control section was to establish whether
the participant was ever, in fact, familiar with the target being tested. The study aimed to
investigate familiar face recognition and thus it was important to establish familiarity by
requesting participants to demonstrate familiarity with the target through identity
specific recall. This methodology allowed for the extraction of only familiar trials (so‐
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called ‘valid’ trials) for analysis from which recognition accuracy for the different stimulus
conditions could be analysed.

Additionally, a short Exclusion task at the end of the Control section asked participants to
indicate (exclude) those target names (identities) with which they were not familiar (see
Figure 3.6‐5), to corroborate results from the Spontaneous naming task in the Control
section. All target names were typed and laid out simultaneously on one page where
participants could indicate ‘unfamiliarity’ with the target by clicking on the names, these
would then turn red to signify selection of an unfamiliar face.
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Figure 3.6‐5: Exclusion task
Participants were asked to select names (identities) that they were NOT familiar with
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Presentation of Stimuli
Image stimuli were always placed on the left‐hand side of the screen with the answering
options to the right. This was to ensure that both stimulus and answer options were
visible simultaneously to ease the process of answering and within the framework of
Qualtrics capabilities. Due to the nature of online testing, the size at which the face
stimuli was viewed could not be controlled because of participant’s using different
screen sizes and devices for completing the experiment. During instruction they were,
however, advised to complete the study on a PC/Laptop rather than a mobile device such
a tablet or mobile phone. Therefore, there was no way to establish viewing distance and
how much the face stimulus subtended the visual angle. However, to ensure that the
whole face image and answering options were visible simultaneously, participants were
asked to conduct a screen size assessment at the beginning of the experiment and use
the ‘plus’ and ‘minus’ zoom functions on their browser to ensure that a whole trial
sample was entirely visible on screen.

Face images remained visible until response. A blank white screen (mask) was shown in
between trials for 1500ms. Visual adaptation occurs when exposure to an image leaves a
residual imprint on the retina that can remain and merge with any new stimulus that is
subsequently viewed (Carbon and Leder, 2005a). It is possible that presenting faces in
sequence within an experiment may induce some adaptation effects (Leopold et al.,
2001). Masks/blank screens and/or fixation crosses between trials and interleaving the
stimuli presentation can help to mitigate these effects (Logan et al., 2017, Vesker and
Wilson, 2012). Previous face recognition research has adopted this method (White, 2004,
Goffaux, 2012, Ramon et al., 2010)), so as to “wipe the slate clean” before a new face
image is presented. This study adopted a blank screen/mask of 1500ms between trials in
order to reduce/eliminate adaptation effects that might interfere with the perception of
a subsequent face stimulus.
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Order of Experiment
In this section, the order for the experimental procedure is outlined. This procedure was
for all experimental phases.

Introduction: All the experiments began with an introduction, followed by presentation
of the Participant information sheet At this point, participants could decide whether or
not they wished to take part. A subsequent Consent form was shown and consent was
given by participants selecting all the statements and agreeing to take part. In order for
participants to be able to withdraw their data (within one week of participating) they
were asked to provide a text password in a blank text box, so that the experimenter
could then extract the appropriate data, if requested, whilst keeping participation
anonymous (see Appendix G for the participant information sheet and consent forms
[The appendix mentioned here cannot be made freely available via LJMU E‐Theses
Collection due to privacy restrictions]). During this process, Qualtrics also assigned a
participant number to each participant.

Questionnaire: Only participants aged 18 yrs. or over were allowed to participate and as
such they were required to confirm that they were aged 18 yrs. or over; if they were not,
the experiment ended and they were thanked for their interest and time. The next part
of the questionnaire asked for age (text box), gender identity (drop down and text box),
nationality (self‐described text box), ethnic group to which they were most aligned
(options given from the British Census) and whether they were in full or part‐time
education. If they answered yes to the latter, they were asked to provide the year and
mode of study as well as the institution. This was to obtain details that would be useful
for the lecturer version of the experiment. The other details were requested to see if
there were any differences in responses between groups during analysis. All questions
were optional (see Appendix E ).

Practice: All tasks were preceded by a practice session using images of cartoon
characters (like that shown previously in the example figures). This was to illustrate the
task required but without providing cues as to the type of images seen in the experiment
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as well as to avoid any adaptation effects or indications of the identities that might
appear in the experiment. Two practice trials were given before each new task.

Tasks: The first part of the experiment consisted of a Testing section where participants
completed a Spontaneous naming task, followed by an Explicit choice task, both using
the stimulus condition images. A subsequent Control section consisted of a Spontaneous
naming task using the veridical images of the targets and an Exclusion task. No feedback
was given as to the accuracy of responses.
Testing Section:
1. Spontaneous Naming Task
2. Explicit Choice task
Control Section:
3. Spontaneous Naming Task (veridical images)
4. Exclusion Task

Debrief: At the end of the experiment, a debrief paragraph was given to provide
participants with some insight as to the nature of the research. They were also asked
whether they received help during the experiment. This question aimed to ensure that
participants carried out the study by themselves (see Appendix E ).

The experimental order can be seen in Figure 3.6‐6.
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Figure 3.6‐6: Experimental order
Order of Sections and tasks in the Experiments
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Participants only ever saw a target (in its respective feature condition) once in each of
the tasks in the Testing Section. Repetition priming, in the context of face recognition
studies, is the activation of identity associated nodes through the prior exposure of a
related face image (Ellis et al., 1990, Burton et al., 1990). As a recognised occurrence in
face recognition studies (Bindemann et al., 2007, Bourne et al., 2009, Goshen‐Gottstein
and Ganel, 2000, Steede and Hole, 2006), this phenomenon was eliminated by only
showing target faces twice throughout the Testing section of the experiment: once each
during the Spontaneous naming and Explicit choice tasks. The Spontaneous naming task
was perceived to provide the most useful information as to how the stimulus was
performing with regards to recognition and recall and thus was placed prior to the less
informative Explicit choice section that could have carried over some repetition priming
effects. However, a Control section was also necessary, as mentioned earlier, to assess
for familiarity with the target image by showing veridical face images and in turn
repeating exposure to target faces. It was important to ensure that the Testing section
occurred prior to this Control section so that any repetition priming that might occur
through multiple exposure, occurs after the test section (Testing also occurred before the
Control section for the obvious reason of not showing a target before it has been seen its
respective testing conditions). It is possible, therefore, that the Control section could
have been facilitated by the prior exposure to a condition stimulus of the target, as well
as through the semantic cue of ‘celebrity’ or ‘lecturer’ and/or through the Explicit choice
task. However, the benefit of the Control section was considered to far out way such a
risk.

Qualtrics: Within Qualtrics, each target’s six stimulus condition images were pooled,
from which Qualtrics randomly chose one stimulus to show (see Appendix E ‐ Testing).
Therefore, participants saw an unbalanced number of stimuli for each condition across
the experiment, although participants would always see each of the twenty‐four targets
once for the celebrity version. LJMU participants saw each of the nine targets once,
however, some lecturers were from incongruent departments. UCLan participants saw
each of the six targets once and all lecturers were from a congruent department to the
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participant pool. However, as there was no predictor of valid familiar trials per
participant, even if control had been obtained, there would still be an uneven sample size
of valid trials per condition per participant to analyse.

For the Testing Section, the order of target trial presentation (identities) was randomised
in the Spontaneous naming task. The subsequent Explicit choice task used the same
stimulus conditions as in the Spontaneous naming task, again randomizing the order of
trial presentation. Name choices were also randomised for presentation in the Explicit
choice task. Within the Control section, the Spontaneous naming task was set up with
only one option of stimulus: the veridical image. Again, the order of trial presentation
was randomised. The order of name boxes in the Exclusion task remained the same. It
should be noted that presentation order by identity was different between the
Spontaneous naming and Explicit choice tasks for a participant.

Participants saw a total of 73 stimulus trials for the celebrity versions and 37 trials for the
LJMU lecturer version and 19 trials for the UCLan lecturer version (see Table 3.6‐1).
Table 3.6‐1: Total trials seen for the different versions of the experiments

Section
Testing

Control

Task
Spontaneous Naming
Task
Explicit Choice Task
Spontaneous Naming
Task
Exclusion Task
Total

celebrity

Version (Trials)
lecturer (LJMU (L); UCLan(R)

24
24

9
9

6
6

24
24 Names (1
Trial)

9
9 Names (1
Trial)

6
6 Names (1
Trial)

73

37

19

Data were collected mostly simultaneously for Phase 1i and 1ii celebrity versions with
Qualtrics setup to randomly assign participants to either version in a balanced manner
using the same experimental link. Quotas were assigned to collect a maximum of 100
participants (power analyses suggested 90 participants) per phase so that if the quotas
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were met, participants would be blocked from participating. Quotas were met for phase
1i before phase 1ii and therefore results for phase 1i were analysed first.

The results of phase 1i (celebrity) were then used to generate the stimuli for phase 2
(celebrity) and once complete, phase 2 was made available as a separate experiment in
Qualtrics. Phase 1i and phase 2 (for each lecturer versions; UCLan and LJMU) formed one
experimental link each in Qualtrics where participants were randomly assigned to either
phase 1i or phase 2 and were run simultaneously to phase 2 (celebrity). Again, quotas
were set up with a maximum of 100 participants per phase. Participants were only
permitted to complete one experiment. All responses were recorded by Qualtrics and
stored on their server. Additionally, reaction times were recorded for the total duration
of the experiment as well as for first click timings (when participants first clicked on the
page, most likely to answer) and page submit timings (how long the trial stayed on
screen) as well as stimulus presentation order. However, due to the nature of online data
collection and differences in internet speed, trial response times were considered
unreliable for analysis.

Liverpool John Moores University participants were sent the experimental link to
complete the study online using their own devices (preference for PCs/Laptops as stated
in the experimental instructions). University of Central Lancashire participants were only
given the experimental link via an online participant system (SONA) once they had signed
up to participate for the online version. They then completed the experiment online in
the same manner as Liverpool John Moores University participants, or, they were given a
timeslot to attend one of the experimental laboratories based in the Psychology school.
During attendance the experimental link was loaded on the lab‐based PC, via the
internet, for them to complete. Only the participant and experimenter were present in
the laboratory during the study.

The celebrity version of the experiments for all phases took, on average, approximately
24 minutes, and approximately 13 minutes for the LJMU version of the experiments and
10.5 minutes for the UCLan versions.
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3.7 Ratings Study
In a separate ancillary study, the twenty‐four celebrity target images to be used in the
subsequent experiments were assessed for three characteristics: memorability,
attractiveness and trustworthiness (see section 2.5 Facial characteristics for a review of
characteristic ratings). Each characteristic was rated using a seven‐point Likert scale; 1
indicating the least evidence for that characteristic (1 = ’not very’), 4 indicating average
evidence (4 = ’average’), and 7 indicating the most (7 = ’very’). The three Likert scales
were shown simultaneously below the target image (see Figure 3.7‐1).

Procedure: Participants were shown a participant information sheet to read and then a
consent form where they indicated their consent by clicking all the statements. A
subsequent questionnaire was presented (same as for the experiments above).
Participants first completed a practice session using cartoon images (two trials) and then
proceeded to complete the main part of the experiment. In the main part they were
asked to look at each of the twenty‐four veridical celebrity target faces, one‐by‐one, and
rate them for the three characteristics (see Figure 3.7‐1).
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Figure 3.7‐1: Celebrity Ratings task
Screenshot of a typical stimulus presentation for the celebrity Ratings task. The three
characteristic Likert scales were presented simultaneously below the stimulus.

Familiarity with the targets was established using a subsequent Control section in the
study consisting of a Spontaneous Naming task and Exclusion task, the same as that used
for Phase 1i, 1ii and 2 (see Figure 3.6‐1). Participants were then asked if they had
received help or not and were provided with a debrief sheet (same as for the
experiments above). No feedback was given as to the accuracy of responses and an inter‐
trial blank screen/mask was shown for 1500ms. The study was not repeated, as intended,
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using the lecturer target faces due to the limitations in recruiting participants familiar
with the targets.

Participants: Fifteen participants (male = 2, female = 13), age: M = 24.93 yrs. (Range: 18‐
38 yrs.) [not declared = 1] completed the Lab‐based study. Participants were
undergraduate students from the Psychology department of the University of Central
Lancashire, recruited via the online participation system, SONA (For participant
information sheets and consent form, see Appendix G [The appendix mentioned here
cannot be made freely available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to privacy
restrictions]). All participants indicated that they had normal or corrected to normal
vision and were aged 18yrs or older.

Results
Data screening and scoring: A total of 15 responses per item (n = 24) were collected
(total trials = 360). Scores were collected as a rating on a Likert scale from 1‐7 for the
three characteristic ratings, and familiarity was scored as those trials where the
participant correctly named the target in a Spontaneous naming task, as a percentage of
the total trials shown. A check for missing data was made, of which no cases were found.
Table 3.7‐1: Celebrity ratings by characteristics

Characteristics
memorability
trustworthiness
attractiveness

Mean
5.4
4.0
4.6

Standard
Deviation
0.5
0.7
0.7

Minimum Maximum
4.27
6.40
2.93
5.53
3.00
5.47

Mean scores were collapsed across items (based on a Likert scale of 1‐7) for the three tested
characteristics

Descriptive analysis: Table 3.7‐1 shows the mean memorability characteristic was the
highest (M = 5.4) and much higher than the other two, followed by attractiveness (M =
4.6) and trustworthiness (M = 4.0). The memorability characteristic was rated most
consistently (SD = 0.5) than attractiveness and trustworthiness (SD = 0.7).
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Correlations analysis: A correlational analysis was used to assess if familiarity with the
target affected perception of the three characteristics tested across the twenty‐four
target faces (see Table 3.7‐2).
Table 3.7‐2: Celebrity ratings ‐ Correlation between Familiarity and characteristic ratings

Familiarity

attractiveness

memorability

trustworthiness

Pearson
Corr.

0.1

0.7

<.01

Sig. (2tailed)

0.66

<.01

0.86

24

24

24

Pearson
Corr.

0.3

0.4

Sig. (2tailed)

0.21

0.09

24

24

N
attractiveness

N
memorability

Pearson
Corr.

0.1

Sig. (2tailed)

0.61

N

24

Results showed a significant positive correlation between familiarity (M = 68.9%, SD =
17.6%) and memorability (M = 5.4, SD = 0.5) (Pearson’s r(22) = .69, p < .001); that is, the
more familiar someone is, the more memorable their face. There was no significant
correlation between familiarity and trustworthiness (M = 4.1, SD = 0.7) (r(22) = ‐.04, p =
.86) nor between familiarity and attractiveness (M = 4.6, SD = 0.7) (r(22) = .09, p = .66).
There were also no significant correlations between the three characteristic ratings (p >
.08) although approaching between attractiveness and trustworthiness (p = .09).

Discussion: Memorability was rated the most consistently compared to the other two
characteristics, as indicated by the standard deviation results. This suggests that there
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was more variation across the participant group for perceptions of attractiveness and
trustworthiness from faces. It is possible that memorability was interpreted as more of a
physical characteristic whereas attractiveness and trustworthiness were more personal
subjective observations of visually derived semantics. Memorability was also the only
characteristic affected by whether participants were familiar with the face or not with a
positive correlation between the two. It is possible that a sense of familiarity with the
face in turn indicated to the participant that they were memorable as they already had a
memory for that face. This finding is known in the literature and was expected
(Valentine, 1991, Valentine and Bruce, 1986). There was an approaching significant
correlation between attractiveness and trustworthiness, in line with previous literature
showing perceived attractiveness is modulated by personality preferences (Botwin et al.,
1997, Little et al., 2006). Overall, the characteristic ratings were used to describe stimuli
for the experiment in a specific way, which were then used as covariates in the analysis
of the experimental phase results to see if there were any stimulus specific effects that
may have affected miss rates (see sections 4.3 Results (phase 1) and 5.3 Results (phase
2)).
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3.8 Design Summary
Two main experiments were conducted (Phase 1 and Phase 2), with Phase 1 split into
two parts: Phase 1i, Phase 1ii and Phase 2:


Phase 1i ‐ individual features were sampled from the counterpart unique
composite face and then composited onto the target face



Phase 1ii ‐individual features from the target face were shown in isolation.



Phase 2 ‐ showed the target face with incrementally replaced features
(compound) sampled from the counterpart unique composite, using the feature
hierarchy results from Phase 1i (celebrity) for order of replacement

Phase 1i and 2 were tested using both celebrity and lecturer target faces. Phase 1ii was
only tested on celebrity target faces.

Design: Each experimental phase included six different stimulus conditions per target
face. Participants saw only one trial per target face. There were 24 trials for the celebrity
versions, 15 for the lecturer version. One stimulus image was sampled from the six
available conditions per target (Phase 1: eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, hair and outline;
Phase 2: replacements 1‐6). The stimulus selections for each target were kept constant
for all of the Testing tasks in the experiment, per participant. For example, Participant 1
may have seen target one in condition A (eyes changed), target two in condition C (nose
changed), target three in condition D (mouth changed) etc. Participant 1 would carry out
all Testing tasks using this same stimulus selection. An example of a configuration of
stimuli seen by a participant can be found in Appendix I [The appendix mentioned here
cannot be made freely available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to copyright].

Sample size: The aim was to be able to detect practically useful effects, particularly those
that have an impact in the real world, and therefore the experiment was designed with
sufficient power to be able to detect a medium‐large effect size, should one exist. Power
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analyses using the statistical package, G*Power 3 (http://www.gpower.hhu.de/en.html)
indicated that approximately 90 participants (15 participants per condition) were
required to be able to detect a large effect size (ANOVA, omnibus, one way and six
groups with a large effect size f = 0.4, power = .8 and alpha = .05) based on correct
recognition (as assessed by correct names). This estimation was for each phase of the
experiments.

Analysis
All response data was downloaded from Qualtrics and stored as Microsoft Excel files.
Data was organised, collated with basic analysis in Excel followed by the use of IBM SPSS
23/24 for inferential statistics and generation of tables and graphs. All SPSS output for
analysis can be found in Appendix J [The appendix mentioned here cannot be made
freely available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to privacy restrictions]. Only trials
where participants could prove that they were familiar with the target face, through a
Spontaneous naming task using veridical images in a Control section, were extracted.
Miss rates were calculated and used for analysis: these contained “unfamiliar” responses,
in addition to inadequate (no indication they recalled the correct identity) or incorrect
naming (this indicated that the stimulus represented a different identity). In order to test
for the effect of replacing a feature in the target face, an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was carried out for all phases, varying between within and between‐subjects Univariate
one way or Repeated Measures ANOVA depending on the specific analysis being done.
Condition means were compared to each other in post‐hoc tests to assess for feature
saliency hierarchies as well as any correlations between conditions. Phase 2 results
allowed for the analysis of the overall effect of replacement as well as for unpacking the
impact of which features had been replaced throughout the different replacement
conditions. Post‐hoc tests were used for analysing any subsets of levels that might
provide an insight as to whether there was a criterion point between old and new
identity. Cohen’s D was used to measure effect sizes between condition levels. Results
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from the Ratings study (see section 3.7 Ratings Study) were also used as covariates in
further ANOVA analyses of the experimental phases to test if stimulus characteristics
affected condition results.
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4 Phase 1
4.1 Introduction
The first experiment aimed to establish if there was a facial feature saliency hierarchy
when individual features were replaced on a target face. Celebrity and lecturer target
faces had features replaced with those from their paired unique composite face
counterparts, to produce the composite stimulus set., which will be described in further
detail below in the Method section (see 4.2 Method). The testing methodology for this
stimulus set is outlined in the Common Methodology section (see 3.6 Common
Methodology: Phase 1 and 2) where data was collected online in a face recognition task.
The feature hierarchy results of Phase 1 then informed the stimulus generation for Phase
2 (see section 5.2 Method).

4.2 Method
Materials: Unknown features from the unique composite faces were composited onto
the target face one feature at a time to produce six different stimulus images for one
target face (six conditions: eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, hair and facial outline). These
features were composited using Adobe Photoshop CC 2014 and aligned and resized to fit
and maintain the configuration of the target face so that only feature shape and texture
were being changed and therefore tested, see Figure 4.2‐1. For details of the compositing
technique, see Appendix C .
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Figure 4.2‐1: Phase 1i example stimulus set indicating individual feature replacement
The six feature conditions (middle and bottom rows) generated by sampling individual features
from the unfamiliar unique composite (top right) and compositing them onto the target
face (top left)

4.3 Results
Data screening and scoring: Only trials where participants could indicate that they were
familiar with the target celebrity, in the Control section, through correct spontaneous
naming of the veridical images, were used for analysis. Participant responses were scored
for accuracy for each target composite in the Control section. For the Testing trials, a
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value of “1” was assigned when participants gave the correct name. A value of “0” was
assigned for invalid trials where participants responded, “unfamiliar”, or “familiar” or
they gave the incorrect name. Miss rates were calculated as those trials where
participants indicated that the face was not familiar in the Spontaneous naming task
(Testing section) or where they thought the face was familiar but gave the wrong name
(incorrect naming) as a percentage of the familiar (valid) trials (“familiar” responses were
not included in this analysis).

Celebrity version (1i)
Participants: One hundred participants aged 18 or over (age: M = 29.1 [age not declared
= 5] range = 18‐64 yrs.) completed the online study (males n = 30, females n = 68, other n
= 1, not declared n = 1).

Data: A check was made for missing data, of which no cases were found. This resulted in
mean familiar (valid) trials of 14.5 per stimulus (total trials seen: M = 16.7). This meant
that 87.2% of all trials were familiar and, therefore, valid for analysis (total valid trials =
2089 (M = 348.2 per feature)).
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Figure 4.3‐1: Phase 1i (celebrity) – Mean miss in percentage by feature.
Collapsed across 24 items. All mean values contain a minimum of 329 observations.

Descriptive analysis: Figure 4.3‐1 shows overall mean miss (%) scores were low (<18.9, M
= 9.1%, SD = 11.1 %). For the factor of feature, a clear order of miss rates was observed
with eyes (E) (M = 18.9%, SD = 17.5%) yielding the highest and eyebrows (EB) (M = 2.6%,
SD = 3.5%) by far the lowest overall. Hair (H) was next highest (M = 10.1%, SD = 9.9%),
similar to mouth (M) (M = 9.2%, SD = 7.3%), and outline (O) (M = 8.3%, SD = 10.0%). Nose
(N) (M = 5.7%, SD = 6.6%) was intermediate to outline and eyebrows. Eyes’ miss rate is
almost double the miss rate of the next highest feature (H). In support of the feature
saliency hierarchy, the number of items unaffected by the manipulation is the inverse of
the increase seen in the mean miss rates (E = 3, H = 7, M = 6, O = 10, N = 11, EB = 15).
Analysis of Variance: To test for the overall effect of facial characteristic ratings on miss
rates, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out. For the full model, an items
analysis (n = 24) (female = 12, male = 12) mixed‐factor Repeated Measures (RM) ANOVA
for the within‐subjects factor of feature (E,EB,N,O,M,H), between‐subjects factor of
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target sex (female, male) and covariate of memorability (scores taken from the Ratings
Study) was used. This showed an overall effect of memorability (F(1,21) = 7.35, p = .013,
ηp2 = .26) and an approaching significant interaction with feature (F(2.83,59.36) = 2.58, p
= .065, ηp2 = .11). Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity
had been violated (X2(14) = 40.85, p < .001) and therefore, a Greenhouse‐Geisser
estimate was used (ε = .57). A scatterplot was plotted to establish how memorability
affected miss rates. This indicated a negative correlation between the mean miss rate
and memorability (Field, 2016) (see below for further analysis for this covariate). The
analysis was repeated separately for the covariates of attractiveness and
trustworthiness. Results showed no significant effect of attractiveness (F(1,21) = 0.16, p =
.69, ηp2 = .01) or interaction with feature (F(2.68, 56.32) = 0.26, p = .83, ηp2 = .01). There
was also no effect of trustworthiness (F(1,21) = 0.00, p =.96, ηp2 = .00) or interaction with
feature (F(2.71,56.87) = 0.37, p = .75, ηp2 = .02).
To analyse the overall significant effect of memorability, mean miss scores were
collapsed across feature to give an overall miss rate for each target. Using a correlations
analysis, these scores were then analysed against the memorability covariate scores to
see how memorability of a target face affected its miss rates. Results showed a
significant negative correlation (Pearson’s r(22) = ‐.42, p = .039). This means that the
higher the memorability score (more memorable), the lower the miss rate overall.

Simple main effects: To further investigate the approaching significant interaction
between feature and memorability, simple main effects were used to assess the effect of
memorability on each feature. Results showed a significant effect for the outline feature
(F(1,22) = 5.24, p = .032, ηp2 = .19). Approaching significant effects were found for eyes
(F(1,22) = 3.74, p = .07, ηp2 = .15) and hair (F(1,22) = 3.38, p = .08, ηp2 = .13). All other
features were not affected by memorability (p > .62). To understand how target
memorability affected the composites where the outline had been changed, miss rates
for outline were correlated against the memorability scores. Results showed a significant
negative correlation (r(22) = ‐.44, p = .032): the higher the memorability score, the lower
the miss rate for outline.
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To analyse the effect of feature and target sex on miss rates, the covariate scores were
removed from analysis (in an attempt to increase statistical power). RM ANOVA revealed
a significant effect of feature (F(2.72, 59.86) = 8.35, p < .001, ηp2 = .28, X2(14) = 46.78,
p<.001, ε = .54) on miss rates, meaning there was a difference in miss rates between
features, overall. There was no significant interaction between target sex and feature
(F(2.72,59.86) = 0.6, p = .60, ηp2 = .03). The between subjects results show no main effect
of target sex (F(1,22) = 0.69, p = .41, ηp2 = .03). Both these results showed that target sex
did not affect miss rates and the effect of feature replacement was not affected
differently by sex.
To further investigate the overall effect of feature, post‐hoc pairwise comparisons
(Bonferroni corrected) were conducted to establish if any features had statistically
different effects on miss rates compared to others. Results revealed eyes (highest miss
rate) were significantly greater than eyebrows (p = .003), nose (p = .028) and outline (p =
.032). Eyebrows (lowest miss rate) were also significantly different from mouth (p = .003)
and hair (p = .022). Results for each feature were also compared to each other to
establish if any features followed a similar pattern of effects (positive or negative) on
miss rates to others. Results revealed a significant positive correlation between eyes and
outline (Pearson’s r(22) = .51, p = .011) and an approaching significant correlation
between nose and eyebrows (r(22) = .40, p = .053). A positive correlation indicates that
an increase in miss rates for one feature, was also observed for another. There were no
other significant correlations between features (p > .16). As a Pearson’s correlational
analysis is only designed for linear relationships, a Spearman’s rank correlational
coefficient was also conducted, to check for non‐linear relationships, which in this case
revealed positive significant correlations between eyes and mouth, hair, outline (rs(22) >
.41, p < .047).
Target familiarity: To assess if a target’s familiarity to participants affected miss rates,
the overall mean miss rate (collapsed across feature) was compared to its familiarity to
participants as indicated in the Spontaneous naming task in the Control section (familiar
valid trials as a percentage of total trials shown). This would indicate how ‘popular’ the
target face was to the participant pool. Results revealed an approaching significant
correlation, (Pearson’s r(22) = ‐.37, p = .08): the higher the likelihood of familiarity to
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participants, the lower the miss rate. A significant correlation would be expected here, as
a higher familiarity target would be expected to yield a lower miss rate.
Explicit Choice: Overt recognition responses to the stimuli were collected in the form of
an Explicit choice task (multiple choice, n=3) and compared to the Spontaneous naming
task responses, for each item collapsed across feature condition. This was to establish if
participants who were able to spontaneously name a target face were also likely to be
able to overtly recognise the face. Explicit choice miss rates (%), for valid trials only, were
compared to miss rates (%) for the Spontaneous naming task. As expected, there was a
significant positive correlation (r(22) = .43, p = .035): the higher the spontaneous miss
rate, the higher the explicit choice miss rate, as indicated by a scatterplot. This
correlation is expected as it is likely that participants who could correctly recall the name
of the target would subsequently choose the correct name in the Explicit choice task.

Lecturer version (1i)
The exact same methodology as that used for the celebrity version was repeated using
lecturer target faces (see section 4.2 Method).

Participants: One hundred and forty eight participants (LJMU = 69, UCLan = 79) aged 18
or over (age: M = 21.1 yrs. [age not declared = 3] range = 18‐38 yrs.) completed the
online/lab based study (males n = 20, females n = 127, other n = 0, not declared n = 1).

Data: Data screening was the same as above (see section 4.3 Results) and collapsed
across the two institutions. A check was made for missing data and fifteen stimulus
images received no valid trials (across 5 items). This resulted in mean familiar (valid) trials
of 3.5 per stimulus (total trials seen: M = 12.2). This meant that 28.9% of all trials were
familiar and, therefore, valid for analysis (total valid trials = 316 trials (M = 52.7 trials per
feature)). The low numbers of valid trials was expected as not all lecturers will have been
familiar to the participants as they were recruited from different courses (and so not all
students knew all the staff targets).
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Figure 4.3‐2: Phase 1i (lecturer) – Mean miss in percentage by feature.
Collapsed across 15 items. All mean values contained a minimum of 51 observations.

Descriptive analysis: Figure 4.3‐2 shows that overall mean miss (%) scores were low
across features (<34.5%, M = 21.1%, SD = 24.4%). The factor of feature yielded a miss
rate hierarchy with hair (M = 34.4%, SD = 31.9%) by far the highest and eyebrows (M =
11.7%, SD = 15.1%) the least. Mouth was next highest (M = 23.9%, SD = 29.9%), similar to
outline (M = 21.2%, SD = 22%) and eyes (M = 17.8%, SD = 17.9%). Nose was intermediate
to eyes and eyebrows (M = 14.3%, SD = 19.9%). This pattern of effects is exactly the same
as for the celebrity data, except that eyes yield the highest miss rate there, compared to
the fourth highest here. In support of the feature saliency hierarchy, the number of items
unaffected by the manipulation is, again, the inverse of the increase seen in the mean
miss rates (%), except for eyes which show a lower number of unaffected items.
Analysis of Variance: Due to missing data (as there were no data available for analysis for
fifteen cells, out of a maximum of ninety cells), feature was analysed as a between‐
subjects factor. An items analysis (female n=10, male n=5) with a between‐subjects
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factor of feature (E,EB,N,M,H,O) and target sex (female, male) Univariate ANOVA showed
no significant effect of feature (F(5,63) = 0.77 p = .57, ηp2 = .06) or interaction with target
sex (F(5,63) = 1.49, p = .21, ηp2 = .11). Additionally, no main effect of target sex was found
(F(1,63 = 0.42, p = .52, ηp2 = .01). No stimulus characteristic ratings were collected for
lecturer targets due to the limitations in recruiting participants familiar with the targets.
Simple contrasts were carried out against eyebrows (lowest miss rate) showing a
significant difference between eyebrows and hair (p = .019) (highest miss rate), no other
contrasts were significant (p > .20). Results for each feature were compared to each
other showing a significant positive correlation between hair and nose (r(13) = .64, p =
.033) and an approaching significant positive correlation between nose and outline (r(13)
= .60, p = .068), different from the results of the celebrity version. There were no other
significant correlations between features (p > .12). A Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient revealed a significant positive non‐linear correlation between hair and outline
(rs(13) = .41, p < .042).
Target familiarity: To assess a target’s familiarity, the overall mean miss rate (collapsed
across feature) was compared to its familiarity to participants as indicated in the
Spontaneous naming task in the Control section (familiar valid trials as a percentage of
total trials shown). Results showed no reliable correlation (r(15) = .14, p = .63). This result
was not expected, as it was hypothesized that a higher level of familiarity would render
targets more invariant to featural manipulations.
Explicit Choice: Explicit choice miss rates (%) for valid trials for the LJMU data could not
be compared to Spontaneous naming miss rates as participants never incorrectly
responded for the Explicit choice task in valid trials and so there was no variation in
results. Upon extraction of only the UCLan data, only 4 items could be analysed in this
way and were therefore too low to analyse.

Combined
For Phase 1i, celebrity (24 cases) and lecturer (15 cases) data were combined in a single
analysis to give a broader and more general understanding of the effect of replacing
target features.
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Figure 4.3‐3: Phase 1i (Combined) – Mean miss in percentage by feature.
Collapsed across items (n=29)

Descriptive analysis: Figure 4.3‐3 shows overall mean miss (%) rates collapsed across
both versions of the experiment were low (M = 13.2%, SD = 17.8%). Overall, hair yielded
the highest miss rates (M = 19.0%, SD = 23.7%). This was consistent with the individual
lecturer data, but hair was the second highest in the celebrity version. This was a similar
result to eyes which yielded the second highest miss rate overall (M = 18.5%, SD = 17.4%)
which appears to be inconsistent with both the celebrity (1st) and the lecturer (4th)
hierarchies (this was also the main inconsistency between the celebrity and lecturer
data). Grouped in the middle was mouth (M = 14.4%, SD = 19.6%) and outline (M =
12.8%, SD = 16.2%). Nose (M = 8.4%, SD = 12.8%) and eyebrows (M = 5.6%, SD = 17.8%)
yielded the lowest miss rates, consistent with both the celebrity and lecturer versions. In
support of the feature saliency hierarchy, the number of items unaffected by the
manipulation was the inverse of the increase seen in the mean miss rates (%), except
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that eyes yielded a lower number of unaffected items than the most salient feature, hair
(H = 11, E = 8, M = 12, O = 16, N = 17, EB = 22).

Analysis of Variance: The Univariate ANOVA was repeated with features (6) as a
between‐subjects factor (39 items). Results showed a significant effect of feature
(F(5,213) = 3.51, p = .005, ηp2 = .08). Tukey’s HSD post‐hoc comparisons revealed
significant differences between eyebrows (lowest miss rate) and hair (highest miss rate)
(p = .013) and between eyebrows and eyes (2nd highest miss rate) (p = .022).
Results for each feature were compared to each other showing significant positive linear
correlations (Pearson’s) between outline and all other features (p < .40), except eyes.
Additionally, significant positive correlations were found between eyebrows and nose
and hair, nose and hair, and mouth and hair (p < .050). There were no other significant
correlations between features (p > .23). Spearman’s correlational analysis revealed
significant positive non‐linear correlations between eyebrows and nose and outline,
between mouth and hair, and between hair and outline (p < .047). Approaching
significant positive correlations were found between nose and hair and between mouth
(p = .083) and outline (p = .096). There were no other significant correlations between
features (p > .15).

4.4 Phase 1ii (Isolated version)
Introduction
Conducted only for celebrity targets, Phase 1ii showed individual target features
presented in isolation to test if the feature saliency hierarchy results from Phase 1i would
still be found. This also tested features outside of a whole face context, allowing for an
observation on how features behaved without their surrounding inter‐feature
relationships. Celebrity and lecturer target faces had features sample from them and
presented in isolation to form the composite stimulus set, which will be described in
further detail below in the Method section (see 4.4 Method). The testing methodology
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for this stimulus set is outlined in the Common Methodology section (see 3.6 Common
Methodology: Phase 1 and 2) where data was collected online in a face recognition task.

Method
Materials: The same six feature conditions were included as those in Phase 1i: eyes,
eyebrows, nose, mouth, hair and facial outline. In this phase, the features were sampled
from the target face and presented in isolation (no full‐face context). Features were
placed more centrally within the stimulus image (on the same blank grey background
with the same dimensions as Phase 1i and 2) rather than their congruent replacement to
avoid any remaining configural information that might have emerged in the spacing
between the feature and the background so that only shape, and visual appearance (or
texture) of features, was tested (see Figure 4.4‐1).

Figure 4.4‐1: Phase 1ii – Example stimulus set
The six feature conditions generated by sampling the individual features from the target face
(top) and presenting them in isolation (middle and bottom rows)
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The exact same testing methodology as that used for the other experimental phases was
repeated using isolated target features (see section 3.6 Common Methodology: Phase 1
and 2).

Participants: Eighty‐four participants aged eighteen or over (age: M = 26.1 [age not
declared = 1] range = 18‐64 yrs.) completed the online study (males n = 24, females n =
59, other n = 1, not declared n = 0).

Results
Phase 1ii
Data: A check was made for missing data, of which no cases were found. This resulted in
mean familiar (valid) trials of 12.0 per stimulus (total trials seen: M = 14.0). This meant
that 85.9% of all trials were familiar and, therefore, appropriate for analysis (total valid
trials = 1733 (M = 288.8 per feature)).
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Figure 4.4‐2: Phase 1ii (celebrity) – Mean miss in percentage by feature.
Collapsed across 24 items. All mean values contained a minimum of 275 observations.

Descriptive analysis: Figure 4.4‐2 shows that overall mean miss rates across all
conditions was high (M = 75.0%, SD = 21.3%) reflecting the much more difficult task.
When shown in isolation, eyes yielded the lowest miss rates (M = 53.6%, SD = 20.9%),
similar to hair (M = 56.9%, SD = 21.0%). Mouth was considerably higher (M = 75.7%, SD =
13.1%), similar to outline (M = 80.8%, SD = 14.8%). Eyebrows were higher (M = 90.4%, SD
= 7.9%) similar to nose (M = 92.3%, SD = 9.4%), which yielded the highest miss rates near
to ceiling level.
Analysis of Variance: For the full model, an items analysis (n = 24) (female = 12, male =
12) RM ANOVA for the within‐subjects factor of feature (E,EB,N,M,H,O), between‐
subjects factor of target Sex (female, male) and covariate of memorability (scores taken
from Ratings study) was carried out. This revealed a significant effect of memorability
(F(1,21) = 6.04, p = .023, ηp2 = .22). A scatterplot indicated a negative correlation
between mean miss rate and memorability: the higher the memorability score, the lower
the miss rates. Mean miss scores were collapsed across feature and correlated with the
memorability covariate scores to analyse the overall significant effect of memorability.
Results showed a significant negative linear correlation (Pearson’s r(22) = ‐.53, p = .008).
No significant interaction with feature was found (F(3.39,71.15) = 0.70, p = .57, ηp2 = .03).
Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been
violated (X2(14) = 29.0, p = .011) and therefore a Greenhouse‐Geisser estimate was used
(ε = .68).
The analysis was repeated separately for the covariates of attractiveness and
trustworthiness. Results showed no significant effect of attractiveness (F(1,21) = 1.31, p =
.27, ηp2 = .06) or interaction with feature (F(3.41,71.51) = 0.74, p = .55, ηp2 = .03). There
was also no effect of trustworthiness (F(1,21) = 0.71, p = .41, ηp2 = .03) or interaction with
feature (F(3.50,73.54) = 0.39, p = .79, ηp2 = .02).
To analyse the effect of feature and target sex, the covariate scores were removed from
analysis in an attempt to increase statistical power. RM ANOVA revealed a significant
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main effect of feature (F(3.5, 76.97) = 28.4, p < .001, ηp2 = .56, X2(14) = 27.8, p = .016, ε =
.70). Post‐hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) were carried out to test for
any significant differences between feature conditions. Eyes were significantly lower than
all others (lowest mean miss rate) (t(23) > 7.63, p < .003), except hair. Nose (highest
mean miss rate) was significantly higher than all others, except against eyebrows (t(23) >
3.07, p < .044). Mouth was significantly lower than eyebrows and nose and higher than
the eyes and hair (t(23) > 4.81, p < .044). Again, hair was significantly lower than all
features except eyes (t(23) > 4.30, p < .002). Results for each feature were compared to
each other, showing a significant negative linear correlation between eyes and eyebrows
(r(22) = .43, p = .037): the higher the miss rates for eyes, the lower for eyebrows. There
were no other significant correlations between features (p > .11). A Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient also revealed a significant non‐linear negative correlation between
eyes and eyebrows (rs(22) > .46, p < .022) and an approaching significant negative
correlation between hair and mouth (rs(22) > .38, p < .071): the higher the miss rates for
hair, the lower they are for the mouth. A main effect target sex was found to not be
significant (F(1,22) = 2.98, p = .10, ηp2 = .12).
Simple main effects: A significant interaction was found between feature and target sex
(F(3.5, 76.97) = 2.65, p = .046, ηp2 = .11). Simple main effects were calculated for each
feature and target sex. Both males and females showed a significant effect of feature as
expected (p < .001). For the effect of sex appearance on each feature, only hair was
significant (p = .036) with females (M = 48.1%) yielding lower miss rates than males (M =
65.8%). This could account for some/if not all, of the significant interaction.
Target familiarity: To assess a target’s familiarity, the overall mean miss rate (collapsed
across replacement/feature) was compared to its familiarity to participants as indicated
in the Spontaneous naming task in the Control section (familiar valid trials as a
percentage of total trials shown). Results showed an approaching significant negative
correlation (r(24) = ‐.36, p =.08): the higher the likelihood of familiarity to participants,
the lower the miss rate. A significant correlation would be expected here.
Explicit Choice: Explicit choice miss rates (%) for valid trials only were compared to miss
rates (%) for the Spontaneous naming task and there was no significant correlation (r(22)
=.17, p = .43).
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Phase 1i and 1ii
For the celebrity targets, Phase 1i and 1ii were able to be directly compared. Overall
mean miss rates for Phase 1i (M = 9.1%, SD = 11.1%) were, as expected, considerably
lower than for Phase 1ii (M = 75.0%, SD = 21.3%) which reflected the difference in task
difficulty. Table 4.4‐1 shows mean miss rates for features, collapsed across items for both
Phases.
Table 4.4‐1: Phase 1i and 1ii (celebrity) – Mean miss in percentage by feature

Phase 1i
Feature

eyes
hair
mouth
outline
nose
eyebrows
Mean

Phase 1ii

Mean
18.9
10.0
9.2
8.3
5.7
2.6

S.D.
17.5
9.9
7.3
10.0
6.6
3.5

Mean
53.6
56.9
75.7
80.8
92.3
90.4

S.D.
20.9
21.0
13.1
14.8
9.4
7.9

9.1

11.1

75.0

21.3

A feature saliency hierarchy was observed in both phases with the results from Phase 1ii
being the exact ordinal inverse of Phase 1i, except that eyebrows and nose are reversed.

An items analysis (female=12, male=12) within‐subjects factor of feature (E,EB,N,M,H,O)
and between‐subjects phase of experiment (1i versus 1ii) RM ANOVA revealed a
significant main effect of feature (F(3.5, 160.84) = 10.53, p < .001, ηp2 = .19). Mauchly's
Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated (X2(14) =
57.74, p < .001) and therefore, a Greenhouse‐Geisser estimate was used (ε = .70). A
between‐subjects effect of phase was also found to be significant (F(1,46) = 1660.54, p <
.001, ηp2 = .97) with miss rates higher for the isolated version.
Simple main effects: There was a significant interaction between feature and experiment
phase (F(3.50, 160.84) = 33.18, p < .001, ηp2 = .42). Independent samples t‐tests was
used to test whether any feature was affected differently by the experimental phase and
if any experimental phase showed a different pattern of results by feature. Results
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showed that the interaction between feature and phase can be attributed to the varied
increase in differences in miss rates between phases for features from the most to the
least salient and due to the difference in task difficulty (p < .001), which will be discussed
further later (see section 4.6 Phase 1 Discussion).

4.5 All Phase 1
To assess the overall effect of feature on recognition of the composites, all the data from
Phase 1 was combined and analysed. This included the celebrity and lecturer data from
Phase 1i as miss rates, and the data from the isolated Phase 1ii experiment (celebrity
only) was inverted to Hits to become comparable with the data from Phase 1i. Due to
missing data in the Lecturer version, feature was analysed as a between‐subjects factor.

Figure 4.5‐1: Phase 1 – Mean miss in percentage by feature.
Collapsed across minimum of 59 items. All mean values contain a minimum of 671 observations.

Descriptive analysis: Figure 4.5‐1 shows overall mean miss (%) scores were moderately
low (<29.8, M = 17.9 %, SD = 20.1 %). For the factor of feature, a clear order of miss rates
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was observed with eyes (E) (M = 29.7%, SD = 23.2%) yielding the highest and eyebrows
(EB) (M = 7.2%, SD = 9.3%) the lowest overall. Hair (H) was next highest (M = 28.3%, SD =
23.2%), which was considerably higher than the mouth (M) (M = 18.3%, SD = 17.9%), and
outline (O) (M = 15.3%, SD = 15.9%). Nose (N) (M = 8.1%, SD = 11.4%) was lower than
outline and similar to eyebrows. Eyes’ miss rate is no longer almost double the miss rate
of the next highest feature as shown in the celebrity version of phase 1i.

Analysis of Variance: Univariate ANOVA was conducted with features (6) as a between‐
subjects factor (59‐62 items). Results showed a significant effect of feature (F(5,357) =
16.91, p < .001, ηp2 = .19). Tukey’s HSD post‐hoc comparisons revealed significant
differences between eyebrows (lowest miss rate) and the top three highest miss rate
features: hair, eyes and mouth (p < .013). Eyes (highest miss rate) were significantly
higher than all other features (p < .009) except hair.
Results for each feature were compared to each other showing significant positive linear
correlations (Pearson’s) between hair and all other features (p < .027). Outline also
replicated this result (p < .028) except for with eyes. Additionally, a significant positive
correlation was found between eyebrows and nose (p < .018). An approaching significant
positive correlation was found between eyebrows and mouth (p = .096). There were no
other significant correlations between features (p > .20). Spearman’s correlational
analysis revealed significant positive non‐linear correlations between hair and all other
features (p < .007), except nose (p = .16). Mouth also followed this same pattern (p <
.030) except with nose (p = .97). A further significant positive non‐linear correlation was
found between eyebrows and outline (p = .017). An approaching significant positive
correlation was found between nose and eyebrows (p = .078). There were no other
significant correlations between features (p > .10).
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4.6 Phase 1 Discussion
Phase 1 was designed to test if there is a feature saliency hierarchy when target features
from a familiar face were replaced with features from an unfamiliar face. This phase was
designed as a pre‐cursor to phase 2, so that any resulting feature hierarchy could be used
to generate phase 2 stimuli. The intention was not to establish if identity could be
concealed with the replacement of one feature, as this seemed unlikely, but rather to
reveal if any differences in recognition occur by changing different features within a
whole face.
The following themes emerged from the results:
1. Feature saliency hierarchy: Miss rates varied significantly between featural
manipulations suggesting a feature saliency hierarchy.
2. Familiarity: Differences were found in the amplitude of miss rates for the
different stimulus types. Familiarity with the target type (celebrity or lecturer)
impacted on the results both quantitatively and qualitatively.
3. Whole‐face context effect: As expected, the feature saliency hierarchy is inverted
between the embedded whole‐face version when target features are replaced,
compared to when target features are presented in isolation.

Feature hierarchy results overall (all data) will be discussed first and the relative
importance of features to recognition. Following sections will discuss the differences
found between celebrity and lecturer data as well as levels of familiarity and a
comparison of the whole‐face embedded celebrity version of the experiment with the
isolated version (phase 1ii). Overarching themes, such as potential limitations with the
study and contribution to theory and practice, will be discussed in the General Discussion
(see section 7 General Discussion).

Feature saliency hierarchy
Combined data (whole face versions): Feature saliency in the current study was
interpreted from the mean miss rates, with a high miss rate interpreted as a large change
to the identity of the target as a result of the feature being replaced. Thus, the higher the
miss rate, the greater the saliency, and vice versa. Overall, mean miss rates across both
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versions of phase 1 combined (celebrity and lecturer) were low at 13.2% and
demonstrate that replacing one facial feature does not impact greatly on recognition.
The composite face effect (Young et al., 1987) effectively replaced half the face with
another face, to change identity. A single feature replacement falls well short of this type
of change, so it is unsurprising that miss rates were so low. However, results do show a
pattern of miss rates so it seems that for some recognisers, replacing one feature is
enough to change identity. This could be due to three factors:

1. Participants’ familiarity with the target was robust enough in order to correctly
recall the face, but perhaps not robust enough to be invariant to relatively small
changes to the face (Clutterbuck and Johnston, 2005). This could be due to a short
or unvaried familiarisation experience (Roark et al., 2003, Tong and Nakayama,
1999).
2. The participant may have been highly familiar with the target, with greater
knowledge of the face, that meant greater holistic processing and a greater
impact to recognition when changes were made to the whole face context
(Tanaka and Farah, 1993).
3. Stimulus specific characteristics may have resulted in some stimuli being more
susceptible to changes in identity through single feature replacement (Valentine,
1991, Valentine and Bruce, 1986).
The third possible reason was further explored by collecting ratings of target
characteristics including ‘memorability’. If a target face was memorable this may have
made the face more or less vulnerable to changes made to the face depending on which
feature(s) is making the face memorable and which feature is being changed (this will be
discussed more in the section on Stimulus specific results). From the combined (overall)
data, a feature saliency hierarchy was observed with hair replacement yielding the
highest miss rates, followed by the eyes, and with the nose and eyebrows the lowest. In
support of this result, the number of items (targets) not affected by the featural
manipulation (0% miss rates) was almost the exact inverse of the feature saliency
hierarchy found as indicated by miss rates (except the hair and eyes order changed). For
example, the eyebrows were found to yield the lowest miss rates, and therefore yielded
the highest number of items not affected by the manipulation.
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The miss rate hierarchy indicates eyes as the second most salient which mostly aligns
with previous literature that suggests eyes to be very, if not the most, salient for facial
recognition (Logan et al., 2017, Schyns et al., 2002, Tanaka and Sengco, 1997). There are
two possible reasons for this; the eyes are more salient because more time is spent
encoding them for subsequent recognition due to a preference for eyes through
communication and expression (Fraser et al., 1990, Haig, 1985). Or, the eyes physically
provide more recognition cues due to their combination of both high and low frequency
information, high level of contrast, use for communication and expression (Peterson et
al., 2007, Schyns et al., 2002). In contrast, hair is normally associated with an increased
saliency in unfamiliar, not familiar face recognition (Young et al., 1985), but the results
here suggest otherwise. It is possible that the differing types of familiar stimuli may have
impacted on this hierarchy due to the ways in which the faces were familiarised (this will
be discussed further in section4.6 Familiarity). The distribution of features across the
saliency spectrum was supported by post‐hoc results showing significant differences
between these two most salient features and the eyebrows, the least saliency feature.
No significant differences were found between other features, suggesting the
distribution of saliency was not overly spread out and this may in part be due to the
overall low miss rates not allowing for large differences between features and the
relatively large standard deviation scores. The mouth was found to be the third most
salient which mostly aligns with previous research (Davies et al., 1977, Haig, 1986, Fraser
et al., 1990) and may, in part, be due to a heightened focus towards the mouth during
communication.

The current study found eyebrows to have little effect on recognition when the shape
was changed, thus maintaining contrast patterns (intensity and thickness). This supports
the study by White (2004) where plasters were used to obscure the eyebrows but leave a
small difference in contrast between the eyebrows and surrounding skin. They found
recognition rates did not decrease as much as when the eyebrows were filled in with
surrounding skin (contrast removed). Therefore, it can be assumed that eyebrows are
extremely salient in terms of their relative role in the contrast pattern of the face but not
for featural information.
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Positive linear correlations were found between the outline and all other features,
except the eyes, which suggests that the outline aligns with increases/decreases in miss
rates with all other features. For example, if the mouth miss rate is high in target 1 and
low in target 2, then this pattern will also be true of the outline. This result seems
sensible as the outline provides the context for all other features and is perhaps the
container for all configural information as it fills the spaces between most of the other
features (Tanaka and Farah, 1993). It also borders all of the features and these
boundaries, which have been selected by the experimenter, may be areas of interaction
and interrelationships between features, facilitating an influence of each feature upon
the facial outline. Other correlations included the hair with four other features: the nose,
eyebrows, outline and mouth. Again, like the outline, the hair may provide some context
for other features.

All phase 1 data: The analysis across all of the phase 1 experiments found a very slightly
different feature hierarchy to that of the combined (celebrity and lecturer) results
discussed above. This further analysis also included the inverted results from the isolated
version to give a broader understanding of the overall saliency of each feature for
recognition. Unsurprisingly, eyes were the most salient of all features, followed by the
hair, with the eyebrows the least. Therefore, a difference occurs in the saliency of the
eyes and hair between the analyses, with the addition of isolated data adding more
weight to the importance of the eyes. This perhaps reflects the amount of detail available
from the eyes (in comparison to the hair) which may become more important when
presented in isolation. It may also suggest that eyes are more independent of their
interrelationships with the other facial features.

If the formal aspects of each feature are taken into consideration, in terms of the amount
of information available, then this may reflect differences in the importance of features
(Peterson et al., 2007). This may include shape from shading information, contrast across
the feature and whether it’s dynamic. The relative levels of these attributes for feature
could be reflected in the saliency hierarchy results (Peterson et al., 2008). Features that
contain more varied information, such as shape from shading (indicated by volume), high
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contrast levels, and dynamic streams, could be found to be more salient: in the current
study, this included the hair, eyes, and mouth. Featural manipulations in the current
study may only have affected some shape from shading of the feature, rendering the
other types of information mostly unchanged.

Familiarity
Differences were found in the amplitude and hierarchy results between the celebrity and
lecturer versions suggesting that the type of familiarity has an effect on miss rates, both
quantitatively and qualitatively.

Performance: Overall mean miss rates were low for both celebrity (9.1%) and lecturer
(21.1%) versions of the experiment, both supporting the notion that changing a single
feature in a familiar target face is not sufficient conceal identity all of the time. However
the lecturer mean was considerably higher than that of the celebrity (MD=12.0%). One
possible explanation for this is a difference in level of familiarity. The experiments were
designed with a familiarity threshold of correctly recalling the name of the identity. Only
trials that met this threshold were used for analysis. However, it is possible that this
threshold actually represents a fairly low level of familiarity. It is likely that the celebrity
targets had been familiarised over a longer period with various difference guises and
appearances in comparison to the lecturer data, rendering them more invariant to the
featural manipulations. In support of this, the overall effect of feature was found to be
significant for the celebrity data but not for the lecturers. The overall very low miss rates
for lecturer data imply an effect of manipulating parts of the face, but it seems that this
effect is not vastly different between which feature is being manipulated and as such
suggests a lower level of familiarity.

Feature hierarchies: Although there was a differences in the effect of feature
manipulation between the different types of target faces, there were many similarities
between the feature saliency hierarchies. The celebrity and lecturer data followed the
same hierarchy pattern, except for one main difference: the eyes, which were the most
salient for the celebrity data (and significantly different from all other features, except
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the hair), but fourth for lecturers. It is possible that, in addition to the miss rate
amplitude differences between the types of target faces, there appears to be some
qualitative differences that have resulted in differences in saliency for the eyes. This
could be explained by the method of familiarisation whereby lecturer faces may well
have been familiarised from a large viewing distance (e.g. lecture theatre), and,
therefore, preferences for encoding may have been given to the more obvious features
visible from those large distances, hair and outline, rather than the less visible eyes, and
that eyes occupy little space on the face in comparison to hair. It is also possible that the
lower levels of familiarity have replicated findings in the literature that suggest a
preference for the external features for unfamiliar or newly familiar faces (Clutterbuck
and Johnston, 2007, Clutterbuck and Johnston, 2002, Ellis et al., 1979, Young et al.,
1985). The results of this study clearly reflect an external features preference (1st hair; 3rd
outline). A lot of teaching, especially during lectures, takes the form of the lecturer
speaking to the audience where the mouth is inevitably highly animated during this
process, and visible from a long distance, resulting in familiarisation for this feature,
which is reflected in the high saliency scores for this feature (2nd). The mouth also
animates the external contours of the face and may provide an interaction with the
contour that has supported the outlines importance. However, mouth is still the third
most salient for the celebrity data, and may have only shifted to 2nd for lecturers because
of the decrease in miss rates for eyes. The range of responses was also larger for the
lecturer than celebrity data. Two features yielded a full range of miss rate between 0.0%
and 100.0%, suggesting a slightly more binary response signal due to the manipulation
having a different effect depending on the target. It is also possible that there were vast
differences in familiarity levels across targets in the lecturer versions that have allowed
for a large range of miss rates between targets.

The two types of targets revealed positive correlations between different features
suggesting that any encoding links between features were modulated by the degree of
familiarity. Celebrity data revealed a positive linear correlation between the eyes and
outline suggesting that they followed the same pattern of manipulation effects for
targets. They are relatively separate on the face in terms of location except for the
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superior border of the outline, lies beside the inferior border of the eyes. Therefore, any
deformations created by either feature, would potentially impact on the other,
influencing the overall perception of the face through context effects (Tanaka and Farah,
1993). In contrast, the lecturer data showed a positive linear correlation between the
hair and nose, which are mostly unrelated on the face.. A positive non‐linear correlation
was also found between the hair and outline. These two features could both be
considered external features and are also located together and form the whole of the
face/head border. A further non‐linear correlation was found between the eyes and
mouth for the celebrity data, perhaps influenced by their combined use in expression
and communication.

Trials: For item familiarity, the number of valid trials for the celebrity version was quite
high at 87.2% of the total trials for Phase 1i and 85.9% for Phase 1ii, suggesting that the
celebrity target selection was suitable to the participant pool. In contrast, the lecturer
version of the experiment yielded valid trials of only 28.9% of the total trials shown.
There are two apparent reasons for this:
1. Within the LJMU experiment, targets were recruited from two different
departments but included in the same study. Therefore, it is likely that students
from different departments will have not been familiar with the targets from the
other department.
2. Even though participants were recruited from student pools where the lecturers
taught, it is possible that students may not have engaged with those specific
lecturers, reducing the numbers of valid trials. It was apparent that this was
occurring through early preliminary assessment of the data collection process.
When the proposed sample size of ninety participants was reached, the analysis
showed a very low level of valid trials. Therefore, recruitment continued above
the estimated sample size, so that 148 participants were recruited.

Further analysis was carried out to assess whether the likelihood of familiarity for each
target had an effect on miss rates. Mean miss rates were compared to the number of
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valid trials per target. The latter may suggest some level of ‘popularity’ with the
participant pool as an indication of familiarity and to analyse if this level of familiarity
affected miss rate results. All phase 1 experiments showed no significant correlation
between miss rates and the level of familiarity per target. However, both phase 1
(celebrity) experiments (isolated and embedded) revealed an approaching significant
correlation, which would be more expected. The lack of correlation in the lecturer data
may suggest that a target’s popularity (or level of familiarity) does not affect miss rates
under the stimulus manipulations. There are clear quantitative and some qualitative
differences in miss rates between the different versions of the experiment and it is
possible that this may be driven, in part, by the level of target familiarity, indicated
through the number of valid trials and the popularity of the targets being tested.

Whole face context
Phase 1 included manipulated features within a whole‐face context to test if a saliency
hierarchy existed. Further to this, an isolated feature version (phase 1ii) was carried out,
only using celebrity targets, as a baseline from which to compare the effect of a whole‐
face context. The overall effect of feature was found to be statistically significant for
both, reinforcing a difference in miss rates between different target features being
presented. Overall mean miss rates for the isolated phase were high at 75.0%which is a
65.9% increase in miss rates from the embedded phase (phase 1i, M=9.1%) and reflects
the difference in task difficulty, supported by a significant effect of experimental phase in
the ANOVA. Although comparable in the features manipulated between the phases, the
embedded phase replaced the target feature, whereas the isolated phase presented the
target feature in isolation. This suggests that replacing a target feature in a whole face is
less detrimental to recognition, as indicated by the low miss rates in phase 1i, compared
to showing those replaced features in isolation and out of a whole face context. For the
isolated feature phase, an almost exact inverse of the feature saliency hierarchy results
from the embedded phase was found. The only exception to this order was that the nose
and eyebrows were switched in hierarchy replacement, although still at the bottom of
the saliency hierarchy and with very small differences in miss rates.
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Overall standard deviation for the isolated version was moderately low at 21.3%. This is
probably as a result of data approaching a ceiling effect. However, the feature SD scores
mostly followed the inverse of the pattern of feature saliency for miss rates. The features
with the lowest miss rates (eyes and hair) showed the largest standard deviation
(>20.8%). The eyes showed a large range in miss rates (0‐92.9%) suggesting a high range
of variability across items. The highest scoring features yielded the smallest standard
deviation range (nose=9.4%; eyebrows=7.9%). This suggests that the nose and eyebrows
are not only the least salient for recognition in terms of their high miss rates, but they are
more consistently found to yield this result across all items. This pattern was not found
for the whole‐face phase where the standard deviation scores varied in whether they
were higher or lower than the mean and did not follow the pattern of the saliency
hierarchy.

The overall high miss rates for the isolated version have allowed for large differences
between the feature conditions. Post‐hoc pairwise comparisons revealed the eyes and
hair to be significantly different from all other features, except each other, thus grouping
them at the top of the saliency hierarchy. The nose, with the highest miss rates, was
significantly different from all other features except the eyebrows, again grouping those
two features at the bottom of the saliency hierarchy. These results are similar to the
pairwise comparisons in the embedded version that grouped the two highest scoring
features (upper face) and the two lowest (lower). The isolated phase also showed a
significant difference between the mouth and all other features, except the outline. This
suggests that the middle group of features for the isolated version were more spread out
than those found in the embedded version, and are statistically further away from the
two most salient features (eyes and hair).

For the isolated phase, correlational analysis revealed signification linear and non‐linear
negative correlations between the eyes and eyebrows suggesting that the two features
follow an opposite pattern of miss rates across the different target faces (items); when
eyes are more salient, eyebrows will be less salient for the target face. This relationship
could be considered surprising given their close physical location on the face and the
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movement of one feature often affects the other (Sadr et al., 2003). In contrast, it is not
surprising given that eyes are considered the most important for recognition. It is
possible that eyebrows, due to their physical proximity, may change the appearance of
the eyes to some extent, but this is secondary to changing the eyes themselves. This
pattern of results was not found for the embedded phase of the experiment, suggesting
that the relationship between the two features only affects miss rates for features
presented in isolation.

Summary
Overall mean miss rates were low with a feature saliency hierarchy detected that showed
the hair and eyes to be the most salient, with the nose and eyebrows the least. The
celebrity and lecturer versions of phase 1i results yielded similar feature saliency
hierarchies except for one feature: the eyes (celebrity = 1st; lecturer = 4th). This could be
explained by differences in familiarity levels or focus of attention at encoding. The nose
and eyebrows were consistently found to be the least salient. Phase 1ii (isolated
features) showed an almost exact inverse of the results from the counterpart embedded
version (celebrity Phase 1i) as expected with the higher miss rates detected in the
isolated version reflecting the difficulty in recognising features outside of a whole‐face
context.

A discussion of the effects of stimulus specific characteristics, explicit choice and the
limitations of the design and methodology are outlined in section 7. General Discussion.
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5 Phase 2
5.1 Introduction
Phase 2 presented participants with the target face incrementally replaced with
unknown features from the counterpart unknown unique composite face (compound
effect) so that each of the six stimulus conditions represented a replacement of
replacement (1‐6). More details of this can be found in the method section below (see
section 5.2 Method). Phase 2 was repeated for both celebrity and lecturer targets. The
testing methodology for this stimulus set is outlined in the Common Methodology
section (see 3.6 Common Methodology: Phase 1 and 2) where data was collected online
in a face recognition task.

5.2 Method
Materials: The feature saliency hierarchy results from Phase 1i (celebrity version) were
used to generate the phase 2 stimuli. Due to the chronology of data collection, the
hierarchy results from only the celebrity version of the experiment were used to
generate the stimuli for phase 2. There was one difference between the lecturer
hierarchy and the celebrity version (eyes were the 4th most salient feature for lecturers
but shifted to 1st in the celebrity data and in turn swapped replacements with the hair).
However, the rotational starting point of feature replacement should have mitigated any
effect of the order change between eyes and hair.

The feature saliency hierarchy was as follows (from lowest miss rates to highest miss
rates): eyebrows, nose, outline, mouth, hair and eyes. This order was used in the
replacement of features with the starting point staggered, resulting in six different
configurations (see Table 5.2‐1).
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Table 5.2‐1: Rotational configurations of feature replacement for phase 2
Rotation
Position A
B
C
D
1 Eyebrows Nose
Outline
Mouth
2 Nose
Outline
Mouth
Hair
3 Outline
Mouth
Hair
Eyes
4 Mouth
Hair
Eyes
Eyebrows
5 Hair
Eyes
Eyebrows Nose
6 Eyes
Eyebrows Nose
Outline

E
Hair
Eyes
Eyebrows
Nose
Outline
Mouth

F
Eyes
Eyebrows
Nose
Outline
Mouth
Hair

In order to prevent any cut‐off points that might occur (for example, a large decrease in
recognition may occur after replacing feature 4) and to mask any changes after that
point, a rotation of order starting points was adopted to give different configurations as
part of a Latin Square design. For example, one target face was replaced with the eyes,
then the eyebrows and nose etc. Another target face was replaced with the eyebrows,
nose and outline etc. If the starting order stayed the same for every target, then a
criterion point might have been found from old to new face mid‐way through the feature
replacement, and therefore making any further replacement of features redundant.
Systematically rotating the starting point in the feature replacement order meant all
features had a chance of being replaced before and after any criterion point that may
have been found.

Each target was assigned one configuration order. For the celebrity version of the
experiment (n = 24), this resulted in each configuration being assigned to four targets (2
females, 2 males). For the lecturer version of the experiment (n = 15), uneven target
samples from two institutions resulted in uneven assignment of the six configurations,
but with the aim to evenly balance between the two institutions and between sex
appearance of the targets (LJMU: A = 1(1 female), B = 2 (1 female, 1 male), C = 2 (1
female, 1 male), D = 2 (1 female, 1 male), E = 1(1 female), and F = 1 (1 male). UCLan: A = 1
(female), B = 1 (male), C = 1 (female), D = 1 (female), E = 1 (female), and F = 1 (female)).
Due to the rotating starting order of feature replacement, the replacement stimulus will
have differed in which features had been replaced at that point, across the whole
stimulus set (see Table 5.2‐1 for the rotational order of features by replacement).
However, selection of the stimulus to be shown in the experiment, was only based on the
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stimulus’ replacement, randomly selected for each participant. An example stimulus set
for a target face can be seen in Figure 5.2‐1.

Figure 5.2‐1: Phase 2 – Example stimulus set
Six replacement conditions (middle and bottom rows) created by gradually replacing the target
face (top left) with features from the unique composite (top right) (showing Configuration
F). Feature replacement order was dictated by the feature saliency hierachy results from
Phase 1i.
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5.3 Results
All data was screened and scored in the same way as for Phase 1 (see section 4.3 Results
for more detail).

Celebrity version
Participants: Ninety‐one participants aged 18 or over (age: M = 31.0 yrs. [age not
declared = 4] range = 18‐60 yrs.) completed the online study (males = 31, females = 59,
other = 0, not declared = 1).

Data: A check was made for missing data, of which no cases were found. This resulted in
mean familiar (valid) trials of 12.9 per stimulus (total trials seen: M = 15.2). This meant
that 85.1% of all trials were familiar and, therefore, appropriate for analysis (total valid
trials = 1859 (M = 309.8 per replacement)).

Table 5.3‐1: Phase 2 (celebrity) – Mean miss in percentage by feature and replacement

replacement 1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

eyes
5.9
27.2
54.2
67.3
79.8
81.5

eyebrows
3.5
11.8
44.5
68.7
62.3
87.5

nose
3.3
7.6
14.6
73.8
77.7
69.5

feature
mouth
11.9
17.7
26.6
24.5
48.7
95.0

52.0

47.3

43.3

40.5

hair
18.9
16.9
34.9
62.0
51.7
90.9

outline
6.6
21.7
22.5
28.1
82.7
92.1

46.9

44.2

Mean
8.3
17.1
32.9
54.1
67.2
86.1
45.7

Mean miss rates (%) of each feature at their replacement point, collapsed across items (4 items
per mean of feature and replacement). All mean values contained a minimum of 42 observations.

Descriptive analysis: Table 5.3‐1 shows a strict ordinal increase for the overall mean of
replacement (see last column). Eyes and outline follow this ordinal pattern; the
remaining features do not, as can be seen at replacement 2 for hair, replacement 4 for
mouth, replacement 5 for eyebrows and replacement 6 for nose. Miss rates were
generally quite low at replacement 1 and quite high at replacement 6. Overall mean miss
rates (last row) were somewhat similar across features (range = 40.5‐52.0%) with the
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highest miss rates for eyes, followed by eyebrows, hair, outline, nose and mouth. For
replacement 6, it was hypothesised that replacing all six features would result in 100%
miss rates. However, the total (not overall Mean) miss rate for replacement 6 was 86.6%.
The remaining responses showed that 9.3% were recorded as ‘familiar’ and 3.8% were
correct recognitions (n = 11 responses across four items).
Analysis of Variance: Due to only using valid trials which was dictated by 100% correct
recognition for veridical images, it can be assumed that a veridical image will yield 0%
miss rates and that a different image would produce 100% miss rates. To be able to
compare replacing one feature to veridical images and replacing all features
(replacement 6) to a different image, a baseline score of zero and ceiling score of 100
was used for items, giving a total of eight levels for replacement. For the full model, a
Univariate ANOVA for the factors of feature (being replaced at that point) (E,EB,N,M,H,O)
x replacement (0‐7) x target sex (female, male) with a covariate of the memorability
scores per target (items) was carried out. This was to test for the overall effect of facial
characteristic ratings on miss rates. Results showed no significant main effect of target
sex (F(1,95) = 1.61, p = .21, ηp2 = .02) or covariate of target memorability (F(1,95) = 0.10 p
= .75, ηp2 = .00). The analysis was repeated separately for the covariates of attractiveness
and trustworthiness for target ratings revealing no effect of attractiveness (F(1,95) =
0.70, p = .41, ηp2 = .01) but a significant effect of trustworthiness (F(1,95) = 8.41, p = .005,
ηp2 = .08) 2, and a scatterplot indicated a negative correlation between mean miss rate
and trustworthiness: the higher the trustworthy score, the lower the miss rates. To
analyse the overall significant effect of trustworthiness, mean miss scores were collapsed
across feature to give an overall miss rate for each target. Using a correlations analysis,
these scores were then analysed against the trustworthiness covariate scores to see how
trustworthiness of a target face affected its miss rates. Results showed no significant
correlation (Pearson’s r(22) = ‐.12, p = .57).

To increase power, the factor of target sex and covariates of target characteristic ratings
were removed from analysis and the test repeated to look for any effects of which
2

Including covariates reduces the power of the test. Therefore, the analysis was also rerun,
without the addition of positions 0 and 7 and the results were the same: not significant for
memorability and attractiveness, but significant for trustworthiness.
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feature had been replaced and how miss rates were affected by the amount of features
having been replaced. The Univariate ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
replacement (F(7,144) = 88.16, p < .001, ηp2 = .81) but not feature (F(5,144) = 1.34, p =
.25, ηp2 = .04). An approaching significant interaction was found between feature and
replacement (F(35,144) = 1.48, p = .058, ηp2 = .26).
Tukey HSD post‐hoc tests were used to assess the pattern of replacement miss rates in
terms of their distribution and as part of that test, Tukey groups levels together that are
not significantly different from one another as part of a homogenous subset output
table. If replacement levels are significantly different from one another, they are placed
in a separate subset.Table 5.3‐2 shows replacements mostly paired together.
Table 5.3‐2: Phase 2 (celebrity) ‐ Homogenous subsets for replacement

replaceme
nt
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

1
0.0
8.3
17.1

2

3

4

17.1
32.9
54.1
67.2

.05

.10

.27

86.1
100.0
.20

Tukey HSD, means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. Based on observed means.
Alpha = .05. Replacement “0” represents no change (0.0% miss) and 7 for 100.0% miss. Results
show differences between feature replacement in a paired stepwise manner (Between‐subjects
factors of feature and replacement).

As can be seen, there is a very consistent result: at least three features need to be
replaced before a significant difference occurs in miss rates between the next feature
replacement. To assess for the size of the effects between the subsets, Cohen’s d was
calculated from one subset to the next and found all three differences (Subset 1‐2, 2‐3, 3‐
4) showed a large effect size (d > 0.91).

As replacement was significant in the Univariate analysis and was the most effective
factor in the experiment, data were then grouped by replacement to allow feature to
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become a within‐subjects factor, increasing the power of the analysis. RM ANOVA for the
within‐subjects factor of feature (6) and the between‐subjects factor of replacement (8)
showed no significant effect of feature (F(5,120) = 1.49, p = .20, ηp2 = .06). Mauchly's Test
of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been violated (χ2(14) =
0.49, p = .33). Replacement was, as before, significant (F(7,24) = 57.94, p < .001, ηp2 =
.94).
Table 5.3‐3: Phase 2 (celebrity) ‐ Homogenous subsets of replacement (Repeated measures)

replacem
ent
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
0.0
8.3
17.1

.25

2

17.1
32.9

.34

3

32.9
54.1

.08

4

54.1
67.2

.56

5

67.2
86.1
.16

6

86.1
100.0
.49

Tukey HSD, means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. Based on observed means,
and Alpha = .05. Results show a stepwise pairing of features. Three features need to be changed
before a significant drop in recognition occurs (Within‐subject factor of feature, between‐subjects
factor of replacement).

Homogenous subsets shown in Table 5.3‐3 indicate that three features need to be
replaced before miss rates start to significantly rise, and further replacement
replacements require only two changes for a significant increase. One noticeable
difference can be observed between the overall homogenous subset for the between‐
subjects (feature and replacement) analysis (Table 5.3‐2) compared to the RM subsets
(Table 5.3‐3): The between‐subjects analysis shows the data grouped into 4 subsets, but
the data is spread out more into 6 subsets for the RM analysis. Cohen’s d found a
medium effect size for differences between subsets 2‐3 (d = 0.67), 3‐4 (d = 0.56) and 4‐5
(d = 0.57) and a large effect size for differences between subsets 0‐2 (d = 0.94) and 5‐6 (d
= 0.75). The design aimed to detect a medium effect size, should one exist, and this
analysis illustrates that this aim was supported. In the more powerful analysis here, there
are more subsets with lower effect sizes needed for a significant difference to occur.
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Cohen’s d was also calculated for the effect sizes between replacement positions and
yielded large effect sizes between all replacements (d > 0.70) except a medium effect size
between replacements 5 and 6 (d = 0.44) and a medium to large effect size between 6
and 7 (d = 0.63) (overall mean, d = 0.68).

Simple main effects: A significant interaction was found between feature and
replacement (F(35,120) = 1.65, p = .024, ηp2 = .33). Simple main effects were used to
establish if any feature was affected differently by its replacement number, and if any
replacement was affected differently by which feature was being replaced at that point.
Results revealed that features showed a significant effect of replacement, as expected (p
< .001). For the effect of which feature was being replaced at the replacement number,
only replacement 4 was significant (p = .044). At replacement 4, mouth yielded the
lowest miss rates and was therefore used for Simple contrasts against the other levels
(features) to test for any significant differences between features. Mouth was
significantly lower than nose (F(1,3) = 38.28, p = .009, Bonferroni corrected, αaltered=.05/4
= .0125). The configurations where mouth (24.5%) and nose (73.8%) were replaced at
replacement 4 show one main difference: mouth follows the replacement of less
impactful features (outline, nose and eyebrows), whereas the highest miss rate for nose
at replacement 4 has already had potentially more impactful features replaced
(eyebrows, eyes and hair). The interpretation of this potentially important result will be
discussed further in the Phase 2 Discussion (see 5.4 Phase 2 Discussion). Post‐hoc Tukey HSD
Homogenous subsets were calculated for each feature. Given the value of these subsets
for interpretation of the results, all six subsets are presented in Table 5.3‐4.
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Table 5.3‐4: Phase 2 (celebrity) – Homogenous subsets of replacement by individual feature

(a) eyes
Pos.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

(b) eyebrows
N
1
4 0.0
4 5.9
4 27.2
4
4
4
4
4
.20

2

Subset
3

27.2
54.2

.20

54.2
67.3
79.8
81.5
.19

(c) nose
Pos.
0
1
2
3
6
4
5
7
Sig.

67.3
79.8
81.5
100.0
.07

Pos.
0
1
2
3
5
4
6
7
Sig.

N
1
4 0.0
4 3.5
4 11.8
4 44.5
4
4
4
4
.15

2

Subset
3

11.8
44.5
62.3

44.5
62.3
68.6
87.5

.07

.18

Subset
2

3

4

62.3
68.6
87.5
100.0
.31

(d) mouth
N
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Subset
1
2
0.0
3.3
7.6
14.6
69.5
73.8
77.7
100.0
.98
.55

Pos.
0
1
2
4
3
5
6
7
Sig.

(e) hair
Pos.
0
2
1
3
5
4
6
7
Sig.

4

N
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
0.0
11.9
17.7
24.5
26.6

.43

11.9
17.7
24.5
26.6
48.7
.11

94.9
100.0
1.00

(f) outline
1
N
4 0.0
4 16.9
4 18.8
4 34.9
4
4
4
4
.29

Subset
2
16.9
18.8
34.9
51.7
62.0
.08

3

51.7
62.0
90.9
100.0
.05

Pos.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
1
2
N
4 0.0
4 6.6
4 21.7
4 22.5
4 28.0
4
82.7
4
92.1
4
100.0
.26
.79

Tukey HSD, means for groups in homogenous subsets are displayed for each of the six features (a)
eyes, (b) eyebrows, (c) nose, (d) mouth, (e) hair, (f) outline. Uses Harmonic mean Sample Size = 4,
α=.05.

It can be seen that no features show the exact same pattern of effects as that seen in the
overall homogenous subsets for the main effect of replacement (Table 5.3‐3). Not all
patterns of means are completely linear from replacement 0 to 7, such as for the nose
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and is discussed later in section 5.4 Phase 2 Discussion. However, a commonality
between the individual feature subsets shows that no significant difference is observed
between replacing features at replacement 5 and 6 (except mouth) and 6 and 7.

Familiarity of targets: To assess if a target’s familiarity to participants affected miss rates,
the overall mean miss rate (collapsed across replacement and feature) was compared to
its familiarity to participants as indicated in the Spontaneous naming task in the Control
section (familiar valid trials as a percentage of total trials shown). This would indicate
how ‘popular’ the target face was to the participant pool. Results showed no reliable
correlation (r(22) = .17, p = .43). To assess if this familiarity score impacted on miss rates
without collapsing feature and replacement, the familiarity to participants score (%) was
used as a covariate in a Univariate ANOVA with the factors of replacement and feature.
Results showed that the covariate was found to be significant (F(1,107) = 93.91, p < .001,
ηp2 = .47). A scatterplot indicated a positive relationship; the higher the familiarity to
participant score, the higher the miss rates. This will be interpreted in the Phase 2
Discussion (see 5.4 Phase 2 Discussion).

The familiarity score was also tested against those stimuli that received correct
recognition naming for when all features had been replaced (replacement 6) to see
establish whether familiarity with the target facilitated recognition when all features had
been replaced, which could be considered a difficult task. Results showed no reliable
correlation (r(22) = .34, p = .11). The other covariates of attractiveness, memorability and
trustworthiness were also found to not be reliably correlated (p > .78).
Explicit Choice: Overt recognition responses to the stimuli were collected in the form of
an Explicit choice task (multiple choice, n=3) and compared to the Spontaneous naming
task responses, for each item collapsed across feature and replacement conditions. This
was to establish if participants who were able to spontaneously name a target face were
also likely to be able to overtly recognise the face. Explicit choice miss rates (%), for valid
trials only, were compared to miss rates (%) for the Spontaneous naming task. As
expected, there was a significant positive correlation (r(22) = .68, p < .001): the higher
the spontaneous miss rate, the higher the explicit choice miss rate. This correlation is
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expected as it is likely that participants who could correctly recall the name of the target
would subsequently choose the correct name in the Explicit choice task.

Lecturer version

Participants: Seventy‐one participants (UCLan = 40, LJMU = 31) aged 18 or over (age: M =
21.3 [age not declared = 5] range = 18‐47 yrs.) completed the online study (males n = 11,
females n = 60, other n = 0, not declared n = 3).

Data: Data screening was the same as for the previous phases (see section 4.3 Results)
and collapsed across the two institutions. Checks were made for missing data and found
twenty stimulus images received no valid trials. This resulted in mean familiar (valid)
trials of 2.2 per stimulus (Total trials seen: M = 5.9). This meant that 36.9% of all trials
were familiar and, therefore, valid for analysis (n = 195 trials (M = 32 per replacement)).
Low numbers of valid trials were expected as not all lecturers will have been familiar to
the participants as they were recruited from different courses.
Table 5.3‐5: Phase 2 (lecturer) – Mean miss in percentage by feature and replacement

replacement

1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

eyes
7.1
50.0
49.2
90.5
14.3
47.6

nose
0.0
7.12
66.1
28.6
69.0
41.6

feature
outline mouth
5.6
0.0
5.6
11.1
0.0
33.3
28.6
0.01
46.4
0.02
64.3
66.7
28.4
27.1

hair
7.1
0.0
42.9
85.7
21.4
46.4
37.6

eyebrows
0.0
8.3
58.9
0.01
57.12
50.0
36.6

Mean
3.5
13.9
26.9
46.2
45.8
53.1
36.2

Mean miss rates (%) of each feature at their replacement replacements, collapsed across items.
All mean values contained a minimum of 3 observations, unless otherwise stated in subscript. “‐”
denotes missing data (2 cells).
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Descriptive analysis: Table 5.3‐5 shows a mostly ordinal increase for the overall mean of
replacement (see last column), similar to the pattern of effects for the celebrity data,
except that replacement 5 yields a slightly lower mean than replacement 4. Outline
follows a mostly ordinal pattern (which is difficult to assess anyway due to missing data);
the remaining features do not, as can be seen at replacement 6 for eyes and replacement
5 for hair. Miss rates were generally very low at replacement 1 and quite high at
replacement 6. Overall mean miss rates (last row) were fairly variable across features
(range = 27.1‐47.6%). The range is larger here (MD = 20.5%), compared to the celebrity
data (MD = 11.5%). This would be expected since there are fewer data points here and so
estimates are likely to be less accurate. The highest miss rate across replacements was
for eyes, followed by nose, hair, eyebrows, outline and mouth. For replacement 6, it was
hypothesised that replacing all six features would result in 100% miss rates. However, the
total miss rate (not overall Mean) for replacement 6 was 80.7%. Across all valid trials,
12.9% of responses were recorded as ‘familiar’; 6.5% were correct recognitions (n = 2
responses across two targets).
Analysis of Variance: Repeating the celebrity analysis methodology, a baseline score of
zero and ceiling score of 100 was used for items (8 levels) (see section 5 Celebrity version
– analysis of variance, for more detail). For the full model, Univariate ANOVA for the
factors of feature (EB,N,O,M,H,E) and replacement (0‐7). There were too few cases for
males (total = 50, M = 1.4) and so the factor of target sex was not analysed.

Univariate ANOVA for the factors of feature and replacement revealed a significant main
effect of replacement (F(7,48) = 27.97, p < .001, ηp2 = .80) but no significant main effect
of feature (F(5,48) = 1.17, p = .34, ηp2 = .11). The homogenous subsets of replacement
(Tukey HSD post‐hoc tests groups levels together that are not significantly different from
one another) shown in Table 5.3‐6, show replacements split into three groups.
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Table 5.3‐6: Phase 2 (lecturer) ‐ Homogenous subsets of replacement

replaceme
nt
0
1
2
3
5
4
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
12
13
12
9
12
11
13
12

1
0.0
3.5
13.9
26.9

.06

2

3

26.9
45.8
46.2
53.1
.07

100.0
1.00

Tukey HSD, means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed (Between‐subjects factor of
feature and replacement). Based on observed means and Alpha = .05. Results show differences
between feature replacement in three groups. Note that replacements 4 and 5 appear in a non‐
ordinal order.

This time, at least four features need to be replaced before a significant increase in miss
rates between the next feature replacement. However, it is the 5th feature being
replaced that is driving this (replacements 4 and 5 are not in numeric order): the means
of replacements 4 and 5 are very similar. Further feature replacement is grouped
together, except for between replacement 6 and 7. Cohen’s d was calculated from one
subset to the next and found both differences (Subset 1‐2, 2‐3) showed a large effect size
(d > 1.21). Cohen’s d for replacements showed medium effect sizes between the first
four feature replacements (d > 0.49), small effect sizes for two further replacements (d <
0.22) and a large effect size from replacement 6 to 7 (d = 1.67) (overall mean, d = 0.59).

Simple main effects: A significant interaction between feature and replacement was
found (F(33,48) = 2.10, p = .009, ηp2 = .59). Simple main effects were conducted for
feature and replacement. For the effect of feature replaced on replacement, an
approaching effect was found for replacement 2 (p = .069). No other replacements
revealed any significant effects (p > .12). However, all features (except eyebrows)
showed a significant effect of replacement (p < .012). Eyebrows showed an approaching
significant effect of replacement (p = .05). Tukey HSD post‐hoc homogenous subsets
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could not be created for each feature due to one or more levels receiving less than two
cases.
Item familiarity: To assess a target’s familiarity, the overall mean miss rate (collapsed
across replacement/feature) was compared to its familiarity to participants as indicated
in the Spontaneous naming task in the Control section (familiar valid trials as a
percentage of total trials shown). Results showed no reliable correlation (Pearson’s r(15)
= 0.17, p = .55).

The item familiarity score was also tested against correct recognition naming scores for
when all features had been replaced (replacement 6). Results showed no reliable
correlation (r(13) = .30, p = .28).

Explicit Choice: Explicit choice miss rates (%) for valid trials only were compared to miss
rates for the Spontaneous naming task and as expected there was a significant positive
correlation (r(12) = .61, p = .021) (one missing data point with no valid trials). the higher
the spontaneous miss rate, the higher the explicit choice miss rate.
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Combined
For Phase 2, celebrity (24 cases) and lecturer (15 cases) data were able to be combined
to give a broader and more general understanding of the effect of replacing target
features.
Table 5.3‐7: Phase 2 (celebrity and lecturer) Mean miss in percentage by replacement by
individual feature

replacement

1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

eyebrows
2.3
10.6
49.3
54.9
60.6
75.0
43.9

nose
2.2
7.64
12.1
71.2
67.9
69.3
42.8

feature
outline
mouth
6.1
7.9
14.8
14.9
15.0
28.9
28.2
19.6
70.6
32.5
82.8
85.5
38.5
36.1

hair
14.9
11.3
36.5
69.9
41.6
76.1
43.9

eyes
6.3
34.8
54.24
59.5
84.4
59.1
50.5

Mean
6.6
16.0
31.2
51.6
60.1
74.5
42.6

Means calculated across both versions. Overall mean miss rates for feature (bottom row) and
replacement (last column). All mean values contained at least 5 observations except two points
that contained 4, in subscript.

Descriptive analysis: Table 5.3‐7 shows an ordinal increase from replacement 1 to
replacement 6 (last column). An ordinal increase can also be observed for eyebrows and
outline; the other features do not show this same pattern. However, most show a low
miss rate for replacement 1 and a high miss rate for replacement 6.
Analysis of Variance: Univariate ANOVA analysis of variance for the factors of feature
(EB,N,O,M,H,E) and replacement (0‐7) was carried out. As expected significant main
effects were found for feature (F(5,238) = 2.30, p = .046, ηp2 = .046) and replacement
(F(7,238) = 100.89, p < .001, ηp2 = .75). Tukey HSD post‐hoc comparisons found the main
effect of feature, could in part, be due to a significant difference between eyes (highest
miss rate) and mouth (lowest) (p = .011) and an approaching significant difference
between eyes and outline (fifth) (p = .056). To assess the pattern of miss rates across
feature replacement order (0‐7), polynomial contrasts for the factor of replacement
yielded a linear and quadratic pattern of results (p < .004). This pattern aligns with the
hypothesis that there would be an ordinal relationship between each replacement
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position as well as a potential exponential increase in miss rates once ‘n’ number of
features had been replaced, when collapsed across feature. The homogenous subsets of
replacement shown in Table 5.3‐8, show replacements split into six groups.
Table 5.3‐8: Phase 2 (Combined) ‐ Homogenous subsets of replacement

replacem
ent
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

N
36
37
36
33
35
36
37
36

1
0.0
6.6

2

Subset
3
4

5

6

6.6
16.0
31.2
51.6
60.1

.89

.55

1.00

.68

60.1
74.5
.08

100.0
1.00

Tukey HSD, means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed (Between‐subjects factors of
feature and replacement). Based on observed means and Alpha = .05. Results show differences
between feature replacement in six groups.

At the start, at least two features need to be replaced before a significant difference
occurs in miss rates between the next feature replacement. Further feature replacement
is paired. Cohen’s d was calculated from one subset to the next (Subset 1‐2, 2‐3, 3‐4, 4‐5,
5‐6) and found a large effect size between subsets 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 5 to 6 (d > 0.80). A
medium effect size was found between subsets 1 and 2 (d = 0.59) and a small to medium
effect size between 4 and 5 (d = 0.36). Cohen’s d for replacements showed medium to
large effect sizes between the first four feature replacements (d > 0.63), a small effect
size between replacements 4 and 5 (d = 0.25), a medium effect size between
replacements 5 and 6 (d = 0.47) and a large effect size between 6 and 7 (d = 0.89) (overall
mean, d = 0.61).

Simple main effects: An interaction between replacement and feature was found
(F(35,238) = 2.25, p < .001, ηp2 = .25). The effect of feature was found to be significant at
replacements 2‐5 (p < .049) but not for replacement 1 (p = .314) and 6 (p = .672). Tukey
HSD pairwise comparisons only yielded a significant difference between mouth (lowest)
and eyes (highest) for replacement 5 (p = .032); an approaching significant difference
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between mouth (lowest) and nose (highest) and hair (2nd) for replacement 4 (p < .10);
and between eyes (highest) and nose (lowest), and between eyebrows (5th) and hair (4th)
for replacement 2 (p < .08). For replacing eyes at replacement 5, the least salient
eyebrows are yet to be replaced. In contrast, for replacing mouth at replacement 5
(lowest) the more salient hair remains to be replaced.
Simple main effects revealed that replacement was significant for all features (p < .001).
Post‐hoc Tukey HSD Homogenous subsets were calculated for each feature. Given the
value of these subsets for interpretation of the results, all six subsets are presented in
Table 5.3‐9.
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Table 5.3‐9: Phase 2 (Combined) – Homogenous subsets of replacement by individual feature

(a) eyes
Pos. N
1
0
6 0.0
1
6 6.3
2
6 34.8
3
4
6
6
4
7
5
7
7
6
Sig.
.13

(b) eyebrows
Subset
2
3
34.8
54.2
59.1
59.5
.51

54.2
59.1
59.5
84.4
.26

(c) nose

4

84.4
100.0
.91

Pos.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

N
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6

1
0.0
2.3
10.6

.99

Subset
2
3
10.6
49.3
54.9

49.3
54.9
60.6
75.0

.06

.62

4

5

4

54.9
60.6
75.0
100.0
.06

(d) hair

Subset
Pos. N
1
2
0
6 0.0
1
6 2.2
2
4 7.6
3
6 12.1
5
5
67.9
6
7
69.3
4
6
71.2
7
6
100.0
Sig.
.97
.17
(e) mouth

Pos.
0
2
1
3
5
4
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
1
2
3
6
0.0
6 11.3 11.3
6 14.9 14.9
5 36.5 36.5 36.5
6
41.6 41.6
6
69.9
6
6
.08
.23 .14

41.6
69.9
76.1
.12

69.9
76.1
100.0
.24

(f) outline

Subset
1
2
Pos. N
0
6 0.0
1
6 7.9
2
7 14.9
4
5 19.6
3
6 28.9
5
6 32.5
6
6
85.5
7
6
100.0
Sig.
.11
.91

Pos.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

N
6
7
7
6
6
6
6
6

Subset
1
2
0.0
6.1
14.8
15.0
28.2
70.6
82.8
100.0
.16
.13

Tukey HSD, means for groups in homogenous subsets are displayed for each of the six features (a)
eyes, (b) eyebrows, (c) nose, (d) mouth, (e) hair, (f) outline. Uses Harmonic mean Sample Size = 4,
α=.05. (Between‐subjects factor of replacement).
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It can be seen that no features show the same pattern of effects as that seen in the
overall homogenous subsets for the main effect of replacement (Table 5.3‐8) and only
eyebrows and outline show an ordinal increase in miss rates with increasing
replacement. Not all patterns of means are entirely ordinal from replacement 0 to 7 (for
several reasons, including experimental noise and power, as discussed later). This more
complex outcome by feature is illustrated by the polynomial contrasts: contrasts yielded
significant linear patterns for all features (p < .001), but with the additions of a quadratic
pattern for mouth (p < .001) and outline (p = .003), an Order 4 pattern for eyes (p = .025),
an Order 5 pattern for nose (p = .011) and outline (p = .019), an Order 6 pattern for hair
(p = .005) and an order 7 pattern for nose (p = .027).

5.4 Phase 2 Discussion
As shown in Phase 1, replacing a single feature yielded low miss rates. Phase 2 was setup
to test how much of the target face needed to be replaced in order to conceal identity as
well as which features would be best for replacement. A hypothesis was made that a
criterion point would be found somewhere around the middle of feature replacement
(3rd or 4th feature) because it is at this point that half the face has now been replaced and
half is remaining. The composite face effect (Young et al., 1987) found that identification
of its respective component halves was low so it seemed sensible that this would also be
the case for the current study, except that it was not known if replacing several different
parts across the face would alter these results compared to replacing a whole upper or
lower half of the face.

Additionally, the design enabled assessment of which features had been replaced and if
any were more important than others. Based on the feature saliency hierarchy results
from phase 1, it was hypothesized that the most salient features, eyes and hair, would be
most impactful to recognition when replaced than lower saliency features, such as nose
and eyebrows.
The following themes emerged from the results:
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1. Criterion points – Miss rates increased significantly at certain points during
feature replacement, suggesting a shift from the original target identity, towards
a new one.
2. Familiarity – There were some differences in miss rates and criterion points
between the different versions of the experiment (celebrity and lecturer).
3. Feature saliency – Some replaced features were more important to recognition
than others.
4. Residual identifiable information – At replacement 6, all target features had been
replaced, however, this did not result in 100% miss rates overall.
This chapter will discuss the impact of replacing features incrementally and the potential
criterion point found for all data (overall). Following sections will discuss the differences
found between celebrity and lecturer data as well as levels of familiarity, feature saliency
and possible explanations for residual recognition of stimuli where all six features had
been replaced. As before, overarching themes, such as stimulus specific results, potential
limitations with the study and contributions to practice and theory, will be discussed in
the General Discussion.

Criterions
All data: As expected, an ordinal increase in miss rates, for all data, followed the
incremental replacement of facial features, supported by a linear and (sometimes also)
quadratic pattern and overall effect of replacement. Miss rates overall were lowest at
replacement 1 (M=6.6%) and by far the highest at replacement 6 (M=74.5%) (see Table
5.3‐7). This consistent ordinal increase was also observed when the eyebrows and outline
were replaced. However, other features did not show this entirely consistent ordinal
pattern, although replacement 1 generally yielded the lowest miss rates (except hair) and
replacement 6 the highest (except eyes and nose). It is possible that this lack of
monotonic increase in miss rates could be attributed to which features had been
replaced beforehand with some having more of an impact depending across different
items (see Table 5.2‐1). This is supported by a significant effect of feature as well as
interaction with replacement. As expected, all features showed an effect of replacement,
but only replacements 2‐5 showed an effect of which feature was being replaced. Only
replacement 5 yielded a significant difference, between the mouth (lowest miss rate) and
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eyes (highest miss rate): replacing mouth at replacement 5 meant that the more salient
hair was yet to be replaced. In contrast, replacing eyes at replacement 5 meant that the
low salience eyebrows remained to be replaced. Therefore, it is possible that this result is
driven by the feature that is remaining to be replaced and whether that is more salient or
not.

In contrast, replacements 1 and 6 were not affected by which feature was being replaced
at that point. This could be because one feature replacement has little effect on
recognition, as demonstrated in phase 1 where the overall mean miss rates were 9.1%.
Additionally, Tukey’s HSD homogenous subsets grouped replacement 0 and 1 together,
suggesting no significant increase in miss rates when replacing one feature, compared to
its veridical self (see Table 5.3‐8). For the lack of effect of feature on replacement 6, it is
possible that due to a high level of miss rates at replacement 5, any subsequent feature
replacement at replacement 6 may not have much of an effect and because of this,
feature saliency does not make much difference at this point. This is supported by the
homogenous subsets, that groups replacement 5 and 6 together. This analysis also
separated the other features into mostly pairs, except replacement 3, giving a total of six
subsets and suggests that at least 2 features need to be replaced before the first
significant increase in miss rates. The combined data gave the most powerful statistical
analysis, compared to the individual versions (celebrity and lecturer), that has resulted in
a significant increase in miss rates quite early in feature replacement (replacement 2).
This is supported by large effect sizes from positions 0‐2. It is also evident that most
power is likely to have been around the mid‐point of the scale/range, as demonstrated
by replacement 3 being significantly different from replacements 2 and 4 (only one
change needed in the middle of feature replacement).

None of the homogenous subsets for the individual features showed the exact same
pattern as the overall results, in terms of their groupings (see Table 5.3‐9). One possible
explanation for this is that feature replacement may be affected by which features have
been replaced before. For example, replacing the eyebrows at replacement 2 meant that
the more salient eyes had already been replaced at replacement 1, therefore the miss
rates may already be high and the subsequent lower saliency eyebrow replacement did
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not affect miss rates as much, grouping those two replacements together. Additionally,
only eyebrows and outline showed ordinal increases in miss rates, the other features did
not. It would be expected that a further feature replacement would always result in
either equal or higher miss rates, not less. One possible explanation for this is the
difference in the effect of the feature rotation order on different stimuli. Six rotation
orders were used, with items split between them, and therefore within each feature
subset table, each replacement result was yielded by a different set of items. For
example, replacement 4 yielded higher miss rates than replacement 6, for the eyes. The
results for eyes at replacement 4, came from rotation B (7 items), and replacement 6
came from rotation C (7 different items). It is possible that the rotation B items were
more affected by the four feature replacements, than the six feature replacements for
the rotation C group, resulting in non‐ordinal increases in miss rates. Therefore, it seems
that the effect of the quantity of feature replacement is not always even across different
stimuli, with some being more affected than others. Additionally, for the nose,
replacements 4‐6 are very similar for miss rates and so changes in the ordinal order
would be understandable. The overall homogenous subset (see Table 5.3‐8) averages
across these inconsistencies to give a consistently ordinal result. Even so, all features
showed a linear contrast pattern of distribution with additional quadratic patterns for
the mouth and outline, as well as further patterns for some other features, suggesting
that although distributions were broadly linear, there was some understandable
deviation from this pattern.

Familiarity
Differences were found in both the amplitude and homogenous subset results between
the celebrity and lecturer versions suggesting that the type of familiarity has an effect on
the results, both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Performance: Overall mean miss rates were moderate for both versions with the
celebrity (45.7%) miss rates somewhat higher than for lecturers (36.2%). One possible
explanation for this is a difference in level of familiarity, as discussed in phase 1 (see
section 2.2 Familiar and unfamiliar face recognition for a literature review). However,
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both versions, like the combined data, showed an overall ordinal increase in miss rates by
replacement (exception replacements 4 and 5 for lecturers) that is supported by linear
patterns of distributions and a significant effect of replacement. This supports the
prediction that the less information remaining in the face, the less chance there is of the
face being recognised. Homogenous subsets suggest that at least four features need to
be replaced for a significant increase in miss rates, but this result is skewed by the non‐
ordinal results of replacements 4 and 5. The slightly later criterion point for the lecturer
data (replacement 4) compared to the celebrity (replacement 3) could be attributed to
the generally lower miss rates for lecturer data that may not have allowed for a
significant change until during later stages of feature replacement. Effect sizes (Cohen’s
D) for position also reflected a difference in the pattern of results with the mean effect
size by position higher for celebrities (d = 0.68) than lecturers (d = 0.59). This supports
the finding that replacing features has more of an effect on recognition of celebrity faces,
compared to lecturers.

In comparison, the criterion points found differed between target type and for combined
data, where the first significant increase in miss rates occurred upon replacing at least
two features, three features for celebrity data and four for lecturers. However, this
theoretical criterion point only marks a point at which miss rates increase significantly: it
does not mark a point at which identity is concealed for all participants, as this point was
never found. It should also be noted that the celebrity data feature hierarchy in phase 1i
suggested a preference towards the internal features as an indication of higher
familiarity, compared to the lecturer version that indicated an external feature
preference. One would also expect that if a face is less familiar that the miss rates will be
higher because of featural manipulations. However, the miss rates were higher for
celebrities compared to lecturers (MD = 9.5%). This was in contrast to phase 1i where
celebrities yielded lower miss rates than lecturers (MD = 12.0%). This mirror effect could
be explained by the difference in the impact of featural disruptions to the holistic whole‐
face context effect (Tanaka and Farah, 1993), which is higher for more familiar faces
(celebrities): phase 1i only replaced one feature and was less disruptive to the whole‐face
context (lower miss rates for celebrities than lecturers) compared to the compound
feature replacement of phase 2 that was more disruptive and, therefore, had a greater
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impact on recognition for more familiar faces (celebrities higher miss rates than
lecturers) (see section 2.4 Holistic processing, for a literature review on holistic
processing). The homogenous subsets for replacement found that a significant increase
in miss rates (criterion point) occurred later for the lecturer data (replacement 4)
compared to celebrities (replacement 3). This is surprising given that one would expect a
less familiar face to yield significant increases in miss rates earlier on in feature
replacement. However, the lecturer data yielded fewer responses per item, which have
likely increased noise and made the power of the test lower for lecturers (this is evidence
by much higher standard deviation scores for the lecturer data, compared to celebrities).
Given this point, it is perhaps more ecologically valid to use the criterion points for the
celebrity data that have higher numbers of responses per item and represent a higher
level of familiarity. The celebrity data suggests that at least three features (half the face)
need to be replaced before a significant increase in miss rates.

It should be noted that celebrity data was initially analysed using an independent
subjects design for the between subjects factors of feature and replacement, followed by
a subsequent more powerful analysis using a mixed‐factorial design where feature was
able to be analysed as a within subjects factor (this could not be carried out for the
lecturer data due to missing data points, so only independent subjects analysis was
carried out). Homogenous subsets for the celebrity data were generated for both
analyses with slight differences between the two: replacement 3 shifts from group two to
group one. This difference could be attributed to a difference in how the error term was
calculated (it is lower for feature in the mixed factorial design, giving more power).
Reported above, are the subsets for the mixed‐factorial analysis.

Trials: The number of valid trials for the celebrity version was quite high at 85.1% of the
total trials and in contrast, the lecturer version of the experiment yielded valid trials of
only 36.9% of the total trials shown. The reasons for this are the same as for phase 1 and
caused by differences in recruitment and participant pools for the lecturer version (see
Phase 1 section 4.6 for a discussion on Familiarity). Recruitment for the lecturer version
was low at seventy‐one participants compared to ninety‐one for the celebrity version.
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The lower lecturer numbers were as a result of a logistical timing issue, with data
collection only being able to be completed mainly over the second academic semester.

Similar to phase 1, further analysis was carried out to assess whether the likelihood of
familiarity for each target had an effect on miss rates. Both phase 2 experiments showed
no significant correlation between miss rates and the level of familiarity per target. This
may suggest that a target’s popularity (or level of familiarity) does not affect the
recognition rates under the stimulus manipulations. Unlike phase 1, which did find a
correlation, and even though there were clear quantitative and some qualitative
differences in miss rates between the different versions of the experiment, this does not
appear to be caused by the level of familiarity, or popularity, indicated through the
number of valid trials. However, further analysis showed that when the familiarity score
was used as a covariate in an ANOVA for replacement and feature for the celebrity data,
it had a significant effect: the higher the familiarity to participant score, the higher the
miss rates. This is in contrast to the expectation the familiarity would render a target
more invariant to featural manipulations, but it seems that these manipulations are more
disruptive for more popular compared to less popular faces, via holistic processing
effects. This popularity score seems to be providing some stimulus specific effect under
the various featural manipulations, suggesting that in this context, the familiarity of a
target face may change how it is affected by feature replacement and how many features
have been replaced, but not for the overall miss rate.

Feature saliency
Both celebrity and lecturer data yielded no significant main effect of feature, even
though when combined, a main effect of feature was found. However, this was only due
to a significant difference between the eyes and mouth and an approaching significant
difference with the outline. This suggests a slightly higher saliency for when the eyes are
replaced across all replacements, which aligns with previous literature (see section 2.3
Feature saliency hierarchy). As indicated by the individual homogenous subsets, the only
features to also show an ordinal increase in miss rates for replacement were outline and
eyebrows (for combined data) and eyes and outline for the celebrity data with none for
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the lecturers, which was not able to be assessed in this way due to missing data. Outline
showed a consistent result between the celebrity and combined data. However, miss
rates were generally low at replacement 1 and high at replacement 6 for all features for
celebrities and lecturers, with similar overall miss rates across features, supporting the
lack of overall effect of feature in these individual versions. Both versions did find an
interaction between replacement and feature, even when no main effect of feature was
found. For the celebrity data, this interaction was attributed to an effect of feature at
replacement 4 only. Further analysis using contrasts found that there was a significant
difference between the mouth (lowest miss) and nose (highest miss) at this replacement.
Upon further inspection of the data, the mouth followed the replacement of less salient
features (eyebrows, nose and outline) compared to the nose which followed the
replacement of high saliency features (eyes, hair and less salient eyebrows). Therefore, it
seems that, in general, which features have already been replaced does not make a
difference to feature replacement, except at replacement 4, which coincidentally is also
just after the point at which a significant increase in miss rates occurred (replacement 3).
From this, it seems that the feature being replaced, as well as which features have been
replaced prior, are not important, until the critical point at which the stimulus switched
from old to new identity. In this case, the features replaced before the nose could be
considered to make up the upper half of the face (nose, eyes, hair and eyebrows). The
features replaced after the mouth could be considered to make up mostly the lower half
of the face (mouth, nose, outline and eyebrows (not lower face, but least salient)). This
result could be likened to the composite face effect (Young et al., 1987). The lecturer
data also showed a significant interaction between feature and replacement that showed
no effect of feature on all replacements, but a significant effect of replacement for all
features, except the eyebrows (although this was approaching).

Homogenous subsets for individual features for the lecturer data could not be produced
as some items had less than two responses. However, they were for the celebrity data,
which showed that not all features yielded an ordinal increase in miss rates. However,
even though there were differences between subsets for the features, there was one
commonality: there were no significant differences between replacements 5 and 6 for all
features (except the mouth). This suggests that after replacement 5, further feature
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replacement of the sixth feature does not make much difference to miss rates and that
even further replacement to replacement 7 (100% miss rate, or different identity) also
does not yield a significant difference.

Residual information
One key finding from the results of phase 2 demonstrated that recognition was still
possible for familiar faces even when all six features had been replaced. Replacement 6
stimuli had all six features replaced so that there were no remaining target features.
Figure 5.4‐1 shows the celebrity and lecturer targets that received correct recognitions at
replacement 6 in phase 2, accounting for thirteen correct recognitions across six targets.
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Figure 5.4‐1: Targets receiving correct recognition for replacement 6
Six targets received correct recognition responses for when their respective composite with all six
features replaced, was shown. Paired images for targets (Left: Veridical image; right:
replacement 6 composite) (Number of Correct recognitions; lecturer 2=1, lecturer 3=1,
Jennifer Lawrence=1, Brad Pitt =6, Daniel Radcliffe=3, Leonardo DiCaprio=1).

This result is supported by the differences in miss rates between replacement 6 (74.5%)
and replacement 7 (100.0%, everything changed) which was significant for the combined
data, suggesting that there was still substantial information available for recognition
(MD=25.5%) between the miss rate for replacements 6 and 7 (see Table 5.3‐8). It should
be noted that four of the targets received only one correct recognition. However, Daniel
Radcliffe received three correct recognitions (valid trials =12), and Brad Pitt six (valid
trials = 14). Both of these figures are fairly high, and therefore unlikely to have occurred
by chance, an explanation that might be valid for the other targets who received one
correct recognition.
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The compositing technique was designed to reduce the manipulations to only featural,
by keeping the configuration and contrast of the target constant with the least amount of
disruption. Therefore, for replacement 6, the only remaining target information in the
image, is the configuration and general contrast of the target. It seems that participants
were still able to recognise the targets fairly well with these minimal cues (see section 2.4
Holistic processing for a review on the different streams of information used for
recognition). However, it should be noted that with the compositing technique there
appears to have been a bias towards the composited features being manipulated in such
a way that they would be visually similar to the target in order to generate a plausible
face. This can be seen in the composite of Brad Pitt, where the angle of the jawline is the
same as the target image and the angle of the eyebrows kept the same to maintain
configuration and contrast patterns. This suggests that stimulus specific compositing may
account for some of the correct recognitions, where the featural change has been
rendered minimal by overly restricting disruption to the configural/contrast streams of
information. It is also possible that some target faces were more invariant to feature
replacement because of more memorable configurations and/or contrast patterns.
Correlational analysis between the three characteristic ratings scores (celebrity data) and
the miss rate for replacement 6 revealed no significant correlations, suggesting facial
characteristics do not account for this effect. Additionally, further analysis using the
likelihood of familiarity score (percentage of total trials that were valid for analysis may
indicate some likelihood of familiarity or popularity of the target) also showed no
significant correlations when compared to the mean miss rate per target. It is also
important to note that this result may be due to some participants having superior face
recognition abilities that are still able to recognise faces that have been heavily edited
(see Appendix A – Methodological considerations for more detail on face recognition
ability). Therefore, it is likely that this result is not due to a stimulus specific effect but
rather due to:
a) the compositing technique bias towards matching sampled features to the target
in a more congruent way to minimise disruption to the other streams of
information.
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b) residual configural information and contrast patterns being sufficient for a correct
recognition.
c) Some participants having superior face recognition abilities that make them more
invariant to featural manipulations.

Summary
When celebrity and lecturer data were combined, the results for phase 2 showed an
ordinal increase in miss rates by feature replacement. Replacement also yielded a linear
pattern of results as expected, as well as a quadratic pattern of results that seems to
demonstrate a criterion point in the replacement order. Homogenous subsets suggest
that a significant increase in miss rates, or criterion point, occurred after replacing two
features (supported by a large effect size found between position 1 and 2). The celebrity
and lecturer versions yielded similar, mostly ordinal, patterns of results for replacement.
Feature yielded a main effect for the combined data, where replacing the eyes yielded
significantly more miss rates than when replacing the mouth. Feature was also found to
have more of an effect in the middle of feature replacement (replacements 2‐5) but not
for replacements 1 and 6, suggesting feature becomes more impactful around the
criterion point where miss rates markedly increase. An effect of feature was not found
for the different data types. However, an interaction was found at replacement 4 for
celebrities, where prior feature replacement had a significant effect on miss rates.
Further analysis showed this to be a difference between the features of the upper and
lower halves of the face. When all six features were replaced at replacement 6,
recognition was still possible, to some extent, perhaps using residual information or due
to participants having superior face recognition abilities.
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6 Automated face recognition systems
6.1 Introduction
As a comparative way to assess whether the resulting stimuli were convincing to a
computer system, the celebrity face stimuli set was run through three automated face
recognition (AFR) systems as an ancillary study (see section 2.6 Automated Face
recognition systems for a review). It is possible that offenders may check face images for
identity using automated systems. The results allowed for the comparison of the three
systems tested as well as a comparison with the participant data performance from
Phases 1 and 2. Not all automated face recognition systems were available for the public
to use, and so a subset of those available and accessible were utilised: Google Picasa
(was available during project but is now defunct); the face recognition function in the
image editing software, Adobe Lightroom; and the online resource, Twinsornot. As
publicly available systems, they will also be available to offenders to check identity of
facial images.

6.2 Method
The three automated face recognition systems were adopted and used to test the
composite stimulus set from the experimental phases. The methodology for each system
is summarised below:
1 Twinsornot: The online automated face comparison system, Twinsornot
(www.twinsornot.net) was used to assess how similar the stimuli (under varying
feature conditions) were to their respective veridical images. Methodology
consisted of pairwise percentage similarity ratings between two images; the
veridical target image versus a feature condition stimulus (see Figure 6.2‐1).
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Images were uploaded to the website temporarily for Twinsornot to make
similarity calculations.

Figure 6.2‐1: Screenshot of the Twinsornot online GUI

2 Adobe Lightroom: This desktop image editing software was tested to see if the
system could recognise the target faces from the experimental stimuli. Veridical
images were first uploaded with name tags so that the system learned who the
face belonged to. Subsequently the experimental stimuli were uploaded by
condition (so that only one image per target was visible at any one time) and
where the system recognised the face, suggested a name (see Figure 6.2‐2).
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Figure 6.2‐2: Screenshot of Adobe Lightroom GUI
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3 Google Picasa: This desktop photo editing software was utilised in the same way
as for Adobe Lightroom (see Figure 6.2‐3).

Figure 6.2‐3: Screenshot of the Google Picasa GUI
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All systems were tested on a Lenovo ThinkPad (Windows 10) laptop using the installed
software (Lightroom and Picasa) and the Internet Explorer browser to access Twinsornot
online. Results were recorded in a Microsoft Excel worksheet.

6.3 Results
Phase 1
First analysis: In the first analysis, 144 stimulus images (24 celebrity targets x 6 feature
conditions) were run through the three different automated face recognition systems
and compared to the veridical target images (n = 24). Results for the three systems for
analysis of the Phase 1i stimuli were not vastly different to each other with the results for
Picasa and Adobe Lightroom scored as a correct recognition percentage and the scores
for Twinsornot as a similarity percentage. For the purposes of analysis, all correct
recognition scores were inverted to yield miss rates and the Twinsornot results were also
inverted to yield a dissimilarity percentage. Although Twinsornot is a dissimilarity
percentage and the other two are miss rates they are being considered comparable for
this analysis. Overall mean miss/dissimilarity scores varied between Picasa and the other
two systems with Picasa yielding the highest miss rates (38.2%) and both Adobe
Lightroom and Twinsornot yielding floor results of 0.0%. Therefore inferential analysis
was only carried out on Picasa for the first analysis.
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Figure 6.3‐1: Picasa – Mean miss in percentage by feature.

Descriptive analysis: Figure 6.3‐1 reveals miss rates by feature for Picasa. Results showed
the lowest miss rate for mouth (M = 4.2%, SD = 20.4%) similar to outline (M = 12.5%, SD =
33.8%) and nose (M = 16.7%, SD = 38.1%). Eyebrows and hair (both M = 50.0%, SD =
51.1%) showed much higher and very similar miss rates, with eyes considerably higher, at
almost ceiling level (M = 95.8%, SD = 20.4%).

Analysis of Variance: To test for the overall effect of feature on miss rates, an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was carried out. For Picasa, RM ANOVA for the within‐subjects factor
of feature (E,EB,N,M,H,O) found a significant main effect of feature (F(2.26, 52.04) =
23.68, p < .001, ηp2 = .51). Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of
sphericity had been violated (X2(14) = 66.36, p < .001), and therefore a Greenhouse‐
Geisser estimate was used (ε = .45). To test if any feature miss rates were significantly
different from one another, pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) were used.
Results showed significant differences between eyes (highest miss rate) and all other
features (p < .014), between mouth (lowest) and eyebrows (3rd) and hair (2nd) (p < .014)
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and approaching significant differences between hair (2nd) and outline (5th) (p = .061) and
between eyebrows (3rd) and outline (5th) (p = .061).

Second analysis: In the first analysis the systems were trained on the original veridical
images of the targets from which the composites were generated, therefore it is likely
that the composite images contained image cues that the face recognition systems may
use for picture matching instead of face recognition (Bruce and Young, 1986). To
investigate whether the systems had based their results on pictorial image qualities to
help match between veridical target and composite, a second analysis was conducted
using three new veridical images of the targets (the original target image was not
included). This was not repeated for the Twinsornot system due to a change in the
system’s online process (updates to the website required anti‐bot verification as well as
the storage of thumbnails of the images uploaded).
Table 6.3‐1: Picasa and Lightroom – Mean miss in percentage by feature (comparison of first
and second analysis)

Picasa

Lightroom

Eyes

1st
95.8

2nd
50.0

1st
0.0

2nd
25.0

Eyebrows

50.0

70.8

0.0

20.8

Hair

50.0

79.2

0.0

8.3

Nose

16.7

54.2

0.0

16.7

Outline

12.5

54.2

0.0

16.7

Mouth

4.2

54.2

0.0

12.5

Mean

38.2

60.3

0.0

16.7

Mean miss rates (%) for Picasa and Adobe Lightroom. n=24 per system. Column ‘1st’ lists the
means for the first analysis using the original veridical target images. Column ‘2nd’ lists the means
for the second analysis using three new veridical target images.

Descriptive analysis: Results, shown in Table 6.3‐1, show a very large increase in miss
rates for the Lightroom system between floor results for the first analysis (1 original
image) to the second analysis (3 new images). For the Picasa system, miss rates from the
first analysis also increase considerably in the second analysis overall. The feature
saliency hierarchy remains much the same except for a change in position of eyes which
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yielded the lowest miss rate in the second analysis compared to the highest in the first
analysis. This feature hierarchy will be compared with the participant data in a later
section.

Analysis of Variance: Each system was analysed using RM ANOVA for the within‐subjects
factor of feature (E,EB,N,M,H,O) using the second analysis data (3 new images). Picasa
showed a significant main effect of feature (F(5, 115) = 3.98, p = .002, ηp2 = .15). Post‐hoc
pairwise comparisons revealed an approaching significant difference between hair
(highest miss rate) and eyes (lowest) (p = .08). Lightroom showed no significant main
effect of feature (F(5, 115) = 1.32, p = .26, ηp2 = .05).
Comparison of analyses: For Picasa, RM ANOVA for the within‐subjects factor of feature
(E,EB,N,M,H,O) and between‐subjects factor of method of analysis (1st, 2nd) found a
significant main effect of feature (F(2.25, 103.62) = 16.80, p < .001, ηp2 = .27, X2(14) =
112.11, p < .001, (ε = .45). A between‐subjects effect of method of analysis was found to
be significant (F(1,46) = 5.56, p = .023, ηp2 = .11): the second analysis generally yielded
higher miss rates than the first, except for eyes.

There was also a significant interaction between feature and method of analysis
(F(2.25,103.62) = 14.41, p < .001, ηp2 = .24). For the interaction of feature and method of
analysis, previous analyses showed an effect of feature for both the first and second
analyses. The effect of method of analysis was analysed for each feature separately. All
features revealed a significant effect (p < .036) except for the eyebrows (p = .15): for
eyes, mouth, hair and outline, the first analysis yielded significantly higher miss rates
than for the second (p < .036); for nose, the first was higher than the second (p = .006).

For the Lightroom system, the ANOVA was repeated and did not find a significant main
effect of feature (F(5,230) = 1.32, p = .26, ηp2 = .28). There was also no significant
interaction of feature and method of analysis (F(5,230) = 1.32, p =. 26, ηp2 = .28) but a
between‐subjects effect of method of analysis (F(1.46) = 7.46, p = .009, ηp2 = .14). The
second method yielded much higher miss rates than the first.
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Comparison to humans: The automated systems data was subsequently compared to
the results from the human participant data (celebrity). Data from the second analysis
was used as learning from multiple images of the celebrities is more aligned with the way
that humans will have encoded a memory from multiple images (i.e. not via picture
matching).
Table 6.3‐2: Participants and Automated systems ‐ Mean miss in percentage by feature.

Eyes
Hair
Mouth
Outline
Nose
Eyebrows
Mean

Participants
Mean
18.9
10.0
9.2
8.3
5.7
2.6
9.1

Picasa
Mean
50.0
79.2
54.2
54.2
54.2
70.8
60.4

Lightroom
Mean
25.0
8.3
12.5
16.7
16.7
20.8
16.7

Descriptive analysis: Table 6.3‐2 shows that participants performed better at face
recognition on every feature change, yielding the lowest mean miss rates overall
compared to the two automated systems. The feature saliency hierarchy observed in the
participant data is not the same in the automated systems with some main differences:
Eyebrows, the lowest saliency feature for participants, yielded the second highest miss
rates in the Picasa data and Lightroom; Eyes, the highest saliency feature for
participants, is found to be the lowest for Picasa, but congruently the highest for
Lightroom; Hair, the second highest saliency feature for participants is comparably high
for the Picasa data (first) but the least salient for Lightroom.
Analysis of Variance: RM ANOVA for the within‐subjects factor of feature (E,EB,N,M,H,O)
and the between‐subjects factor of system (participants, Picasa, Lightroom) did not find a
significant main effect of feature (F(3.47, 239.18) = 1.56, p = .19, ηp2 = .02, X2(14) = 85.40,
p < .001, ε = .69). A between‐subjects effect of system was found to be significant
(F(2,69) = 21.15, p < .001, ηp2 = .38). To test if any system performed better or worst than
the others, Tukey’s HSD post‐hoc comparisons were used. Results revealed that Picasa
yielded significantly higher miss rates than both other systems (p < .001) but not
between Lightroom and participants (p = .65).
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Simple main effects: There was a significant interaction between feature and system
(F(6.93,239.18) = 3.93, p < .001, ηp2 = .10). Previous analysis showed an effect of feature
for participants and Picasa, but not for Lightroom. The effect of system was analysed for
each feature separately. All features showed an effect of the system used for analysis (p
< .023). Tukey’s HSD post‐hoc tests revealed that the effect of system for each feature
was due to Picasa yielding significantly higher miss rates than the other two systems (p <
.003) (except for eyes, where Picasa was only significantly higher than participants (p =
.022)).

Phase 1ii
For phase 1ii celebrities (images of single facial features), both Picasa and Lightroom
failed to find names that matched to the stimuli. It seems that the systems were unable
to process them as they did not appear as full faces. Twinsornot was also unable to
detect a face and was therefore unable to output similarity ratings.

Phase 2
First analysis: All of the 144 stimulus images in phase 2 (24 celebrity targets x 6
replacements (feature replaced at that point) presented to the same three automated
face recognition systems using the same methodology as for phase 1 (again, inverting the
results data to miss rates and dissimilarity scores) (see section 6 Phase 1). As no main
effect of feature was found in the celebrity participant data, only replacement was
analysed. Overall mean scores for replacement were similar across the systems with
Picasa yielding the highest miss rate, moderately more than Adobe Lightroom, which was
similar to Twinsornot. See Table 6.3‐3 for a summary of the mean miss scores (%) for
Picasa and Lightroom and the mean dissimilarity scores (%) for Twinsornot.
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Table 6.3‐3: Automated Face recognition systems – Mean miss/dissimilarity in percentage by
replacement

Picasa
Miss %
Replace
ment

1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

Mean
4.2
12.5
8.3
8.3
25.0
70.8
21.5

S.D.
20.4
33.8
28.2
28.2
44.2
46.4
41.2

Lightroom
Miss %
Mean
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
25.0
75.0
16.7

S.D.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
44.2
44.2
37.4

Twinsornot
Dissimilarity %
Mean
0.0
0.0
2.3
14.3
30.4
49.0
16.0

S.D.
0.0
0.0
8.3
15.8
17.5
21.5
22.6

Miss rates and standard deviation (S.D.) scores for Picasa and Lightroom and dissimilarity scores
for Twinsornot (celebrity). N = 24 per system. Bottom row: overall means.

Descriptive analysis: All systems showed an ordinal increase in miss rates/dissimilarity by
feature replacement, except for Picasa where replacement 2 yielded higher miss rates
than replacements 3 and 4. The change at replacement 6 also yielded particularly marked
increases in miss rates for all systems. However, Lightroom and Twinsornot showed floor
effects (M = 0.0%) for replacements 1‐4 and 1‐2, respectively. For replacement 6, it was
hypothesised that replacing all six features would result in 100% miss rates. However,
Picasa yielded correct recognition for 7 targets and Lightroom yielded 6. Twinsornot
could not be analysed this way due to the scaled scoring but one target did yield 100%
similarity for replacement 6.

Analysis of Variance: In line with the participant analysis (see 5.3 Results), two levels
were added to the factor of replacement: “0” and “100”. Univariate ANOVA for the
between‐subjects factor of replacement was carried out for each system separately.
Picasa showed a significant main effect of replacement (F(7, 184) = 35.46, p < .001, ηp2 =
.57). Tukey HSD post‐hoc tests were used to assess the pattern of replacement miss rates
in terms of their distribution and as part of that test, Tukey groups levels together that
are not significantly different from one another as part of a homogenous subset output
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table. If replacement levels are significantly different from one another, they are placed
in a separate subset. Tukey’s HSD Homogenous subsets for the factor of replacement
shows data grouped into three subsets (see Table 6.3‐4).
Table 6.3‐4: Phase 2 ‐ Homogenous subsets for replacement (Picasa)

Subset

Replaceme
nt
0
1
3
4
2
5
6
7
Sig.

N
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

1
0.0
4.2
8.3
8.3
12.5
25.0

2

3

70.8
.08

100.0
1.00

1.00

A significant difference occurs after replacing six features with a further significant
increase between replacement 6 and 7.

Lightroom showed a significant main effect of replacement (F(7, 184) = 78.86, p < .001,
ηp2 = .75). Tukey’s HSD Homogenous subsets for the factor of replacement shows data
grouped into four subsets (see Table 6.3‐5).
Table 6.3‐5: Phase 2 ‐ Homogenous subsets for replacement (Lightroom)

Replacem
ent
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2

3

4

25.0
75.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

100.0
1.0
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A significant difference occurs after replacing five features. Further significant changes
occur for replacements 6 and 7.

Twinsornot showed a significant main effect of replacement (F(7, 184) = 220.60, p < .001,
ηp2 = .89). Tukey’s HSD Homogenous subsets for the factor of replacement shows data
grouped into five subsets (see Table 6.3‐6).
Table 6.3‐6: Phase 2 ‐ Homogenous subsets for replacement (Twinsornot)

Replacem
ent
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

1
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.3

2

3

4

5

14.3
30.4
49.0
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

100.0
1.00

A significant increase in miss rates occurs after four features are replaced with further
increases occurring after each feature replacement.

Comparing the systems: To compare the systems, Univariate ANOVA for the factors of
replacement (0‐7) and system (Picasa, Lightroom, Twinsornot) found a significant main
effect of replacement (F(7,552) = 193.20, p < .001, ηp2 = .71), but no significant effect of
system overall (F(2,552) = 1.92, p = .15, ηp2 = .01). Tukey’s HSD Homogenous subsets for
the factor of replacement shows data grouped into four subsets (see Table 6.3‐7).
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Table 6.3‐7: Phase 2 ‐ Homogenous subsets for replacement across all systems

Replacemen
t
0
1
3
2
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72

1
0.0
1.4
3.6
4.2
7.5

2

3

4

26.8
65.0
.48

1.00

1.00

100.0
1.00

Showing replacements 1‐4 grouped together

A significant difference occurs after replacing five features. Further significant changes
occur after replacing each of the next two features.

Simple main effects: A significant interaction between replacement and system was also
found (F(14,552) = 1.95, p = .020, ηp2 = .05). Simple main effects were used to establish if
any feature was affected differently by its replacement number, and if any replacement
was affected differently by which feature was being replaced at that point. These were
calculated for each replacement (1‐6) with the between‐subjects factor of system
(Picasa, Lightroom, Twinsornot). Results showed no effect of system on replacements 1,
3, 5 and 6 (p > .052) but a significant effect on replacements 2 (p = .043) and 4 (p = .035):
simple contrasts showed this effect could be attributed to Picasa yielding significantly
higher miss rates than the other two systems (p < .031). For replacement 4, Twinsornot
yielded significantly higher miss rates than Lightroom (p = .010).
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Second analysis: As before, the analysis was repeated using three other veridical images
for only Picasa and Lightroom.
Table 6.3‐8: Phase 2 – Mean miss in percentage by replacement (comparison of first and
second analysis).

Picasa
Replaceme
nt

1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

1st
4.2
12.5
8.3
8.3
25.0
70.8
21.5

2nd
70.8
58.3
66.7
79.2
91.7
100.0
70.8

Lightroom
1st
2nd
0.0
20.8
0.0
25.0
0.0
29.2
0.0
50.0
25.0
70.8
75.0
87.5
16.7
47.9

Mean miss scores (%) for Picasa and Adobe Lightroom. n=24 per system. Column ‘1st’ lists the
means for the first analysis using the original veridical target images. Column ‘2nd’ lists the means
for the second analysis using three new veridical target images.

Descriptive analysis: Results, shown in Table 6.3‐8, show an incline in miss rates for both
systems between the first analysis (1 original image) and the second analysis (3 new
images). For the Picasa system, a mostly ordinal increase in miss rates can be seen for the
second analysis, except for replacement 1. The first analysis showed a similar pattern,
except for replacement 2. Lightroom yielded floor results for replacements 1‐4 followed
by ordinal increases for replacements 5 and 6 in the second analyses, but an ordinal
increase for the first. For replacement 6, Picasa yielded no correct recognitions, but
Lightroom yielded three (accounting for 12.5% of items).

Analysis of Variance: Each system was analysed separately using Univariate ANOVA for
the factor of replacement (0‐7) and the second analysis data (3 new). Picasa showed a
significant main effect of replacement (F(7, 184) = 21.29, p < .001, ηp2 = .45). Tukey’s HSD
Homogenous subsets for the factor of replacement shows data grouped into four subsets
(see Table 6.3‐9)
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Table 6.3‐9: Phase 2 celebrity ‐ Homogenous subsets for replacement using three veridical
images (Picasa)

Replacem
ent
0
2
3
1
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

1
0.0

2
58.3
66.7
70.8
79.2

1.00

.42

3

66.7
70.8
79.2
91.7

.20

4

70.8
79.2
91.7
100.0
100.0
.07

A significant difference occurs after replacing at two features, with the miss rates non‐
ordinal. A further significant increase occurs after replacement 3 and 1 (moved to 4th in
the order).

Lightroom also yielded a significant effect of replacement (F(7, 184) = 920.36, p < .001,
ηp2 = .44). P Tukey’s HSD Homogenous subsets for the factor of replacement shows data
grouped into four subsets (see Table 6.3‐10).
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Table 6.3‐10: Phase 2 ‐ Homogenous subsets for replacement using three veridical images
(Lightroom)

Replaceme
nt
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Sig.

Subset
N
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

1
0.0
20.8
25.0
29.2

.15

2
20.8
25.0
29.2
50.0

.15

3

50.0
70.8

.56

4

70.8
87.5
100.0
.15

A significant difference occurs after replacing at least four features with a second
significant change occurring after replacing five, followed by replacements 6 and 7, which
are grouped together.
Comparison of analyses: For the Picasa system, Univariate ANOVA for the factor of
replacement and method of analysis (1st, 2nd). A main effect method of analysis was
found to be significant (F(1,368) = 45.00, p < .001, ηp2 = .46). This may have been due to
amplitude differences in miss rates: second analysis was higher than the first.

An approaching significant interaction was found between replacement and method of
analysis (F(7,368) = 9.84, p < .001, ηp2 = .16). Previous analyses showed an effect of
replacement for both the first and second methods. The effect of method of analysis was
analysed for each replacement separately. All replacements showed an effect (p < .005):
the second analysis yielded higher miss rates than the first.

For Lightroom, the ANOVA was repeated and found a main effect of method of analysis
to be significant (F(1,368) = 65.65, p < .001, ηp2 = .56): the second analysis yielded higher
miss rates than the first.
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A significant interaction between replacement and method of analysis was found
(F(7,368) = 4.32, p < .001, ηp2 = .08). The effect of method of analysis was analysed for
each replacement separately. Replacements 1‐5 showed an effect (p < .019) where the
second analysis yielded significant higher miss rates than the first, but replacement 6 did
not (p = .28).

Comparison to humans: As before, the automated systems second analyses data was
compared to the human participant data (celebrity).

Figure 6.3‐2: Phase 2 (participants and automated systems) ‐ Mean miss in percentage by
replacement

Descriptive analysis: Figure 6.3‐2 shows that overall mean miss rates were lowest for the
participant data (M = 44.3%) similar to Lightroom (M = 47.2%) compared to Picasa
(Picasa, M = 77.8%) which was considerably higher. The ordinal increase in miss rates as
features are replaced is observed in the Lightroom and participant data. This is also
mostly the case for the Picasa data except for replacement 1 (M = 70.8%) is higher than
means for replacements 2 (M = 58.3%) and 3 (M = 66.7%). To note, Picasa also yielded
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100% mean miss rates for when all six features had been replaced, in comparison to the
participant data (M = 86.1%) and Lightroom (M = 87.5%).

Analysis of Variance: Univariate ANOVA for the between‐subjects factor of replacement
and factor of system (humans, Picasa, Lightroom) found a significant main effect of
replacement (F(7,552) = 79.85, p < .001, ηp2 = .50) and system (F(2,552) = 36.35, p <
.001, ηp2 = .12). Post‐hoc Tukey’s HSD analysis of systems found Picasa yielded
significantly higher miss rates than both participants and Lightroom (p < .001). However,
no significant difference was found between participants and Lightroom (p = .78).

Simple main effects: A significant interaction between replacement and system was
found (F(14,552) = 3.13, p < .001, ηp2 = .07). Simple main effects of system for each
replacement were carried out. All replacements showed a significant effect of system (p
< .043) and an approaching significant effect for replacement 6 (p = .081): replacements
1‐3 revealed that Picasa showed significantly higher miss rates than both other systems
(p < .019); for replacement 4, Picasa showed an approaching significantly higher miss rate
than Lightroom (p = .052); for replacement 5, Picasa was significantly higher than
participants (p = .045); and for replacement 6, no system was significantly different to
the other (p > .10).

6.4 Discussion
For the purposes of this chapter, the results from the automated face recognition study
will be discussed separately for phase 1 and 2. It was not known whether performance
for the automated systems or human participants would be better due to them both
potentially having advantages outlined in the literature: Research had found that
performance for frontal face images was superior for the automated systems, however
other research found that humans were superior when using familiar faces when parts
had been disguised (see section 2.6 Automated Face recognition systems for a review).
Two main themes emerged from phase 1:
1. The automated systems were heavily reliant on the images used for training,
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2. Each system was differently affected by featural manipulations which were also
different from the human participant data.
Three main results emerged from phase 2:
1. The automated systems were reliant on image training,
2. Systems showed a mostly ordinal increase in miss rates through feature
replacement and although different in score amplitude, were comparable to the
human participant data,
3. One system yielded correct recognitions when all six features had been replaced.

Phase 1: Results showed that for phase 1, Lightroom and Twinsornot systems were not
affected at all by the featural manipulations, yielding 0.0% miss rates/dissimilarity across
all conditions. Picasa, did however, yield some misses with an overall miss rate of 38.2%.
This analysis was carried out by training the systems on the original veridical image that
the condition stimuli were generated from. Because of this, it is likely that the systems
used image pattern recognition rather than face recognition, so it is unsurprising that the
miss rates/dissimilarity scores were so low. Therefore, the analysis was repeated using
three additional images of the celebrity targets for system training for Picasa and
Lightroom. Overall miss rates were higher for the second analysis, and this reflects a
more real‐world scenario, where faces are familiarised with several views and contexts.
Picasa showed the largest increase in miss rates (+22.1%) compared to Lightroom
(+16.7%).

In the first analysis, Lightroom and Twinsornot yielded floor‐level results and so no
feature hierarchy was present. For Picasa, however, there was a feature hierarchy with a
significant effect of feature on miss rates. Replacing the mouth yielded the lowest miss
rates and therefore could be considered the least salient for Picasa. This was followed by
the outline, nose, and eyebrows, with the hair and eyes showing the highest miss rates
and therefore highest saliency for the system. Post‐hoc tests revealed two notable
results: significant differences between the most salient eyes and all other features, and
the hair and all other features, except the eyebrows, nose and outline. The least salient
feature, mouth, was also significantly different from all features, except the nose and
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outline. This suggests a grouping of the highest saliency features (eyes and hair)
compared to the rest, and the mouth in its own low importance group.

In contrast, the second analysis yielded a hierarchy for Lightroom and a different one for
Picasa (Twinsornot not analysed), in addition to higher miss rates. Lightroom now
showed hierarchies for the features, but no significant effect of feature, and the
hierarchy for Picasa (showing a significant effect of feature), differed from the first
analysis: with the eyes dropping from the highest saliency to the lowest for the second
analysis. Lightroom’s hierarchy showed two notable differences to Picasa: the eyes were
the most salient and the hair now the least. The lack of effect of feature for Lightroom
suggests that even though a hierarchy was present, the differences between features
were not vast. This suggests that the Lightroom system is perhaps not overly reliant on
feature processing but rather uses a more holistic (overall image) approach.

In comparison, participant data showed a lower level of miss rates compared to Picasa
and Lightroom (using second analysis data, excluding Twinsornot), suggesting that
participants perform better and are more invariant to featural manipulations. However,
participant (9.1%) and Lightroom (16.7%) overall mean miss scores were not statistically
different. Picasa (60.3%) was, however, significantly higher than both participants and
Lightroom with majority miss rates. This suggests that the holistic processing strategy
used by humans for familiar faces yielded an advantage for human performance in
comparison to the automated systems. Again, hierarchies varied with notable differences
as the least salient feature for participants, eyebrows, shifted to second highest for
Picasa and Lightroom. Eyes were consistently important for both participants and
Lightroom but low importance for Picasa, demonstrating vast differences in each systems
reliance on features. In support of this, Picasa showed statistically significant differences
for all features when compared to the other systems (except for the eyes).

Results suggest that both systems are highly dependent on the images with which they
are trained, indicated by the statistically significant differences found between the two
analyses for both Picasa and Lightroom, driven by differences in score amplitude. There
were also differences in the saliency of featural information between systems. Overall
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miss rates were moderately high suggesting that should these types of composite images
be run through these systems, there is a reasonably high likelihood that they will not be
recognized. Additionally, this poor performance is likely because the systems are reliant
on the use of veridical target images in training. Results also suggest that changing one
feature is enough to yield a similarity score that is below the predefined threshold of
what is classified as a ‘match’ by the systems.

Phase 2: Overall performance for phase 2 was fairly good with low miss/dissimilarity
scores for all systems (Picasa, 21.5%; Lightroom, 16.7%; Twinsornot, 16.0%). For all
systems, replacement 1 always yielded the lowest score and replacement 6 the highest,
as expected, with a significant effect of replacement for all systems (all systems showed
at least linear and quadratic patterns). However not all increases were completely ordinal
with replacement 2 lower than replacement 3 and 4 for the Picasa system, although a
linear/quadratic/cubic distribution pattern was found. All systems also showed
statistically significant differences between replacement 6 and all other replacements
with Lightroom and Twinsornot yielding more widely spread feature scores with
significant differences between replacements 5, and sometimes 4, against all others.
Feature replacement was clustered in significantly different groups differently for each
system, suggesting that the potential identity criterion points shifted between systems.
Despite these differences, the systems were not statistically different from one another.
Only two replacements (2, 4) showed an effect of the system being used (replacement 2,
between Picasa and both other systems; replacement 4, between Lightroom and
Twinsornot).

As for phase 1, the analysis was repeated using three additional veridical images for
training with Lightroom and Picasa. Overall miss rates increased for both systems with
Picasa yielding the largest increase (+49.3%) compared to Lightroom (+31.2%), supported
by a statistically significant effect of the type of analysis. Both systems showed a mostly
ordinal increase in miss rates during feature replacement, except for Picasa, where
replacement 1 yielded lower scores than replacements 2 and 3. The effect of
replacement was, as expected, statistically significant and linear in distribution and
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suggests that the systems were affected by the quantity of veridical detail left in the face
image. Lightroom’s data was more widely spread (more statistically significant
differences between features) suggesting a stronger effect of feature replacement.
Similar to the participant results, miss rates were not at ceiling level once all features had
been replaced at replacement 6 for the Lightroom system (3 items), suggesting that
some residual information was providing identity cues for recognition (see Figure 6.4‐1).

Figure 6.4‐1: Targets receiving correct recognition for replacement 6 (Lightroom) using three
other veridical images.
Three targets were correctly recognised by Lightroom when shown a target with all six features
replaced. (Left: three other veridical images used for training; right: replacement 6
composite).

It is possible that the configural and contrast information leftover in the stimulus was
sufficient for this, without any featural detail. Looking at the replacement 6 stimuli,
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there are strong resemblances to the target due to remaining configural and contrast
information, but also some remaining face type information (e.g. Hugh grant has a long
narrow face and a long chin, Leonardo DiCaprio has a widow’s peak).

In comparison, participant data (42.3%) showed a lower level of miss rates to Picasa
(70.8%) and Lightroom (47.9%) (using second analysis data, excluding Twinsornot),
suggesting participants perform better and are more invariant to featural manipulations.
This overall effect of system was significant and, additionally, a significant interaction
identified Picasa as yielding significantly higher miss rates than both other systems, but
not between participants and Lightroom. All systems showed an ordinal increase in miss
rates as expected (except Picasa where replacement 1 yielded lower miss rates than
replacements 2 and 3). It seems that in terms of processing, Lightroom was most similar
to the participant data, with both showing an entirely ordinal increase in miss rates
during feature replacement and continued recognition of identities even when all
features had been replaced at replacement 6, suggesting both were using other streams
of information: probably configural and contrast. They both also suggest that a
theoretical identity criterion point occurs once three (participants) or four (Lightroom)
features have been replaced (half the face or more).

To summarise, the automated systems performed better than participants (lower miss
rates) in both phases when they were trained on the original veridical image that all
stimuli were generated from. This suggests that the systems were using pattern rather
than, or in addition to, face recognition type processing. When the automated systems
were trained on three additional images of the celebrities instead, miss rates increased
significantly, and performance dropped to below that of participants as indicated by
overall mean miss rates. Phase 1 yielded feature hierarchies for Picasa and Lightroom
(2nd analysis), although only significant for Picasa. Lightroom’s hierarchy was most
comparable to participants with the eyes considered most salient. In phase 2, Lightroom
was more comparable to participants (celebrity data) with an ordinal increase in miss
rates, a first criterion point around the middle of feature replacement and correct
recognition for when all six features had been replaced.
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7 General Discussion
Created faces provide a way to generate new identities, or adapt existing ones, for
various applications such as for animation, CGI, training purposes, and stimulus sets to
name a few. The emergence of digital applications and technology has brought about a
way to digitally generate these types of faces, either through manually creating a new
face, such as in CGI scenarios, or through manipulating existing face images. This study
focused on scenarios where face features are sampled from donor faces (photographs)
and composited to form a new one. Two applications of this were used as motivation for
the research:
1. Creating new faces that behave as avatars on fake social media profiles for the
covert surveillance of online criminal activity.
2. Sampling from face photographs to ‘texture’ forensic facial depictions.

From these applications, the question arose as to whether compositing conceals the
identity of the donor component parts. This becomes important when sampling from
face photographs as the donors may not wish to be identified, especially in the forensic
applications mentioned above. The study used familiar face recognition tasks to test
stimuli where familiar faces had had facial features replaced with unknown ones, to test
whether replacing some features concealed identity more than others (Phase 1). A
second experiment (Phase 2) replaced features in a compound manner to see how many
features needed to be replaced in order to conceal identity.
It was hypothesised that:
1. a facial feature saliency hierarchy would be found when replacing target features
individually in a whole face.
2. replacing features in a target face in a compound manner would yield an ordinal
increase in miss rates and that there may be a criterion point during compound
feature replacing where the identity shifts from old to new.
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3. some features may be more important to be replaced and may affect criterion
points.
Additionally, more memorable faces may be more invariant to the featural manipulations
of the compositing process (see section 2.7 Summary for the full hypotheses).

Phase 1 was split into two parts (phase 1i and 1ii). Phase 1i showed whole faces with
features replaced and phase 1ii showed isolated target features to assess the relative
importance of each feature in embedded and isolated conditions. To summarise the
results, phase 1i yielded a feature saliency hierarchy, revealing eyes to be the most
impactful when changed, and eyebrows the least. Celebrities and lecturers represented
different familiarity types as indicated by the external feature preference for lecturer
targets (lower familiarity) compared to the internal preference for celebrities (higher
familiarity). Combined data for phase 2 revealed a completely ordinal increase in miss
rates by feature replacement with a theoretical criterion point from old to new identity
indicated by a significant increase in miss rates. Again, familiarity affected miss rates,
with celebrities yielding overall higher miss rates due to the more impactful disruption of
the compound feature replacement to holistic processing. The reverse of this effect was
found in phase 1i (lecturer miss rates higher than celebrities) where single feature
replacement did not disrupt holistic processing to the same extent. Overall, the most
salient feature from phase 1i (eyes) was also found to be more important in phase 2
where it yielded significantly higher miss rates when replaced, compared to the mouth.
The effect of feature was also found to be more impactful in the middle of feature
replacement where miss rates increased significantly. Identity was not concealed all of
the time indicated by correct recognitions for when all features had been replaced,
suggesting other types of residual information were being used.

This chapter will discuss overarching themes across the experiments, followed by
limitations of the study, contributions to theory and practice, and potential future
research. The following themes emerged from the results:

1. Configural information – featural information was manipulated, but configural
detail may have facilitated recognition.
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2. Contrast – Residual contrast information may have provided cues to identity

3. Stimulus Specific results – Interactions between some characteristics and miss
rates were observed. Are target faces impacted differently by featural
manipulations depending on their characteristics?
4. Explicit choice – Overt type recognition results mostly supported the recall results

7.1 Stimulus specific results
This section discusses any stimulus specific effects (characteristics or target sex
appearance) across all phases of the experiments.

Characteristics
Each of the celebrity targets was rated for three different characteristics that could be
used as a covariate in the experimental analysis to look for specific stimulus effects. A
subsequent familiarity Control section was also included to assess if there was evidence
for whether familiarity with the target affected participants’ perceptions of these
characteristics. The three characteristics were rated on a 7‐point Likert scale so that an
overall (Mean) assessment of rating could be found for each target. Increased familiarity
resulted in higher ratings for memorability.

Phase 1i showed a significant effect of memorability: the higher the memorability score
the lower the miss rates overall, as indicated by a scatterplot and a significant negative
correlation. It seems that the more memorable or distinctive a face is, the more invariant
it is to changes made to individual features. Figure 7.1‐1 shows the top and bottom three
scoring celebrity targets for memorability.
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Figure 7.1‐1: Memorability of celebrity targets.
Top row: the top three scoring celebrity targets for memorability. Bottom row: the bottom three
scoring celebrity targets for memorability.

If a target face is more memorable, this may render the face less vulnerable to featural‐
type changes. Faces were rated as a whole, and therefore there is no way to know what
is driving the memorability of the faces, and if that is feature specific. For example,
Angelina Jolie is known to be memorable because of her lips. It is also possible that the
memorability for any face may not be driven by features but could be driven by more
holistic impressions such as a memorable configuration of features or an interesting level
of contrast across the face (Logan et al., 2017, Valentine, 1991, Valentine and Bruce,
1986). An approaching significant interaction between memorability and feature was
found, suggesting that featural manipulations are affected differently by this
characteristic. Main effects showed an increased effect of memorability for (higher
memorability, lower miss rates) when the facial outline was replaced, compared to other
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features. Therefore, it seems that if the remaining facial information is highly
memorable, then changing the outline feature will have little effect, suggesting a low
level of saliency for the outline and that perhaps this feature is not as important for
perceptual measures of memorability. Approaching significant effects of memorability
for eyes and hair was found. Although not actually significant, this is a more expected
result as hairstyles may be memorable and particular to a person’s identity. In contrast,
hairstyles are often changed, in particular for celebrities, and so it could also be argued
that this result is surprising (Wright and Sladden, 2003).

The isolated feature version (phase 1ii) also showed a significant negative effect of
memorability overall where the more memorable the face is, the lower the miss rates
(indicated by a scatterplot and significant negative correlation). It can, therefore, be
theorised that the effect of memorability is not just interpreted from the whole face, but
also continues through to individual features and the lack of a significant interaction
shows that this effect was relatively even across feature conditions. It seems that the
encoding of faces, in general, allows for different levels of memorability that facilitates
recognition of features presented out of the whole‐face context.

Unlike phase 1, phase 2 showed no effect of memorability. This could be explained by the
compound feature replacement effect cancelling out any memorable residual
information that may have been used. Phase 1 only replaced a single feature, and so it is
possible that there was still enough information remaining in the face that facilitated
recognition for high memorability faces, but less so for low memorability faces. This was
the case for the early replacement conditions (e.g. replacement 1) where a considerable
amount of the target face was still remaining but any effect was reduced with the
increase in feature replacement. In contrast, phase 2 did find an overall effect of
trustworthiness: the higher the trustworthy score, the lower the miss rates. However, no
correlation was found between the mean miss of targets and their trustworthiness score.
In contrast, trustworthiness and attractiveness were not found to have an effect on miss
rates for phase 1i, nor was attractiveness for phase 2. It seems that these characteristics,
even though found to be embedded in recognition of faces in previous literature (Botwin
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et al., 1997, Little et al., 2006), are less useful under these types of manipulations, in the
context of this study.

Target faces were rated for overall memorability which should have, in theory, controlled
for any distinctive features that may affect individual feature results. However, it is
possible that one distinctive feature does not render a face as memorable, in general
(Benson and Perrett, 1994, Bruce et al., 1994). It is possible that requesting memorability
scores for each feature may have provided more insight into the role of salient features
and the effect of distinctiveness. However, this would have been an extensive task to
setup and outside the scope of this research.

Target sex appearance
Target sex appearance, in general, did not have an effect on the results across
experiments. However, in the isolated feature experiment (phase 1ii), an interaction
between target sex and feature was revealed. This was attributed to the hair condition
with males yielding significantly higher miss rates (65.8%) than females (48.1%)
demonstrating a higher saliency for female hair than male, in terms of identity, when
presented in isolation. This effect was not found for the whole face version of phase 1i
both overall and as an interaction with feature. This suggests that the relative saliency of
hair for each sex only diverges when the feature is out of a whole face context. It is
possible that in a whole face context other cues are used for determining the identity of
the individual due to a robust memory for that face where the internal features are
utilised more than the external ones. However, if other feature cues are not available
then hair becomes more important, but only for females. Hair also represents a feature
of great variation, particularly for females where hairstyles can be modified on a daily
basis. Because of this, it could hypothesised that hair would be too variable for identity
recall in isolated conditions, so this result is somewhat surprising in that respect. No
other phases showed an effect of target sex; however, phase 2 lecturer data did not have
enough responses for male targets to perform inferential statistics between males and
females.
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7.2 Explicit choice
An Explicit choice task was included after the Spontaneous naming task to allow for an
overt type recognition to take place to compare with the recall type recognition results.
This was not designed as a separate type of study, but to allow participants to respond by
giving multiple choices from which to choose from, to mimic a more real‐world type
scenario and to prevent ‘familiar’ responses from being placed into the ‘unfamiliar’
response option. Collecting overt explicit choice scores also allowed for a comparison
between the spontaneous naming miss rates and overt scores. The celebrity version of
phase 1i and both versions of phase 2 found significant positive correlations between
spontaneous naming miss rates and explicit choice miss rates, as expected: the higher
the spontaneous naming miss rate, the higher the explicit choice miss rate. If a
participant can correctly recognise/recall a target in the Spontaneous naming task, he or
she should be able to correctly choose the target name in the Explicit choice task, and
vice versa for miss rates. It was unknown whether a participant who could not recall
identity specific information, would not be able to pick out the correct target name in the
Explicit choice task due to unfamiliarity or just because they could not recall identity
specific information in the Spontaneous naming task. The correlation suggests the
former. This was not the case for the isolated version of phase 1 (1ii) where no reliable
correlation was found. This would suggest that because the isolated feature task was so
difficult, name cues in the Explicit choice task may have facilitated correct overt
recognition to a greater effect than for the whole‐face versions. Participants in the LJMU
group for phase 1, always correctly answered the Explicit choice task for all valid trials,
and therefore there was no variation across items. Analysis was carried out on only the
UCLan data which showed no reliable correlation, however, items were low (n=6).

The Explicit choice task did, however, appear to incur some bias in the design. Only two
distractor names accompanied the target name. Therefore, it is possible that participants
used an elimination process through familiarity with the distractor names to allow
isolation of the correct target name. Therefore, any correct recognition results from the
Explicit choice task could have been inflated because of this. It is also possible that prior
exposure of the face during the Spontaneous naming task may have provided some
priming as to who the face might belong to, making the Explicit choice task easier than if
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it had been shown in isolation. Distractor names were not assessed for their similarity to
the target with respect to the visual appearance of the face, nor for the similarity in the
name itself. However, distractor names were only presented once per target and
randomised in presentation across the stimulus set to balance out any name similarity
effects that may have occurred. The names were matched for target sex appearance
which reduced the pool from which participants needed to extract a face memory.

7.3 Streams of information
The experiment was designed so that the miss rates could be attributed to the featural
change only as all stimuli were generated with the original target configuration and
overall contrast pattern. This was to try and isolate the featural information being
changed so that one stream of information was being tested in the study (see section 2.7
Facial creation for a summary of this). However, it is likely that these other streams of
information were inadvertently altered, and may have facilitated recognition (Burton et
al., 2015, Cabeza and Kato, 2000) (see section 2.4 Holistic processing for a review of the
different streams of information used for face recognition).

Configuration
Care was taken to ensure that the overall position of the features remained consistent
with the targets, so that configural information was controlled for. However, it is
inevitable that changing featural information will inadvertently alter the configural or
interdependent relationship of the features. For example, when the eyes were changed,
the pupil position was matched exactly with the replacement feature and the general
fissure width also kept constant. However, if the target had a fairly 'closed' fissure shape
where the height between the lower and upper eyelids was small and this was replaced
with eyes with an 'open' fissure shape (larger distance) this will of course have changed
the relationships and distances on the vertical plane between the eyes and other
features. Another example may involve the mouth (lips). These were matched for
commissure position and width, however the thickness of the lips would not have been
controlled for and, again, may have altered the interdependent relationships between
the lips and other features on the vertical plane. Note that, all features were matched for
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their position on the vertical plane as well as their dimensions on the horizontal plane
only: their dimensions on the vertical plane were not matched (except the nose) which
may have been reflected in the low miss rates. Although features' positions were the
same on the vertical plane, their relative distances were affected by featural dimension
changes.

Contrast
Image contrast properties across the face was maintained between the target face and
the unique composite to isolate testing to only the featural stream (see section 2.4 Facial
contrast and pigmentation for a review on facial contrast). As configuration was also
maintained, the contrast pattern across the face should have also remained constant. It
is possible that small featural changes will have affected shape from shading information
(which makes up some of the contrast information) within that feature that may have
removed contrast recognition cues. Features were not matched for any kind of general
shape, only general contrast, and so it is also possible that a deep‐set eye may have been
replaced with a more prominent eye, thus changing the shape from shading information
and effective contrast of that feature and its surrounding contour. Therefore, although
care was taken to minimise changes to other streams of information useful for face
recognition, altering featural information will still inadvertently affect these in small
amounts. The results from phase 1 suggest that changing one feature does not affect
recognition drastically due to minimised disruption to the rest of the face and any
inadvertent changes may also not affect this. However, it is possible that the miss rates
would have been even lower had features been matched for similar shape and structure
as well, which would have meant very little featural change. Swapping features but
matching for contrast, configuration, general shape and structure is also impractical and
ecologically redundant due to the amount of care needed to be taken in a real‐life
scenario. However, it is possible that any practitioner using compositing for concealing
identity may be more inclined to choose replacement features that are similar to the
targets, thus minimising the effect compositing may have on concealing identity. This is
something practitioners should probably bear in mind when generating composites.
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7.4 Limitations
The study design and methodology may have resulted in limitations that impacted on the
results, and these will be discussed here.

Compositing technique
The compositing technique varied in its success in creating plausible faces that appeared
unedited. Restrictions on the time able to be spent on each composite stimulus was
short due to the large number of stimuli to be generated (over 450 composite stimuli) in
a relatively short period of time, meaning that the necessary image manipulation and
refinement needed to create a plausible unedited face was not always possible. The
ramifications of this is that participants may have detected the edited portions of the
images and subsequently ignored them in their processing, to allow for recognition of the
other parts of the face. Given more time per composite stimulus, this effect may
potentially have been reduced.

The compositing technique aimed to only manipulate featural information whilst
maintaining the configuration and contrast of the target. Because of this, it is possible
that when features were composited onto the target face, too much care was taken to
control for these variables that has resulted in replacement features appearing very
similar to the target. It is also possible that there is some kind of innate bias to composite
features to appear similar to the target face so that the face appears plausible. This may
have rendered the stimulus exemplars more similar to the target face, making the task
easier. This, in turn, could have facilitated the correct recognition of stimuli where all six
features were replaced. However, the positive advantage of this technique meant that
composite stimuli were plausible.

Sample size
The sample size of target faces for the celebrity version was considerably larger than that
for the lecturer version. There were limitations in lecturer target recruitment due to the
difficulties in recruiting persons willing to donate their face images and donating the time
to be photographed and consulted for further information. The requirement for the
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lecturers to be familiar to large group of students also made recruitment more
restrictive. Similarly, recruitment of participants that would be familiar with the lecturers
was restrictive: Familiarisation needed to occur over at least one academic semester so
that the participants were more likely to have a familiar memory of the target lecturers.
Because of this, participant recruitment and testing was restricted to mainly the second
semester and some of the third semester for post‐graduate students. Data collection was
reliant on the good will of participants who were interested in participating as no
remuneration was provided. However, for the UCLan participants, course credit was
provided for participation with a requirement for participation within the programme of
study. Therefore, recruitment for the UCLan participants/lecturers was less restrictive
than for the LJMU group.

As a further note, the overall mean miss rate for celebrity data was higher than lecturers
for phase 2, but less for phase 1. It is possible that the low numbers of participant
recruitment for phase 2 (n=71), has driven this result, compared to the higher numbers
for phase 1 (n=148). Low power for the lecturer data may have affected the clustering of
replacements into the homogenous subsets. However, effect sizes (Cohen’s d), that are
independent of sample sizes, were calculated by position for celebrities and lecturers and
showed differences between the two types, with celebrities yielding a higher mean effect
size than lecturers.

Participants
There were some limitations with the participant pool recruitment, listed as follows:

Age: The celebrity targets were selected through a pilot study requesting the most
popular celebrities. The demographic used to recruit from for the pilot study was the
same as that used for the experiments: mainly students. Because of this, the participant
group mean age across experiments was relatively young (<30 yrs.). This meant that the
participant pool was, potentially, not a fair representation of the broader age range in
the general public. However, it was important to recruit participants who were most
likely to be familiar with the target face selection as indicated by the pilot study. Should a
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broader age‐range of participants been recruited for the pilot study, it may have been
difficult to select a popular subset with which to test and any subsequent broad
participant pool may have been more varied in their likelihood to be familiar with the
target face selection. The positive angle to this was potentially higher and more
consistent familiarity with the target identities.

Gender: Due to the demographics of the participant pool, 76.3% of the experimental
participants were female. This is perhaps not a true representation of the more even
share of males and females in the general population. Research has also shown that
women are better at recognising female faces, (Loven et al., 2011, Herlitz et al., 2013, de
Frias et al., 2006), therefore one might have expected lower miss rates for female target
faces. However, the results showed that target sex appearance did not affect results
(only in the isolated hair condition).

Other‐face effects: All participants were invited to participate in the studies, without
excluding individuals of a certain age, sex appearance or ethnicity. As outlined in section
2.5 Other‐face effects, there are some qualitative differences between the processing of
faces that we are less likely to have encountered on a regular basis during our lifetime.
Valentine’s face space model (see section 2.5 Face memory and storage) suggests that
these effects occur because the faces sit further outside of our own‐face space and
therefore we find them more difficult to recognise. Research has also shown that we may
adopt different face processing strategies for face types that we do not normally
encounter (e.g. cross‐race effect). For example, during target face selection, the faces
were narrowed down to white European faces as this was the predominant ethnic group
in the demographic population being tested. This was to avoid the inclusion of highly
distinctive faces that sit outside of the participant’s own‐face space. An assumption was
made that the population was made up of individuals that had been residing in the
demographic population and would therefore have a level of familiarity with the target
face population, even if the participant had normally been residing in another ethnic
group population. However, it is worth noting that even if the target was familiar to the
participant, their general own‐face space may not have normally encountered that type
of target face and therefore noise may have been added when that participant was
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shown a composited version of the target, due to using a different processing strategy.
Therefore, it is entirely possible that noise has been added to the data, due to adoption
of different processing strategies for not normally encountered face types.

Face recognition ability: Differences in face recognition ability could account for some
differences in miss rates occurring through the replacement of a single feature.
Participant ability at face recognition was not tested prior to or after the experiment. It
was important to collect a data set across a population of individuals with a wide variety
of abilities (see Appendix A ‐ Methodological considerations, for more detail). This is
more in line with a real world scenario where the choice of who sees the avatar is
uncontrolled, although this may have caused some noise in the data. For example,
excluding prosopagnosic individuals, who take up 2% of the population (Jiang et al.,
2011), will have reduced noise but would not be a realistic representation. It has also
been shown that prosopagnosics may adopt a more piecemeal approach to face
recognition and as such may have found the task slightly easier by being able to exclude
incorrect featural information that normal recognisers may not be able to due to the
overwhelming holistic processing technique. In contrast, any super recognisers may or
may not have found the task difficult due to their proficiency in face recognition.
However, it is also possible that their known expertise in holistic processing may have
rendered any manipulated face as a new identity. Subsequent analysis for participant
ability was also not carried out as the information would not have resulted in any
participants being excluded based on either really poor or really good face recognition
ability. Including all trials does of course result in the risk of experimental noise through
the large differences in face recognition ability and the possibility that individuals were
adopting different qualitative face recognition strategies depending on their ability (Davis
et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2012, Wilmer et al., 2010). It seems that the decision to not test
participants face recognition ability, prior or after, the experiment may have, in fact,
impacted on miss rates results. This could be evident in the surprising result where some
participants were still able to recognise the face, even after all six features had been
replaced. As discussed above, this may be due to participants using residual information
left in the image, or it could be due to those participants having superior face recognition
abilities and therefore being more invariant to featural manipulations. In a real world
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scenario, it may be that it members of the public with superior face recognition abilities
are the very group that may be able to identify donor features in created faces, and
therefore having data to group the participants in this way, would have helped to
establish whether this was the case. Furthermore, not having participants face
recognition ability data, meant that participants could not be compared to one another
in relation to their performance. For example, in the Automated face recognition study,
the three systems were able to compared to one another. However, without data that
could separate the participants into different ability groups, comparisons could not be
made in the same way for humans. It is additionally worth noting this limitation, so that
should further research be carried out, testing participants’ face recognition ability
should be implemented into the experimental design.

Online testing
Online testing was used to reach a large audience to generate the high participant
numbers needed for the studies. Research has shown that results are not significantly
affected by the mode in which the participant data is collected (Jones et al., 2007,
Metzger et al., 2003). However, it would be advantageous to carry out the whole
experiment under laboratory conditions to control for various extraneous variables,
including viewing distance (others may include lighting, noise in the room, screen size
etc.). For the current study, this lack of control for viewing distance did not outweigh the
advantage of recruiting from a larger participant pool to generate higher numbers of
participants (see Appendix A ‐ Methodological considerations for more detail on the use
of online testing methods in face perception research).

Qualtrics sampled a condition item from the six available for each item and this sampling
was random. Therefore, participants saw different numbers of condition stimuli across
the experiment, but always only one stimulus per item. This, coupled with the extraction
of only familiar (valid) trials, resulted in uneven sample sizes. This limitation of the design
could be resolved for future research where further exploration of Qualtrics’ capabilities
would allow for control over how items were seen. However, this is a small issue as
ANOVA has been shown to be relatively insensitive to difference in cell numbers. This
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analysis was carried out by items and so differences in the number of observations per
cell is likely to be low (except lecturer data for some cases). For future reference, it is
possible that another experimental platform could be used for data collection, or, the
design revised in way that would facilitate support from the Qualtrics system.

Experimental design
The experiments were setup to allow for different types of familiarity to be recorded. An
unfamiliar response was used to indicate that participants did not recognise the stimulus.
Familiarity and recall was used to allow participants to provide a text input to prove that
they were familiar with the target and could provide evidence of recalling the correct
identity. This response was classed as a correct recognition (if the correct
name/description was given, if incorrect it was marked as a miss as the face was clearly
reminding them of someone else) and the former was classed as a miss and it was the
miss data that the analysis was carried out on. However, an intermediate response of
‘familiar’ was implemented to allow for participants to indicate that they felt that there
was something about the face that reminded them of someone but could not quite place
the identity. These responses are less important to the question of whether identity was
concealed in that miss responses are a more stringent version of ‘unfamiliarity’ than a
‘familiar’ response is (Bruce and Young, 1986). However, the ‘familiar’ responses do
provide an indication of some kind of memory for a face, but without semantic recall
there is no way of knowing if the stimulus is reminding them of the correct identity or
someone completely different. However, it was important to separate these types of
responses from the ‘unfamiliar’ ones so that the miss rates were not over‐inflated.
Therefore, any miss rate results could be generalised to a real‐world setting in a more
generous way.

It should also be noted that the Ratings study that was used to assess a target faces’
characteristics as a way of explaining any stimulus result, was based on a holistic
impression of the whole face. However, the compositing manipulations involved
replacing individual features. Therefore, it is possible that miss rates would have differed
between the replacement of more or less characteristic features, even if the target face
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had been given a different overall characteristic rating. This limitation may have reduced
the impact of the holistic characteristic ratings scores when analysing the miss rates.
However, the ratings are still valuable in that they gave some insight as to whether
holistically characteristic faces are more or less invariant to featural manipulations. As
mentioned in section 2.5 Face memory and storage, one study found no differences in
recognition rates for featural manipulations across different face distinctiveness levels.
However this was an unfamiliar discrimination task and the results may not be
generalizable to a familiar scenario. In light of this, it seems that further research,
collecting ratings on individual features, may help to explain the impact of replacing
more or less characteristic individual features.

7.5 Future research
Based on some of the limitations of the current study and some of the surprising results
yielded from it, four potential future experiments are proposed:

1. It would be interesting to investigate the characteristics of each feature so that
they could be directly compared to each feature replacement. Although a laborious task,
the experiment may ask participants to rate the characteristics of each feature rather
than the whole face. For example, a face with very memorable lips, such as Angelina
Jolie, may yield a higher miss rate when that feature is replaced. However, there is
always the possibility that a face’s characteristic is based on more holistic opinions
(Cabeza and Kato, 2000, Schwaninger et al., 2002, Tanaka and Sengco, 1997). For
example, George Clooney’s facial morphology is not overly memorable, but his face is.
What seems to be driving this memorability is the pigmentation and contrast pattern of
his face. As another example, what makes Bruce Willis’ face memorable is the large
distance between his nose and mouth (configural). Therefore the study could be
extended to include ratings for these other types of information that can be used to
explain stimulus specific effects.

2. The study could be repeated with a further condition of image frequency: High
frequency line drawings to isolate featural detail and low frequency blurred images to
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isolate configural information. The same featural manipulations could be made and
tested in both frequency conditions. If the results from the low frequency images yield
lower miss rates than for the high frequency images, it would suggest that configural
information is still being used even when featural detail, as in the current study, has been
manipulated.

3.

The study could be repeated, using a combination of compositors, given the

appropriate training, to balance out compositing bias. One could hypothesise that miss
rates would be higher and that perhaps the difference between features and the degree
of feature replacement may be larger. However, one potential pitfall of this method
could be the increase in a change in configural information through the bigger
deformations of features.

4. It would be interesting to test the role of individual target features when placed
into a new composite. Based on research on the whole‐face context (Tanaka and Farah,
1993), it is likely that this will be a difficult task and that any memory for a specific
feature will be overridden by the new whole‐face context (Davies et al., 1977). This
becomes relevant in practical scenarios, as some compositors may choose to use one
feature from six different faces. However, this does not maximise a facial photograph
database in the way that the current study does.
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7.6 Conclusion
The study aimed to investigate if featural compositing, to create new faces, concealed
the identity of the respective donor faces. Donor anonymity is important when creating
faces for forensic applications. Two applications of created faces were the motivation for
the study: creating new faces to behave as avatars in fake social media profiles, for the
covert surveillance on online criminal activity and; Facial depictions, which require
sampling facial features from photographs. Two experiments investigated whether any
facial features were more important to be replaced than others and how many facial
features need to be replaced to conceal identity. The following conclusions were made
in relation to the hypotheses:
1. A facial feature saliency was found in phase 1 when individual features are
replaced. The eyes demonstrated the highest saliency, followed by the hair,
mouth, outline, nose and eyebrows.
2. An ordinal increase in miss rates during feature replacement was found in phase 2
for the combined data. This result was also found for the celebrity data, and
mostly for lecturers. Criterion points were found for the combined data in phase 2
suggesting at least two features need to be replaced for miss rates to increase
significantly (or 3 for the higher familiarity celebrity group). Further feature
replacement was paired, suggesting that further replacement of one feature
makes little difference, in comparison to two.
3. A main effect of feature was found for the combined data during compound
feature replacement in phase 2 where eyes were significantly more salient than
mouth. An interaction showed that the effect of feature was particular to
replacements 2‐5, where it seems to align with the criterion points of significant
increases in miss rates. One interaction for the celebrity data was found at
replacement 4, where higher miss rates were found for when more salient
features had been replaced for one configuration, compared to when less salient
features had been replaced. This was revealed as the upper and lower parts of
the face (upper: including eyes and hair; lower: including mouth and outline).
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Results also showed that familiarity type (celebrities and lecturers) affected feature
saliency hierarchies with an internal feature preference for the higher familiarity
celebrities. Overall mean miss rates were higher for the less familiar lecturers in phase 1i,
where single features were replaced. However, in phase 2, celebrities yielded higher miss
rates suggesting the higher familiarity level resulted in compound feature replacement
being more impactful to the whole‐face context. This could be attributed to an increased
level of holistic processing that is normally associated with a higher level of familiarity.
Identity was not concealed 100% of the time at any point in feature replacement, even
when all six features were replaced, as would have been expected. Therefore, further
changes need to be made, such as configural and contrast manipulations, in order to try
and conceal donor identities in composites.

Contribution to theory
The results from this PhD study have supported previous findings in the literature: The
feature saliency hierarchy observed in phase 1 is similar to that of previous research on
face recognition, where eyes are considered the most salient (Haig, 1986, Fraser et al.,
1990) (see section 2.3 Feature saliency hierarchy for a review. The different levels of
familiarity, in terms of their preference for external or internal features in the literature
was mostly observed between the celebrity and lecturer versions, although hair still high
in saliency for the celebrity version. Normally, however, the external feature preference
is for unfamiliar or newly familiar faces. This research shows that even if participants can
correctly recall the identity of the lecturer, they are still displaying an external feature
preference. This supports the theory, by Clutterbuck and Johnston (2007), that familiarity
is on a spectrum rather than being binary.

Phase 2 yielded some surprising results for replacement 6, where some items were
correctly recalled, even though all features had been replaced. This implies some residual
detail was available from the face and in line with previous literature (Dakin and Watt,
2009, Schwaninger et al., 2002), participants used the other streams of information
(configural and contrast) to facilitate recognition. However, this result may have, in part,
been driven by the similarity of replacement features to their targets, due to the
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compositing technique, as mentioned already. Previous literature on the composite face
effect demonstrates that the combination of two different face halves makes recognition
difficult, but not impossible (Young et al., 1987). This study found that at least half of the
features (n=3, celebrity data) need to be replaced for a significant increase in miss rates
to occur, signifying a theoretical criterion point from old to new identity. In contrast, two
changes were required in the combined data, which was experimentally more powerful,
however the celebrity data yielded an approaching significant difference for subset 1
that, with more data, would potentially shift replacement 2 completely into subset 2,
similar to the combined data. For celebrity data, replacement 4 showed revealed that if
the upper half of the face is replaced (containing more salient eyes and hair) miss rates
were significantly higher than if the lower half of the face was replaced (containing less
salient outline and nose). However, further feature replacement did increase miss rates
significantly but never concealed the target identity 100% of the time.

Contribution to practice
This PhD study set out to establish if compositing conceals identity of face feature/part
donors so that new identities can be created for use in forensic contexts. The two
forensic contexts outlined in the study were:
1. Compositing features from face databases available to investigating authorities to
generate face avatars for use in online criminal investigations. How much and
which parts of these faces can be used whilst still concealing the donors identity?
2. Feature sampling from face photographs for the ‘texturing’ of facial depictions
would benefit from guidelines as to how much and which parts of the face can be
used so that the resulting depiction does not resemble the donor.

Results have shown that the compositing technique used in the current study did not,
under any of the conditions, conceal identity 100% of the time. When all six features
were replaced in phase 2, some correct recognitions were given, suggesting that featural
manipulations alone, are not sufficient to completely conceal identity. However, it should
be noted that this result may in part be due to some residual information being available
from the stimulus (e.g. configural and contrast), but also due to the potentially biased
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compositing technique where replacement features were perhaps not different enough
to the target face, due to trying to maintain configural and contrast information.

The practical guidance for compositing for forensic scenarios, based on this study and a
decision to reference the higher familiarity celebrity data‐set, is to replace at least half of
the face (three features) so that there is a strong chance that identity will be concealed
for some of the population. Further manipulations of other streams of information, such
as configural and contrast detail, will also need to be manipulated to aid in concealing
identity. Given the cue of a face pool from which to extract a face memory (celebrity or
lecturer) in the current study, one could hypothesise that the results found here (miss
rates) could be generalised to a real‐world scenario (where no cue is given) with a more
generous effect. There is one caveat, however: neither types of familiarity represent the
broad spectrum of familiarity in a real world scenario, even when combined. Therefore, if
the results are to be generalised to other levels of familiarity, such as family members or
close friends, it needs to be carried out with caution and with the suggestion that more
manipulations will be needed to try and conceal identity with an even higher familiarity
group than celebrities.

For the context of this study, this translates to only ever sampling no more than half the
face when compositing to generate facial avatars or to sample textures from for facial
depictions. And in addition, when compositing, the configuration and contrast
information will most likely need to be altered.
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9 Appendices information
All appendices can be found in separate .PDF files. Each appendix document is labelled as
below;

Appendix A

Methodological considerations
Further detail and descriptions of other methodological
considerations for the experimental design.

Appendix B

Unique Composites
Description of how the unique composites were made.

Appendix C

Compositing technique
Description of the compositing technique used to make both the
unique composites and the composite stimuli.

Appendix D

MATLAB scripts
MATLAB scripts for the assessment and matching of targets and
unique composites.

Appendix E

Testing
Screenshots of the different tasks from the experimental
platforms.

Appendix F

Pilot Studies
Full method and results of Pilot study 1 and 2.

Appendix G

Ethics
All of the ethical approval confirmations, participant information
sheets, consent forms, questionnaire and adverts. [The appendix
mentioned here cannot be made freely available via LJMU E‐
Theses Collection due to privacy restrictions]
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Appendix H

Celebrity Targets
Images of all of the celebrity targets included in the main
experiments. [The appendix mentioned here cannot be made
freely available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to copyright]

Appendix I

Example Stimulus set
An example stimulus set from phase 1i (celebrity) that would be
seen by a participant. [The appendix mentioned here cannot be
made freely available via LJMU E‐Theses Collection due to
copyright]

Appendix J

SPSS Output
SPSS output from the analysis for all experiments. [The appendix
mentioned here cannot be made freely available via LJMU E‐
Theses Collection due to privacy restrictions]
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